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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Parks, Trails and Bicycle Master Plan is the result of
extensive consultation with the community, Council and
Staff. Contributions from a wide range of users, combined
with the analysis of past technical reports, master plans
and outdoor recreation trends have been integrated with
the professional assessments of existing outdoor recreation
opportunities and facilities in the District of Mission.

Key findings

Key findings that emerged through the course of the
consultations, analyses and site assessments include:

• Mission is a growing community with a population that
is slightly lower in age than the provincial average. This
means that outdoor recreation opportunities will need
to accommodate all ages, abilities and many interests
in the coming years;

• The trend toward more individualized outdoor
recreation in Mission is tempered by the sustained and
increasing interest in field sports, especially soccer and
softball;

• Mission’s supply of parks, (not including schools and
natural open space) is 2.0 hectares per 1000 people.
This is low compared to many other BC communities
that have, on average, 2.50 hectares per 1000 [ep[;e;

• Active transportation, environmental awareness and
an increased understanding of the link between
lifestyle and health will lead to increased expectations
of the department for all recreation services and
facilities over the next 10 years;

• As evidence increases regarding the importance
of children’s connection to nature, access to safe,
natural park areas and the need for children to play
on their own in and near natural features will increase;

• Although Mission is fairly well-served by playing fields,
the current inventory of fields is only just meeting the
need. Increased playing field, softball and hard courts
will be required in the near future;

• given the varied topography of the District and
proximity to Tree Farm License #26 (TFL #26) and
natural areas such as Bear and Red Mountain, there is
a wealth of mountain biking and recreational cycling
opportunities. This has been an economic driver and
one that still has untapped potential;
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• 	 Mission’s rich history of horticulture and agriculture
has diminished over the years- primarily due to limited
budgets. This has resulted in a parks system that has
declined both in terms of infrastructure and amenities;
and

• The Fraser River frames the community, provides
much of its sense of place and yet is an under utilized
recreation opportunity and potential economic driver.

Recommendations

The implementation of the recommendations included in this
plan are based on the following:

1. Provide parks for kids and families;
2. improve parkland acquisition and development;
3. optimize the recreational potential of Mission’s

community forest;
4. Adopt “Riverfront to Mountain Top” approach to

recreation; and
5. Forge cultural links leading to community benefits.

Parks for kids and families
We have provided prioritized recommendations to help the
District of Mission meet the park needs of kids and families.
Acquiring and developing parkland in the downtown area
and upgrading infrastructure are important. Creating and
improving parks for formal (e.g. soccer, diamond sports,
sports courts) and informal sports (e.g. skateboarding) needs
to be a priority.

improve parkland acquisition and development
Parkland needs to be acquired and developed according
to this report’s criteria in order to provide parks that meet
community needs, enhance biodiversity and are financially
sustainable.

Optimize recreation potential in Tree Farm License
#26
The potential for front and back country recreation activities
that add to the range of recreation available in Mission will
allow residents to camp, fish and cycle close to home. It will
attract revenue over the long run and will create economic
spin-offs.

A “Riverfront to Mountain Top” approach
Mission has many natural attributes and places (e.g. Fraser
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River, Red Mountain, Bear Mountain, TFL) that should be
maximized in the next 10 years. Building a River Walk from
Harbour Park to Silverdale should be a priority. Linkages
northward through Silver Creek, other creeks, and along
cycle routes to Bear and Red Mountain and ultimately
to the TFL need to be built as development and funding
opportunities arise.

Cultural links leading to community benefits
Mission contains some of BC’s oldest First nation’s settlement
sites. These assets, combined with the presence of
Westminster Abbey and a rich history of horticulture and
music festivals, should be optimized. The District needs to
work with local First nations and the Diocese to strengthen
the cultural and economic sustainability of Mission through its
cultural roots.

The table on the following page (Figure 1) summarizes those
recommendations that have capital and or operating costs.
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Figure 1. Summary of Master Plan Recommendations by Theme

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

# Recommendation Priority

THEME 1 - PARK SUPPLY, INFRASTRUCTURE AND AMENITIES
1 Upgrade existing parks 1
2 Establish a Neighbourhood Park in the Downtown area south of 7th Avenue 1
3 Establish a Neighbourhood Park in the West Heights area 2
4 Expand and upgrade Fenn Park 3
5 Install an artificial turf field at Mission Rotary Sports Park 2
6 Commence planning for a new Sports Park 1
7 Build a new Sports Park 2
8 Upgrade softball diamonds 2
9 Prepare Master Plans for Tunbridge, Centennial, Fenn, FRHP, Harbour Park and Griner Park 1
10 Install permanent washrooms at Centennial Park and Griner Park 3
11 Enhance community garden at Leisure Centre 3
12 Optimize the existing skatepark 1
13 Create off-leash dog park opportunities 1

THEME 2 - IDENTITY AND VISION
14 Continue Signage upgrading 3
15 Create interpretive signage and programs linking First Nations, natural history, The Abbey, arts, etc. 1
16 Enhance horticulture in parks and public landscapes 2
17 Create a public art strategy in Mission parks 3
18 Create an integrated Business Plan/Physical plan for Hatzic Cemetery 2
19
20

Create new burial area/woodland nature area at Hatzic Cemetery 3
Develop a memorialization and commemoration policy for parkland 2

21 Enhance programming in parks 1

THEME 3 - CREATING CONNECTIONS FOR A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
22 Create the “Mission River Walk” from Silverdale to Harbour Park 1
23 Provide universal access and connectivity between parks and trails 2
24 Complete trails through natural areas 3
25 Formalize bike and pedestrian connections from Fraser River Heritage Park to the Hatzic community 3
26 Incorporate trail standards for all new and upgraded trails 3
27 Establish trail construction and maintenance partnerships with agencies, volunteers, organizations 2
28 Collaborate with Ministry of Transportation on construction of Lougheed Highway pedestrian overpass (west site) 3
29 Create public access to Silvermere Lake 1
30 Enhance recreational cycling initiatives 2

THEME 4 - MANAGING GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
31 Acquire parkland based on Parkland Acquisition Criteria 1
32 Institute park design and site reviews 1
33 Develop and Implement an Urban Forest Management Strategy 3

THEME 5 - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT
34 Enhance environmental education 2
35 Incorporate ways for children to interact with nature 1
36 Integrate native species across the parks system 3
37 Incorporate sustainable materials and systems in park design and upgrading 2
38 Partner in the protection and restoration of fish-bearing streams 1
39 Manage parks to support biodiversity 2
40 Develop and adopt an integrated pest management program 3

TOTALS
Legend: Project Duration
Short Completion within 0 to 3 years of initiation

Completion within 3 to 7 years of initiation
Completion within 7 to 15 years of initiation

Medium
Long
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Pressures are growing on Staff and Council to deliver
expanded levels, types and quality of service, while at the
same time minimizing the tax burden on residents. Achieving
the long term parks and trails recommendations above will
need support by capital and operating funds, and through
community partnerships. Approval of increased operating
resources is a crucial first step in bringing Mission’s parks up
to standard, and will bring Mission closer to meeting the
community’s park needs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Project
The District of Mission Parks, Trails and Bicycle Master Plan
was initiated in February of 2007 to provide direction to the
District for the management of the trails, parks, and outdoor
recreation systems over the next fifteen years.

This document addresses parks and trails in Mission and is an
update to previous parks master plans:

• District of Mission Parks, Recreation and Culture Master
Plan (1990)

• District of Mission open Space and Parkland
Development, o.C.P. Background Report No. 5 (May
1996)

• Mission Parks, Recreation and Culture Master Plan
(1999)

The need for a new Plan is based on social and
environmental conditions that have changed since the
preparation of the above documents.

in 2006, the Mission Social Development Plan sought to work
towards realizing the District of Mission’s purpose statement,
“To build a safe, healthy and inclusive community abundant
in economic, recreational and cultural opportunities.” This
Master Plan builds on the Mission Social Development Plan
by outlining strategies to achieve the District’s recreational
goals. This Master Plan provides the tools needed to
effectively manage, develop and upgrade park, trail and
outdoor recreation resources by providing the following:

• A revised park classification system;
• Proposed parkland standards;
• A methodology for determining park distribution;
• Proposed levels of service for park facilities;
• An inventory and evaluation of existing parks and

trails;
• updated maps of District of Mission parks and trails;
• Park and trail issues, arranged by theme and detailed

in recommendations;
• Strategies to address key issues;
• An implementation Plan, ranked by priorities, including

projected cost estimates and timetables;
• An off-Leash Dog Strategy;
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• Proposed park design criteria; and
• 	 Proposed trails standards.

Context and Background

The District of Mission is located approximately 75 km east of
vancouver, close to the rapidly developing municipalities
of the District of Maple Ridge and the City of Abbotsford.
Mission is within the lower Fraser valley and encompases
an area of 225 km 2 on the north shore of the Fraser River.
Mission was incorporated as a District municipality through
the amalgamation of the District Municipality of Mission
and the Town of Mission City in 1969. The District of Mission
currently has a population of over 36,000 .

1

The population of Mission has increased by over 30% since
1990, largely due to suburban growth extending from the
greater vancouver area. The District of Mission is projected
to continue to experience population growth over the next
30 years as a result of both relatively high birth rates and
strong in-migration. Compared to surrounding communities,
the lower price of housing and the availability of land for
development are key factors in Mission’s projected growth.
The Mission urban Reserve Area is a 1,375 ha (3,400 acre)
parcel in southwest Mission. neighbourhood # 1 in the
Silverdale urban Reserve Area (S.u.R.A.) has been approved
and once built will provide housing for up to 30,000 people.
This anticipated influx of new residents is one of the key
drivers in the preparation of a Parks, Trails and Bicycle Master
Plan.

geographically, Mission is largely made up of forested
uplands, with a small floodplain along the river and only
a few level areas (e.g. Ferndale area in the north and a
topographic bench in the southeast). Mission’s natural
setting is a key attraction for drawing new residents to the
area. Mission is fortunate to have secured the province’s first
municipal forest in 1958, which contributes to recreational
and economic activity. The District’s Forestry Department
now manages 10,400 hectares of municipal and provincial
Crown land under Tree Farm License 26 (TFL #26), enabling
it to provide employment, recreational opportunities,
and revenue generation for municipal projects. The
management of this resource helps give the District control
over protecting the health of the local environment.

The Mission area has been recently identified as one of the
longest continuously inhabited sites in British Columbia, with
archaeological sites located in the Hatzic area and along
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the Fraser River dating back 5,000 - 9,000 years. The First
nations presence remains strong in the Mission area, with
the Stòl:lo (“People of the River”) forming the predominant
First nations community. The Stòl:lo operate the Xá:ytem
Longhouse interpretive Centre in southeastern Mission.

A number of social and cultural institutions intersect in
Mission, creating a rich local history. The original settlers in the
area were oblates of Mary immaculate (o.M.i.), a Catholic
missionary order from France that founded St. Mary’s Mission
and Residential School next to the Fraser River in 1863. St.
Mary’s Mission and Residential School were relocated to
the slopes above the new CPR rail line in 1882, where they
continued to operate until 1961. The original buildings are
gone, but the site is now part of the Fraser River Heritage
Park and lies adjacent to the still-active oblate Cemetery.
immediately to the northeast of the park is the Westminster
Abbey and Seminary of Christ the King, a landmark complex
constructed in 1954 by the Benedictine order. The Abbey
remains a powerful architectural and cultural presence
in the community. Approximately 30 monks still live on the
site and continue their traditional farming and gardening
activities on the scenic 80 hectare property.

The District of Mission currently has approximately 1,700 ha
(4,200 acres) of municipal and non-municipal parkland and
an abundance of natural areas, including the Municipal
Forest.

The District of Mission Official Community Plan (2008) states:

“The value that is assigned to parks, recreation facilities
and open space cannot be underestimated. Much like
streets and sidewalks, water and wastewater lines, drainage
facilities, police and fire equipment and other municipal
facilities and services, parks, recreation facilities and open
space are an integral part of municipal infrastructure. As
such, an equal level of consideration and commitment of
resources is warranted to ensure acquisition, operation and
maintenance and program management.” 2
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View over Fraser River Heritage Park: Mission’s “Flagship Park”
Photo: LEES+Associates

Mission Parks and Trails: A Social and Economic
Resource
The District of Mission is known for its scenic, natural and
cultural landscapes. Residents often cite the recreational
opportunities afforded by the District’s natural environment
as one of their primary reasons for living in Mission. A recent
survey by ipsos Reid revealed the following:

• Parks, recreation and cultural facilities/programs were
identified as the second most important local issue
in Mission (15% of total mentions; crime was first with
20%) ;

• Maintenance of parks and recreation facilities and
opportunities for recreation were cited as the two
most important reasons for the overall good quality of
life in Mission (17% and 14%);

• 88% of respondents stated that they were “very
satisfied” with the level of service provided by parks,
recreation and leisure services; and

• Mission residents place more importance on parks
and recreation (95%) than other municipalities (88%). 3
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it should be noted that regional level parks operated by
other agencies complement District-operated resources but
are outside of the focus of this Master Plan. These parks are
listed below (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Mission-area parks that are not operated by the
District. These parks are not included in this Master Plan.

Park Amenities
Park Owner /

Manager
Neilson Regional
Park

Trails, swimming
beach, picnic,
grass play,
boating

Fraser valley
Regional District

Hayward Lake
Reservoir

Trail on railway
RoW

BC Hydro

Stave Lake
Reservoir

Trails, picnic area,
boating, swim
beach, camping

BC Hydro

Stave River-Ruskin
Picnic Site

Trails access,
beach, picnic

BC Hydro

Rolley Lake
Provincial Park

Walking path and
boardwalk, Picnic
area, boating,
swim beach,
camping

BC Parks

The character, quantity and proximity of natural open
space in Mission are increasingly significant factors in
environmental protection, economic growth and prosperity
in the community. Mission’s traditional primary industries,
forestry and agriculture, are gradually being replaced as
its economic base diversifies and shifts towards residential
development, services, recreation and tourism. While the
District of Mission continues to generate revenue from
management of its municipal tree farm, it also provides a
growing number of recreational opportunities within the
context of a “working forest.” natural-looking landscapes
yield the greatest economic benefits when they are
managed to retain their aesthetic and recreational
characteristics.

increasing numbers of tourists choose to travel to natural
areas to experience native flora, fauna, and cultural
heritage. Even those who do not consider themselves
“ecotourists” share many of those objectives. The
recreational value of the natural landscape has a growing
currency worldwide. Similarly, the phenomenon of “amenity
migration”—people moving to areas based on their
environmental and/or cultural qualities—reflects the growing
desire amongst many people today to live in or near scenic,
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recreational landscapes. Residential growth in Whistler,
Banff, Fernie and other, typically mountainous communities,
appears to follow this trend.

Reversing the long-term pattern of people moving from
the rural to the urban landscape, amenity migration is not
strictly the product of higher disposable incomes or early
retirements. Many who seek to live in such environments
do so simply for the promise of simpler, healthier, more
recreationally-oriented lifestyles. in light of trends such as
these, Mission’s parkland resources can be seen as not
only an important asset to current residents, but a potential
factor in the long-term economic well-being of the entire
community.

How Mission manages and capitalizes on its natural assets
has been the subject of discussion for some time. Two
themes to promote Mission’s economic development have
been suggested:

• Cultural / historic / heritage
• outdoor recreation, particularly cycling and mountain

biking
Both themes relate directly to the District’s parks and trails
and, to some extent, depend on them. Parks and trails
should therefore be managed according to the value they
provide to the community. it is the intent of this Master Plan
to inspire positive change through improvements to the
system and establish criteria for the appropriate protection
and acquisition of parks, including natural areas.
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2. METHODOLOGy

The Planning Process

The Master Planning process was based on extensive
consultation with District staff, residents and elected officials.
This Plan is a product of the information assembled during a
phased program of Background Research, Field inventory,
Stakeholder interviews, Staff and Council Workshops, and
Public open Houses.

Background Research
Relevant information was provided by the following
agencies:

• The District of Mission: Department of Parks, Recreation
and Culture;

• Department of Planning;
• Department of Engineering;
• Department of Forestry;
• Office of Economic Development;
• Chamber of Commerce;
• Mission Heritage Association;
• Census Canada;
• Stats BC;
• The greater vancouver Regional District (Metro

vancouver);
• The Federal Department of Fisheries and oceans;
• Mission School District 75;
• The Fraser valley Regional District;
• The Local First nations, and
• Westminster Abbey and Seminary of Christ the King
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Field inventory
Each park and trail site was visited by consultants and
staff, evaluated and photographed (see Appendix A: Park
inventory and Recommendations Sheets). A map of all park
sites in Mission is provided (Maps 8 and 9, Appendix R).

Stakeholder interviews
Consultations with representatives from park user groups
were conducted from May to July 2007 (see Appendix B:
Community Stakeholder group List) Phone and in-person
interviews were conducted with representatives from related
agencies and organizations through the course of this phase
(see Appendix D: Stakeholder Agencies and organizations
Contact information).

Staff and Council Workshops
Two presentations were made to Council and one workshop
was held in May 2007. The consultants met with staff and the
project Steering Committee on three occasions.

Public Open Houses
Two public open Houses were held at the Mission Leisure
Centre (February 13 and 16th, 2008) to present draft findings.
A “Feedback Form” was provided for public input. open
House information was later posted on the District website,
with an interactive comment form for those who could not
attend either open House (see Appendix C: Summary of
Public input from open Houses).

Building on Past recommendations
The 1999 Parks, Recreation and Culture Master Plan
was prepared to provide a framework for planning and
delivery of services from 1999 through 2005. The key
recommendations from that plan that remain relevant to this
master plan include:

1. Continued acquisition and development of parks and
open spaces;

2. ongoing improvement and upgrades to park
infrastructure and maintenance;

3. increased efforts to develop partnerships and
cooperative relationships to assist with park
management;

4. improvements to park access and outdoor
programming; and

5. Development of a comprehensive plan for a District-
wide trail system.
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3. KEy PLANNiNG FACTORS
There are several social and demographic factors that will
affect the need for outdoor recreation services in Mission.
These include:

• Future Areas of growth (i.e. areas of land under
consideration for development or have development
plans in place);

• Demographics; and
• Social Trends.

Future Areas of Growth

Cedar Valley
Cedar Valley was the first planned urban development
area in Mission. The Cedar valley Comprehensive Plan was
approved in 1999 and the community is now being built. The
Plan projects 63% of area residents living in single, compact,
clustered homes and 33% in multifamily units. Located north
of the urban core, the Cedar valley community covers
approximately 400 hectares, of which 40 hectares has been
designated parkland for a population of 8,840 people at
build out (2033). This translates to approximately 4.5 hectares
(1 1 acres) of parkland per thousand residents within this
area.

The Cedar valley community represents an important step
for development in Mission due to the coordinated nature
of development proposed for this area. The development is
governed by a 2005 Environmental Management Plan. The
Plan provides a framework for recreation in natural areas
to protect environmental features and to offer extensive
opportunities for trail-based recreation. The environmental
protection measures were primarily focused on fish and fish
habitat. Future planning needs to incorporate protection of
terrestrial species and biodiversity objectives.

This Master Plan will address Cedar valley’s key challenges,
which include:

• Ensuring the quality of new park developments;
• Maintenance of the integrity of dedicated parkland

as usable public space;
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•

•

•

•

•

Provision of park facilities to meet the needs of area
residents;
Establishment and maintenance of park infrastructure,
particularly trails;
Creation of trail connections to key destinations within
the urban area of Mission;
Management of public lands to ensure that
environmental objectives are met; and
Management of public lands to support appropriate
recreational use.

The Silverdale urban Reserve Area

The Silverdale urban Reserve Area (SuRA) is a 565 hectare
portion of the 1,340 hectare Mission urban Reserve Area. it
is located north of the Lougheed Highway in the southwest
quadrant of the District. SuRA is projected to be a major
driver of growth in Mission if the development plans are
approved. (Plan review is underway, and Preliminary
Design of neighbourhood one, as presented by the
neighbourhood Planning Advisory Committee, has been
approved.) The current development plan is the product of
over 10 years of planning and design and calls for a total of
6,424 dwelling units (76% single family, 9.5% townhouses and
13% apartments), with a final population of approximately
30,000 residents. The SuRA biophysical inventory and
planning process has expanded the environmental criteria
to include terrestrial species as well as fish. These analyses
resulted in proposed development patterns that are outside
of wetlands and other habitats of significant species. The first
neighbourhood to be constructed is projected to provide
1,480 new dwellings.

Like Cedar valley, the overall density of SuRA will be much
greater than in previously established areas of Mission,
requiring a different approach to the provision of parkland
and park amenities. The recreational needs of people
living on smaller lots and multifamily housing will need to
be met almost entirely by public parkland. Provision of an
appropriate range and quality of parks and recreational
amenities in SuRA (as in Cedar valley) will be important to
increase accessibility to parks and recreational facilities.
Residents should be able to access parks and recreation
opportunities by public transit. Due to the topography of the
area, it is expected that trails will be a major recreational
focus in the SuRA area. A large district park is proposed
for this area. This park will provide the second district-level
facility in the community, after Fraser River Heritage Park.
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This Master Plan will address the following S.u.R.A.
challenges:

• Designation of environmentally-sensitive lands as
parkland and environmental conservation area;

• Maintenance of appropriate levels of park
infrastructure, including trails;

• Establishment of a new “District” level park;
• Provision of active recreation facilities at the

neighbourhood level;
• Creation of trail connections with the rest of Mission;

and
• Management of public lands to support a range of

recreational activities

The Fraser River Waterfront

The Fraser River waterfront area has been dominated by
industrial uses since the founding of Mission. The river frontage
is not publically accessible due to the Lougheed Highway,
private property and industrial operations. As demand for
this area’s industrial products shifts, the use of these lands
will change. This may create opportunities for increased
parkland and Fraser River access, but this will likely require
contaminated site remediation. This area represents one of
the last significant sections of developable waterfront in the
Lower Mainland.

initiaion of preliminary downtown riverfront redevelopment
began in 2007. Conceptual “visioning plans” prepared in 2006
produced a vision of mixed use development in this area.
This vision was based on the underlying principles of: building
on the history of the area, extending the downtown to the
water, establishing key economic generators and creating a
balanced program of public and private investment along
the river. Providing public access and recreation are also
important drivers for this redevelopment. it is hoped that
S.u.R.A. will be a catalyst for development along the rest of
Mission’s Fraser River waterfront, particularly for residential
uses.

This Plan will address the following key challenges specific to
the Fraser River Waterfront:

• Establishment of physical connections with the rest of
Mission to ensure access to district-wide recreational
opportunities;

• Creation of an integrated, continuous, paved
recreational path along the length of the project area,
including the “working waterfront” (industrial activities);
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• 	 Ensuring public, recreational access to the river
wherever possible;

• integration of environmental values and features into
riverfront parkland; and

• Ensuring protection from floodwaters despite
increased public access to the river.

Demographics

Demographic Overview
The 2006 Census 4 revealed the following key characteristics
about the population of Mission:

• The average age of Mission’s poplation is increasing
(median age is approximately 37.5);

• The population of Mission is significantly younger than
the average age of BC in general (40.8);

• The birth rate is significantly higher in Mission than the
BC average;

• Population growth in Mission is primarily due to within-
population growth, rather than in-migration;

• More families have children in Mission compared to
the rest of BC;

• There are less elderly people in Mission (10%
compared to 14% across the rest of BC);

• There are more people living in detached single family
homes (70% compared to 50%), with more rooms
per dwelling (3.1 compared to 2.7). Home ownership
is significantly higher (+10%) than the provincial
average;

• Mission residents enjoy an above-average household
income (+6%) relative to the rest of the province,
although earnings from full-time employment are
slightly below the provincial average (-3%);

• The largest ethnic group in Mission is Caucasian (91 %)
with South Asians comprising the second largest group
(5%); and

• Mission has a significant commuter work force (+60%).
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Population Projections
The population of Mission experienced strong growth
through the 1990s, with a short period of decline in the late
1990s (Figure 3). Since about 2001, population levels have
been rising steadily, as suburban growth expands east
though the Fraser valley. The availability of land in Mission
and the relatively lower house prices have fuelled this
growth. The following graph provides projected population
growth for the District of Mission until 2036:

Figure 3. Population growth (1986 to 2007) and projections
(2007 to 2036) by sex, for the District of Mission. 5

Projections are subject to variations of up to +/- 10-15% over the short term (10 years
or less), cannot accommodate major unpredicted events that can affect data and are
potentially less accurate for smaller populations. However, these projections have been
found to be increasingly accurate over longer time periods due to the statistical modification
of any extremes. (David O’Neil, BC Stats, Pers. Comm.)

The following are population projections to 2026 for the
Silverdale area and for Mission as a whole:

SiLvERDALE Population projections: 	 2009: 2,000
2016: 8,000
2026 17,503

MiSSioN Population projections: 	 2009: 37,899
2016: 41,161
2026: 47,730
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Age Group Distribution
Figure 4 illustrates the past and project population growth
by three age groups. These trends demonstrate that the
population is aging.

Figure 4. Projected population growth by age group, from
1986 to 2007 (the vertical line), projected to 2030. 5

Cultural Diversity
The most recent census information for BC indicates that
the percentage of visible minorities (people who are non-
Caucasian in race or non-white in colour; does not include
Aboriginal peoples) within the population has risen to almost
25%.4 Due to its relatively high rate of “natural” increase,
Mission’s population includes a larger percentage of
Canadian-born residents than neighbouring communities
such as Abbotsford. it also has a lower percentage
(approximately 10.4%) of visible minorities, compared with
the rest of the province (24.8%). nevertheless, Mission has a
significant community of First Nations residents (5.9%) as well
as smaller populations of residents who were born outside of
Canada.

While many of the original settlers of Mission were
Scandinavian and italian, newcomers to Mission today
are most likely to be of South Asian (6.6%) or of Asian
(2.1 %) origin. Mission should expect to see cultural diversity
increase as long as immigration levels continue.

implications of Mission Demographics
The demographic profile of Mission provides a framework for
determining the future parks, trails, and outdoor recreations
needs of Mission residents. To meet projected demand
for these amenities, the District of Mission should focus on
providing:
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• Park space, play areas and other facilities for children;
• A range of active sport facilities for youth, ensuring

that the quantity and quality promotes optimum use;
• Family-oriented parks where a mix of ages can spend

time and recreate together;
• Environments with attractions and opportunities for

socialization;
• Educational opportunities in parks, particularly on the

topics of Mission’s human and natural history;
• Recreational opportunities for people, particularly

children, to interact with the natural environment in a
meaningful manner;

• Park space within walking distance for all residents;
• Parks and trails for a variety of users and levels of

mobility, including seniors/ those with limited mobility;
and

• Facilities and programs attractive to residents of other
ethnic backgrounds, particularly ones that encourage
interaction among residents.

Social Trends

Social trends reflect a combination of demographics,
economics, environmental conditions, and personal choices
made by individuals. The following outlines current social
trends that are applicable to park and trail planning in
Mission, followed by some preliminary recommendations to
address these trends (in italics).

Seeking a work-life balance
There is a growing need for people to fit recreation into
convenient time slots. increased commuting, a move to
“two career families,” growing pressures to perform in the
workplace and children having multiple extracurricular
commitments have all contributed to this trend. For
newcomers from larger urban centres, Mission appears to
be a bastion of “a simpler life,” although this is changing
due to growth, development and increasing numbers of
commuters.

The Mission Parks and Recreation Department should
continue to consider how parks can provide relevant and
accessible recreational opportunities for residents with
increasingly busy lives.

Rates of obesity
have more than
doubled for
Canadian adults
over the past two
decades, and nearly
tripled among
Canadian children
during that time.
Children from
families with low
incomes are 1.5
times more likely to
be obese as their
chilren from higher
income families.

Source: Canadian
Institute for Health
Information 6
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Environmental awareness
growing awareness and concern about climate change,
water quality, species declines, and other environmental
issues is having an effect on peoples’ perceptions and
behavior. in Mission, issues relating to poor air quality as well
as the visible effects of industry are now more likely to be
sources of concern, as well as the loss of natural landscapes,
and the adverse effects of development. The adoption
of the Mission Environmental Charter is an innovative
initiative that includes many objectives and actions that are
consistent with this Master Plan.

Mission parks offer the opportunity for the District to support
a variety of environmental initiatives, including increased
environmental protection, environmental education and
lower-impact operational practices. Implementation of
more ecologically-sensitive procedures and programs in
parks and trails would help convey the District’s commitment
to environmental objectives.

Sedentary lifestyles
Canadians have led increasingly sedentary lifestyles over
the past few decades. An estimated 26% of BC children
between the ages of 2 and 17 are now considered
overweight or obese . 7

In communities such as Mission, the expansion of suburban
residential development away from urban centres increases
the vehicle dependence that is a key contributing factor
to sedentary lifestyles and resultant health impacts. The
provision of diverse opportunities for residents to be active
within their own neighbourhoods, as well as to commute
locally by non motorized means, needs to be addressed.

Concerns for personal safety in public places
The public is well-informed and sensitive to reports of crime
and related incidents in outdoor environments. in many
cases this is based largely on perception rather than fact,
but a person’s sense of safety is as important as the actual
safety risk of using parks and trails.

It is important that parks and open space in Mission be
designed and managed to maintain their reputation and
functionality as safe, attractive amenities for all residents.

increasing urbanization
The anticipation of future real-estate price increases in
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the Lower Mainland will likely lead to young people and
families searching for new, less expensive housing in Mission.
The demand for more multifamily homes (townhouses,
condominiums and apartments) will have an urbanizing
effect on Mission. The District is already attracting “empty
nesters,” seniors who want to downsize, and those who
prefer Mission’s small town ambience.

Parks will increasingly need to provide space for activities
that traditionally took place in the backyards of single family
detached homes.

Changing recreational Preferences
The aging population is increasingly interested in
experiences that offer personal growth, as well as
recreational activities that are less strenuous. Walking, yoga
and low/no impact activities are increasingly popular over
higher-impact activities such as tennis and jogging. Aging
residents want to maintain their use of and connection to
general community centres, thus suggesting a reduced
demand for “senior’s centres” in the future.

To serve the broader community, parks in Mission should
include infrastructure and amenities attractive to older
residents, who may prefer to continue using mainstream,
multi-generational recreational facilities rather than seniors’
centres.

rising Expectations
Increasing affluence and growing access to information
and travel has resulted in higher expectations of the
quality of public space. newcomers to Mission from larger
communities will exert pressure on the municipality to
upgrade parks, trails and cycling facilities to meet their
expectations.

Rising expectations of the quality of public space will require
increased funding, staff, planning resources, and new
capital funding.

Concern for Health and Wellness
Lack of physical activity is a major public health concern
throughout BC, with the most recent data indicating that
38% of British Columbians are not active enough to achieve
the health benefits associated with an active lifestyle. 7

Mission has the opportunity to provide walking and cycling
opportunities to schools, along selected roadways, and
within and between parklands. The District also has the
opportunity to strengthen activities and programming within
parks and to partner with a variety of agencies supporting
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healthy lifestyles through the Act Now BC program.

Meeting the Needs of Children
Children need adequate play opportunities to develop
their social, cognitive and physical abilities. There is also
increasing evidence that children need access to natural
areas and direct contact with the soil, plants and the non-
built environment for enriching development and learning
opportunities . 8

As the community develops and there is increasing pressure
on natural areas, it is timely for Mission Parks to secure natural
areas and to create opportunities for children to interact
meaningfully with nature.

increases in informal and individual Activities
As people’s schedules get increasingly busy, there is greater
demand for informal and individual leisure activities such as
walking or cycling, rather than organized team sports with
programmed schedules.

In order to accommodate those with less time and
energy for organized recreation, Mission should develop
opportunities for people to be active on an individual,
informal basis. Mission should try to meet these needs by
enhancing trails, greenways, walking paths and open space
to support these types of activities.
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4. THE PLANNING FRAMEWORK

in order to quantify the type, size, number and location of
park and park facilities needed in Mission, the following
planning components have been analyzed:

•
•
•
•

Parkland standards;
Parkland classification;
Distribution of parkland; and
Current supply.

Parkland Standards

Parkland supply and adequacy standards were first devised
roughly 30 years ago to provide a way of quantifying the
public need for park space based on population. Such
standards became a valuable tool for establishing rational
requirements for parkland dedications at the time of
development. They also provided a tool for quantifying
capital expenditures needed for development of the parks.
The National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA),
standards have not, however, been evaluated in light of
contemporary recreational needs and lifestyles.

in response to such concerns, independent research was
undertaken in 2007 by LEES+Associates. Thirty three BC
communities with populations over 10,000 people were
surveyed. Supply of parkland (in terms of hectares per 1,000
people) and recreational amenities (in terms of units per
1,000 people) were catalogued and analyzed (Figures
5 and 6; Appendix i: Summary of Data). Although the
sizes, populations, physical conditions, and environmental
conditions vary among these communities, determining
averages for supply within each of the parkland categories
as well as for overall supply provides reasonable benchmarks
against which parkland and recreational amenities in Mission
have been evaluated.

The average amount of parkland in the 33 BC communities
surveyed provided the proposed target amount of parkland
to be provided in Mission. in order to make the inventory
analysis consistent, a standarized parks classification system
was adopted. This required a review of the classification
system now in place in Mission.
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Parkland Classification System

The park classification system is a hierarchy of parks that
fulfills a range of recreational opportunities and provides a
tool to:

• Accurately define the spectrum of available open
space;

• Provide guidelines to meet the varied objectives of
the open space system;

• Assist with the planning, design, development and
management of each park; and

• Distributes park types based on access standards.

Developed parkland includes sites that provide for diverse
recreational activities and typically include a combination
of natural and built elements. The current classification
system for park space in Mission (as outlined in the 2006
DRAFT OCP) identified three types of developed municipal
parkland:

• Community Parks: provide for the needs of the
community at large;

• neighbourhood Parks: provide for the needs of the
neighbourhood (4-6 block radius); and

• Tot Lots: provide for passive use and limited
recreational activity of the immediate
neighbourhood.

Mission’s current community park classification is a
combination of traditional City/District Parks and Community
Parks. The District Park category distinguishes the system’s
largest park type and its special role as a “flagship” park,
offering unique facilities and the ability to host events at a
community or even regional scale. Fraser River Heritage
Park is currently the only site in Mission that is classified as a
District Park.

The size and function of the existing Mission Tot Lot
classification overlaps with the Neighbourhood Park
category, but is not worthy of a unique category. The
designation of a Tot Lot has resulted in a “cookie cutter”
quality in many of the newest parks in Mission, most of which
fall into this classification.
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Existing Tot Lot parks typically provide minimal amenities
and limited programming opportunities, although in many
cases they are located near trails, which enhances their
use. A manufactured play structure with safety surfacing
is the dominant characteristic of the Tot Lot Park. This type
of design fulfills basic needs but does not encourage site
specific development. Recent studies have shown that
children spend less than 15% of their playground time on an
actual play structure. 9 Thus, the current focus on providing
costly structures for young children seems disproportionate.
Related to this is the issue that Tot Lots provide questionable
value to other demographic groups, such as older children,
teens, and seniors. While the Tot Lot represents a convenient
park type for meeting recreational requirements within
individual development parcels, a community-oriented
approach to neighbourhood parks would be more effective
on a social level, particularly for the District as a whole.
Likewise, a less restrictive type of park would remain more
relevant to the neighbourhood as the community ages.

The growth of organized sports over the past few decades
has resulted in the emergence of the “sports park,” which
in many communities has grown from a ball diamond and
soccer field at a community centre to a complex of multiuse
fields that serve all ages as a practice and tournament
venue. This type of park merits its own classification due to
the specific nature of its use. Sports parks are also unique in
the degree of management and maintenance they require.

For the purposes of comparison and standards
development, four classifications of developed parkland are
recommended:

• District Parks (e.g. Fraser River Heritage Park);
• Community Parks (includes most of the existing City/

District and Community Park classes);
• Neighbourhood Parks (Tot Lots and the traditional

neighbourhood Park classes); and
• Sports Parks (parks with a focus on field sports).
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undeveloped (Natural Open Space) Parkland
“natural open Space” is typically undeveloped forested
land, where the major focus is on trails and environmental
protection. The Mission Park System includes a significant
amount of natural open space parks. (it should be noted
that the District’s Forestry lands are not included in this
Master Plan, although the ongoing Recreational Feasibility
Study for TFL #26 is an important link in the range of
recreation opportunities in Mission.)

it is important to develop criteria (e.g. natural values,
programming) for designating natural landscapes as
parklands. The major recreational use of undeveloped
natural areas occurs on trails. Many people in Mission
value local trails and see trails as the community’s primary
recreational resource. Current trends towards active living,
informal recreation and increased environmental awareness
all reinforce the value of trails and natural areas.

Schools and their Role in the Parks System
Most school sites serve in some capacity as “neighbourhood
parks.” There sites are owned and managed by the Mission
School District #75 rather than the District of Mission, but
these two agencies have developed a long-term joint-use
agreement to allow some school facilities (e.g. most sports
fields, with the exception of Mission Secondary School’s
north field) to be made available to the community. Such
community uses are approved on an application basis and
are limited to extracurricular uses on weekends and outside
of the school year. in exchange for use of school amenities,
the Parks, Recreation & Culture Department provides the
School District with reduced rates for students to use District
of Mission-owned facilities (e.g. skating rink). The booking
process and funding schedule is set each year by the
Secretary Treasurer of the School District, subject to approval
by Mission. This joint use agreement is a successful delivery
model that provides resources for the community at large, as
well as operational benefits to both parties.

one challenge facing the community is the possible closure
of some school properties due to declining enrollment. This
could result in the removal of some school park sites from
the inventory of neighbourhood parks. The loss of park sites
could be mitigated if new schools are built (one is proposed
for Silverdale and one for Cedar valley), but the result of
school closures could be short-term shortages of fields,
gymnasia and playgrounds. Figure 5. provides an inventory
of current parkland according to the District of Mission’s
existing classification system.
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Figure 5. inventory of parkland by type of park, according to the District of Mission’s
existing park classification system.

# 	Name
Size
(ha)

Area (ha)
per 1000
people

Community Parks
1 Centennial Park 8.62
2 Fraser River Heritage Park 16.75
3 Hatzic Park 4.26
4 Leisure Centre/Skate Park 4.33
5 Mission Rotary Sports Park 15.00

Total Community Park Area 48.96 1.29

Schools
1 Cedar Valley School 1.06
2 Cherry Hill School 2.56
3 Hatzic Elementary School 1.53
4 Hatzic Secondary School 6.94
5 Heritage Park Secondary School 11.65
6 Hillside School 2.64
7 McMahon School 3.77
8 Mission Central School 2.42
9 Mission Secondary School 6.53

10 Morrison School 3.38
11 E.S. Richards School 3.22
12 Silverdale School 1.50
13 West Heights School 3.23
14 Windebank School 2.92

Total School Park Area 53.35 1.41

Neighbourhood Parks
15 7th Avenue Courts 0.30
16 Chamber of Commerce Park 1.33
17 College Heights Park 3.80
18 Griner Park 3.85
19 Kinsmen Park West 0.80
20 Knightview Park 1.30
21 Lightburn Park 0.47
22 Ruskin Community Park 0.39
23 Silverdale Park 1.30
24 Stewart Park 0.73
25 Wren Park 2.96

Total Neighbourhood Park Area 17.23 0.45

Inventory data collected from OCP, Lot Inventory, Parks
documents, CAD drawings, communications with Parks
staff, and Inventory sheets filled out by parks staff

# 	 Name
Size
(ha)

Area (ha)
per 1000
people

Tot Lot Parks
1 Bailey Park 0.17
2 Blott Park 1.13
3 Cedar Valley Sports Field 1.22
4 Dr. Hume's Park 0.55
5 Fenn Park 0.19
6 Harbour Park 0.13
7 Hillside Park 0.17
8 Jack Wade Park 0.93
9 Kinsmen Park East 0.17

10 Lightbody Park 0.37
11 McDonald Park 0.14
12 Mission Horse Club 1.67
13 Ogle Park 0.14
14 Tom Jones Park 0.69
15 Tunbridge Park 3.03
16 Unnamed parks 2.48

Total Tot Lot Park Area 13.18 0.35

Natural Open Space
1 Lane Creek Ravine 6.05
2 Mill Pond 16.08
3 Ruskin Recreation Area 106.32
4 Hayward Lake North Shore Recreation Area 68.19
5 Wetland Area 46.00
6 Unnamed Parcels 76.94

Total Natural Open Space Park Area 319.58 8.43

Totals
Total School Parks + Neighbourhood Parks 70.58 1.86
Total Parkland incl. Natural Open Space 452.30 11.93
Total Parkland excl. Natural Open Space 132.72 3.50
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The Proposed Classification System
A new park classification system is proposed (Figure 7). This
system is based on the function of park types within the
system, as well as size, service area and facilities. The system
is divided into two types of public open space:

1. Developed parkland, which meets active and passive
needs of the community, and

2. natural, largely undeveloped areas, which serve as
recreational or ecological resources.

This system provides a framework that meets the recreational
needs of the community while defining the significance,
value and purpose of natural parkland. Developed parkland
classifications include:

•
•
•
•

District Parks;
Community Parks;
Sports Parks, and
neighbourhood Parks.

undeveloped parkland or “natural open Space”
classifications include:

• Recreational Greenways, and
• Ecological Greenbelts

The proposed classification system has the following benefits:

• it provides a system that more closely aligns with other
municipalities. This will enable more precise adequacy
analyses and tracking;

• it provides a tool for determining future areas of need
according to the spectrum of park types and sizes;

• it provides a framework for programming the different
parks and locating appropriate activities, and

• it synchronizes with Development Cost Charges
requirements under the Local Government Act.

The following parks inventory table (Figure 6) is based on the
proposed classification and includes these changes:

• Consolidation of Tot Lots into the neighbourhood Park
category;

• Reclassification of College Heights Park from
neighbourhood Park to natural open Space;
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Area
(ha) per

Size 	 1000
# 	Name

	 (ha) people
District Parks

1 Fraser River Heritage Park 	 16.75
Total District Park Area 	 16.75 	 0.44

Sports Parks
1 Mission Rotary Sports Park 	 15.00

Total Sports Park Area 	 15.00 	 0.40

Totals
Total School Parks + Neighbourhood Parks 	 64.46 	 1.70
Total Parkland incl. Natural Open Space 	 452.30 	 11.93
Total Parkland excl. Natural Open Space 	 128.91 	 3.40

• Reclassification of Mission Rotary Sports Park from
Community Park to Sports Park category; and

• Reclassification of Wren Park and Silverdale Park
as Community Parks, based on size (min 2 ha) and
location (in the future growth area of SuRA).

Figure 6. inventory of District of Mission parkland by type of park, according to a proposed 
park classification system.

Community Parks
1 Centennial Park 8.62
2 Hatzic Park 4.26
3 Leisure Centre/Skate Park 4.33
4 Silverdale Park 1.30
5 Wren Park 2.96

Total Community Park Area 21.47 0.57

Neighbourhood Parks
1 7th Avenue Courts 0.30
2 Bailey Park 0.17
3 Blott Park 1.13
4 Cedar Valley Sports Field 1.22
5 Chamber of Commerce Park 1.33
6 Dr. Hume's Park 0.55
7 Fenn Park 0.19
8 Griner Park 3.85
9 Harbour Park 0.13

10 Hillside Park 0.17
11 Jack Wade Park 0.93
12 Kinsmen Park East 0.17
13 Kinsmen Park West 0.80
14 Knightview Park 1.30
15 Lightbody Park 0.37
16 Lightburn Park 0.47
17 McDonald Park 0.14
18 Mission Horse Club 1.67
19 Ogle Park 0.14
20 Ruskin Park 0.39
21 Stewart Park 0.73
22 Tom Jones Park 0.69
23 Tunbridge Park 3.03
24 Unnamed Parks 2.48

Total Neighbourhood Park Area 22.35 0.59

Inventory data collected from OCP, Lot Inventory, Parks
documents, CAD drawings, communications with Parks
staff, and Inventory sheets filled out by parks staff

# 	Name Size (ha)

Area (ha)
per 1000
people

Schools
1 Cedar Valley School 1.06
2 Cherry Hill School 2.56
3 Hatzic Elementary School 1.53
4 Hatzic Secondary School 6.94
5 Heritage Park Secondary School 11.65
6 Hillside School 2.64
7 McMahon School 3.77
8 Mission Central School 2.42
9 Mission Secondary School 6.53

10 Morrison School 3.38
11 Richards School 3.22
12 Silverdale School 1.50
13 West Heights School 3.23
14 Windebank School 2.92

Total School Park Area 53.35 1.41

Natural Open Space
1 College Heights Park 3.80
2 Hayward Lake North Shore Recreation Area 68.19
3 Lane Creek Ravine 6.05
4 Mill Pond 16.08
5 Ruskin Recreation Area 106.32
6 Wetland Area 46.00
7 Unnamed Parcels 76.94

Total Natural Open Space Area 323.38 8.53
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Current Supply

The proposed classification system includes four main
categories of parks (District, Community, Sports, and
neighbourhood - including School Parks) and two
categories of natural open space (Recreational greenway
and Ecological greenbelt). The adequacy of each type
of parkland in Mission is based on the proposed standard,
with the surplus or deficiency of each category of park
calculated according to current and projected populations
in 2016 and 2026 (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Analysis of parks deficiencies and surpluses according to the proposed parks
classification. The numbers in red indicate a deficiency (amount of land that will need to
be acquired). Numbers in black indicate deficiencies of park area. Numbers in parenthesis
indicate projected surpluses in park area.

Park type
BC

Average*

Proposed
Mission

Standard 1

Mission
supply
2008 1

Total
Additional
Required

2009 1

Total
Additional
Required

20162

Total
Additional
Required

20262

District Park (12-30 hectares)
Supply (ha/1000 pop) 1.04 1.00 0.44 0.56 0.59 0.65
Total Supply (hectares) NA 37.90 16.75 21.15 24.41 30.98
Service radius (km) NA 1.00 1.00

Community Park (4-12 hectares)
Supply (ha/1000 pop) 0.80 1.00 0.57 0.43 0.48 0.55
Total Supply (hectares) NA 37.90 21.47 16.43 19.69 26.26
Service radius (km) NA 1.00 1.00

Sports Park (12 to 20 hectares)
Supply (ha/1000 pop) NA 0.80 0.40 0.40 0.44 0.49
Total Supply (hectares) NA 30.32 15.00 15.32 17.93 23.18
Service radius (km) NA 1.00 1.00

Neighbourhood Park (0.15 to 4 hectares) incl. School Parks
Supply (ha/1000 pop) 0.67 0.67 1.70 (1.03) (0.90) (0.68)
Total Supply (hectares) NA 25.34 64.46 (39.12) (36.94) (32.54)
Service radius (km) NA 0.40 0.40

Total Parkland (incl. School Parks, excl. Natural Open Space)
Supply (ha/1000 pop) 2.52 3.47 3.11 0.36 0.34 0.77
Total Supply (hectares) NA 131.46 128.91 2.55 13.86 36.65

Neighbourhood Park (0.15 to 4 hectares) excl. School Parks
Supply (ha/1000 pop) 0.67 0.67 0.59 0.08 0.13 0.20
Total Supply (hectares) NA 25.34 22.35 3.00 5.18 9.57
Service radius (km) NA 0.40 0.40

1: Based on 2006 population statistics and 2008 revised classification system
2: Based on Colliers Int’l population projections (7 Nov, 2007)
* Data compiled by LEES+Associates, 2008
Note: Numbers in parenthesis indicate surplus of park area
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Based on the analyses of park supply and deficincy, the
following is a summary of the supply status for each park
type.

District Parks
The proposed standard for District Parks is 1.00 hectare per
1,000 people, which is just under the average for BC (1.00).
To meet this standard Mission requires one additional District
Park of 12-30 hectares in size.

Community Parks
The proposed standard for Community Parks is 1.0 hectares
per 1,000 people, slightly greater than the BC average
(0.80). The reason for this increase is to recognize the
particular importance of community parks in the District
of Mission as the population grows. The District of Mission
requires an additional 16.43 hectares of Community Park,
which is approximately two Community Parks at 4-12
hectares in size.

Sports Parks
This is a new park classification type that is not covered by
any of the traditional park classes. Sport park statistics are
not available for the rest of the province, so a BC Average is
not available.

The Mission Rotary Sports Park meets most of the current
needs of the community although it often does not perform
to capacity due to problems with field drainage in the
diamonds and lack of irrigation in some sections. While this
park is adequate at the current time, it is often overbooked,
leading to lack of recovery time for the turf and consequent
maintenance challenges.

Anticipated growth in population and in participation in
organized sports will create the need for more full size soccer
fields, possibly requiring another Sports Park of a similar size
(12-20 ha) within the next 3-5 years. The increased need is
also due to the expectation that players practice on good
quality grass fields, rather than on all weather (gravel) fields.

The proposed Sports Park standard is 0.80 hectares per
thousand residents. This is calculated by adding the area
of a high school sized soccer field (0.60 ha) and allowing an
additional 0.20 ha for buffer areas, seating, services, and
circulation. At the proposed standard there is already a
Sports Park deficiency of 15.00 hectares, indicating the need
for an addition of a new, minimum 12 hectare park. By
2016, the deficit is projected to increase to 15.32 hectares.
in response to this projection, planning for a new sports park
should begin immediately in order to have it ready for use
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by about 2012. it is recommended to upgrade existing park
and school fields to practice standards.

Neighbourhood Parks
The proposed standard for neighbourhood Parks is 0.67
hectares per 1,000 people, which matches the BC Average.
This class of park now includes all Tot Lot parks. The number
of existing neighbourhood Parks was reduced by their
reclassification as either Community Parks (i.e. Wren Park
and Silverdale Park) or as natural open Space (i.e. College
Heights Park). When School Parks are included in the
neighbourhood Park total, Mission has an adequate number
of neighbourhood parks, at 1.70 ha of park area per 1,000
people. Thus, no new neighbourhood Parks need to be
added through 2026. it is important to note that this relies
on the use of school sites, which depends on a successfully
managed Joint use Agreement between the School Board
and the District of Mission. if School Parks are removed from
the parks system (e.g. due to school closure), there may be
a need for the District to provide additional neighbourhood
Park areas.

Total Parks System
The proposed Mission standard for total parks is 3.47 ha per
1,000 people, which excludes natural open Space areas.
This is greater than the BC Average (2.52) due to the fact
that the data for BC parks does not include Sport Parks, and
our proposed classification does. Our analyses indicate
that Mission must add a net area of 2 ha (across all park
types) in the immediate future, 13.86 ha by 2016, and 36.65
ha by 2026. These numbers are dependent on population
projections (see page 19) and are subject to increase if
population growth occurs faster than projected.

Natural Open Spaces
natural open Spaces (“Recreational Greenways” and
“Ecological Greenbelts” under the proposed classification
system) are indicated in the Environmental Charter and
should be identified at the time of large scale land use
planning (e.g. SuRA) and as road infrastructure planning and
improvements occur. Standards for natural open space do
not exist, nor are any proposed. Recommendations in this
report address access to natural open space and location
of parks near natural open spaces.
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Distribution of Parkland

Park area standards based on population do not address
the unique conditions, needs and goals of specific
neighbourhoods. variables such as density, demographics
and cultural values are all factors in planning for parkland.
How well a community is served also depends on equitable
access. For these reasons, the measure of “walkability,”
which provides a meaningful indicator of parkland
adequacy has been applied to the District’s parks system.

Walkability is based on the relative accessibility of parks
and park facilities in a community. Most people are willing
to walk 5-10 minutes (approximately 280 to 400 meters,
“as the crow flies”) to reach a minor destination such as a
bus stop or playground. Due to physical constraints on the
ground, these radii translate to greater walking distances.
our analyses of park need based on walkability is based on
a radius of 400 metres, as indicated by the peach shading
in the walking radii maps (Map 1 and Map 2, Appendix R).
Shaded areas are based on radii extending from the centre
of existing or developing parks. in the case of larger parks,
walking radii have been centred on each pedestrian entry
point to the park.

The focus of this Master Plan is to meet deficiencies in the
more populated area of south Mission (south of Cherry St. /
21 st Avenue). The long-term goal should be to extend the
same level of service and distribution standards over the rest
of the community.

The key information produced by the walking radius maps
is the identification of park-deficient areas where residents
are not adequately served by parks according to the
walkability standard. Areas that are not covered by the
shaded radius circles are considered deficient in parks.
The major deficiency areas in Mission, as indicated by grey
shading on Map 1 and Map 2 (see Appendix R) include
Downtown Mission, south of 7th Avenue; the West Heights
neighbourhood, and north central Mission, north of 14th
Avenue. A fourth deficiency area in the west side of the
Hatzic community (north of Jasper Avenue and west of
Manson St.) is also shown on Map 1. in this case, there is a
significant, proposed parkland parcel located just north of
Jasper Avenue that will address this deficiency.

The primary focus of efforts to acquire parkland in
developed areas of Mission should be to secure and
develop sites within the three areas listed above. The first
priority should be a neighbourhood park in the downtown
area, where the need is greatest due to the high population
and its children-at-risk status.
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Parkland Acquisition
Areas where parkland should be acquired are indicated
by pink shading on the proposed parkland acquisition
maps (Maps 3 and 4, Appendix R). Due to the relatively low
population levels in north Mission, the focus on parkland
acquisition in this Master Plan is in south Mission only.

The largest land area for suggested acquision is the
proposed Silver Creek “Parkway” corridor, envisioned as
Mission’s future major north/south greenway. This corridor is
proposed to provide a range of recreational amenities that
will extend from the community forest lands to the Fraser
River. Previous Official Plans for Mission have recommended
acquisition of parcels within this area, with the result that
most of the lands have now been acquired by the District.
The remaining pieces should continue to be assembled
in order to realize the vision of a continuous “spine” of
parkland, with trails leading from the District’s most northerly
neighbourhoods of Steelhead and Stave Falls to the Fraser
River waterfront.

The target of land acquisition is to meet the minimum
recommended levels of service for parkland and to achieve
the 5-10 minute walking radii targets. These areas were
primarily derived from the “deficiency areas” that were
shaded in grey on Maps 1 and 2.

Efforts to address current deficiencies should be focused on
the grey-shaded areas, starting with the downtown south
of 7th Avenue. it should be noted that areas shaded with
pink indicate lands that have been previously proposed for
parkland but have not yet been developed. in some cases,
these areas overlap with those shaded in grey. in such
instances, development of the parks on lands shaded with
pink would help address the deficiency of parks within a 10
minute walking distance.

Acquiring land for a new park in the downtown core will be
one of the most challenging due to cost and constraints
of adjacent uses. Land acquisition is recommended to
upgrade the existing but small and minimally appointed
Fenn Park at the east end of the downtown. in addition, at
least one more park site is needed at the west end of the
downtown. The concept of developing a “Town Square,”
possibly in the vicinity of Second Avenue and grand Street,
has been discussed, although not in the context of providing
parkland. Future downtown plans and revitalization
initiatives should include land acquisition in this area to fulfill
both functions (Town Square and parkland) and to provide
a “showpiece urban park” for Mission.
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Park Facilities and Amenities: Analysis of Supply

An analysis of Mission sport and play facilities/amenities was
undertaken. The objective was to compare what is currently
provided in Mission with the average provided in the rest
of BC municipalities. This analysis provides a “snapshot” of
current park facilities and recreational activities by which
Mission’s can evaluate current and future levels of service.

This analysis, combined with input received during
consultations, resulted in the findings below. Note that the
number of amenities excludes those currently offered at
school sites.

• Baseball
The evaluation of baseball fields in Mission revealed the
need for 5 additional fields by 2016. Related sports such
as softball, T-ball and Slo-pitch have not been separately
reviewed. new softball diamonds need to be constructed
since this activity is not accommodated at the Sports Park
and because Hatzic Park is at capacity. The opportunity
exists to also include facilities for T-ball and Slo-pitch at many
new sites. Future softball diamond locations need to be
evaluated in close collaboration with Mission Minor Softball.

Perceived deficiencies of supply for field or diamond sports
can be traced back to communication and scheduling
issues, and in some cases due to the quality of fields
compromising their usability. infrastructure upgrades are
required in some parks to increase the usability of the field
(e.g. Rotary Sports Park diamonds). Storage of maintenance
supplies and equipment on site should be considered (e.g.
Hatzic Park storage box).

Privately supplied and installed storage boxes for softball at Hatzic Park
provide a good example of how to keep maintenance supplies and
equipment on site, facilitating community maintenance.
Photos: LEES+Associates
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• Rectangular Play fields
Mission has a deficit of rectangular fields for sports such as
soccer, football, rugby and field lacrosse. Six new sand-
based fields will be needed by 2016, if population growth
occurs as projected. The number of new fields required
could be reduced if artificial (rather than natural turf)
surfaces are provided.

According to the soccer clubs, soccer is experiencing
significant growth in Mission. Due to its appeal to a range
of ages and both sexes, the addition of at least two new
soccer fields is recommended in the short-term.

increasing demands on the Mission Rotary Sports Park have
resulted in the need for facility improvements. natural, sand-
based turf fields, such as those at the Sports Park, require
high levels of maintenance to support the expected use
level of 6 games per week. The quality of these fields (and
their overall environment) has made this venue the most
preferred place to play, and teams are often reluctant to
play or practice elsewhere.

• Tennis Courts
Mission is well below average for the number of tennis
courts available in the public parks system; however, if
totals include tennis courts at School Parks there is a present
deficiency of only two courts. The tennis community believes
there is a significant shortage and is anxious to see existing
courts improved and more courts built. if school courts are
included and assuming current demand remains steady,
3 more courts will be needed by 2016. Several of Mission’s
tennis courts are in poor quality, with unusable paving,
substandard nets and fencing and no practice walls. The
courts at Centennial Park and at Heritage Park Secondary
School are in good condition, representing the highest
quality in the District. They would benefit from enhanced
seating and screening. unless an adequate number of tennis
courts are made available, Mission’s youth will have less
opportunity to learn this sport.

At least three new court facilities with lighting should be
constructed at parks around the community. Providing such
court layouts would permit competitive play, and would
reduce the need for players to travel to Abbotsford and
other communities in the Fraser valley. Black vinyl-coated
chain link is suggested for tennis courts fencing, and for all
active recreation areas if possible. (Although coated chain
link is more expensive than plain galvanized, the black vinyl
coating makes large fenced areas visually “disappear,”
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significantly minimizing their visual impact on the site).

• Sports Courts
The recent conversion of the 7th Avenue Tennis Courts to
sports courts and the creation of 4 basketball hoops at a
sports court at Hatzic Secondary has enhanced the range
of play opportunities for youth and younger children. The
projection shows a need for two more sport courts in the
community by 2016. Sports courts are ideal facilities to
include at neighbourhood park/school sites since such sites
are typically convenient for children to meet for “pickup”
games on weekends and after school. Asphalt courts with
low fencing, basket ball hoops and places to “hang out”
at schools would distribute recreational facilities around the
community and optimize their use.

• Water parks
Mission has one water park and is projected to need one
more by 2016. While the existing water park is successful,
residents have complained that it is too small for the number
of users on a hot day. Additional water parks should be
considered as new neighbourhood parks and community
parks are developed.

• Lacrosse Boxes
Mission has one lacrosse box that is below standard and
should be replaced. Local lacrosse players have requested
a covered structure. Discussions should be held to discuss
what level of facility is reasonable to provide for this sport.
The need for a new lacrosse box should be evaluated in
light of the growing interest in field lacrosse and discussions
should be had with the lacrosse clubs.

Example of an outdoor lacrosse box (Vancouver Island) with appropriate
access, fencing and signage, including contact information for bookings.
Photos: LEES+Associates
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• Skateboard Parks
The number of skatepark facilities and the range of
skatepark activities (e.g. skateboarding, BMX biking, in-line
skating) continue to change each year. it is expected that
at least one new skate park will be needed by 2016 to serve
the relatively large number of children and youth in Mission.

in the meantime, the existing skate park should be re-
evaluated to optimize its use and to address some of the
safety and management issues that have arisen. its present
location (near the Leisure Centre) is ideal, as it is close to
the High School and in a high profile location. Further details
regarding proposed improvements are presented in the
Appendix E – Mission Skateboard Park Design Consideration.

• Playgrounds
The District of Mission is slightly deficient in playgrounds
relative to the BC average. Ten new playgrounds are
needed at this time, with two additional sites needed 2016.
These facilities should first be provided in communities that
are in most need of park space. ideally, new playgrounds
are provided with other amenities for older children and
seniors. new structures should be universally accessible
and be installed as part of an overall park design specific
to each park site. The installation of a prefabricated
play structure is only one step in creating a meaningful
playground environment and wherever possible access to
informal play, trails and contact with nature should be part
of the spectrum of play experiences.

• Picnic shelters
Mission has two picnic shelters but will need at least one
more by 2026 to meet the BC Average. Picnic shelters are
especially appreciated by community groups, from boy
scouts to volunteer organizations, as well as by families who
may wish to hold get-togethers in a public park. Besides the
general appeal of shelters, some cultural communities in
Mission have traditions of gathering in parks for picnics, often
extending over an entire day. Picnic shelters are also ideal
locations to install chess/checker tables and outdoor table
tennis tables that can also double as large ”community
dining” tables. Picnic shelters are suggested for Griner and
Centennial Park, where they can fill the year-round need for
gathering places for seniors and those who enjoy spending
time together outdoors.

• Washrooms/Fieldhouses
Relative to other municipalities, Mission provides an average
number of washrooms and fieldhouse structures for its current
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population, with one additional facility needed by 2016.
The current BC standard may be below what most people
would agree is reasonable, particularly in a community with
many small children and an aging population. Providing
and managing safe and clean public facilities is a challenge
and will continue to demand high maintenance costs
over the coming years. Appropriate levels of service for
these amenities should be determined based on individual
conditions, resources and requests from the community.
The addition of washrooms and fieldhouses will enable local
sports teams to host tournaments and therefore increase the
level of athletic experience available to the community’s
children.

The application of CPTED principles in the area of such
structures is highly recommended. (See Appendix F – CPTED
overview).

Based on previous studies of public washrooms that
LEES+Associates has undertaken, it is clear that investing
in quality structures and materials (especially the interior
fixtures) has lower life cycle costs compared to using poorer
quality products. Likewise, the use of electronic locking
device systems, possibly via a SCADA, digital or cell phone
technology, and motion detectors are also cost effective
capital investments. The cost of designing and constructing
durable and attractive structures is significant, however a
custom-designed structure can provide an aesthetic and
functional amenity to the park system. See the resource
guide for modular washrooms available in BC in Appendix P.

The table on the following page (Figure 9) summarizes the
above analyses.
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Figure 9. Sport / Play Facilities and Park Amenities, current and recommended.

Facility / Amenity type

Proposed Mission
Standards
(number of

amenity per 1,000
people*)

Number of
amenity:
Current

Recommended
total additional
supply 2009*

Recommended
total additional
supply 2016**

Recommended
total additional
supply 2026**

Baseball/ softball field 0.43 13 3 5 8
Rectangular Fields (All) 0.49 14 5 6 9
Tennis court (outdoor) 0.40 13 2 3 6
Sports Court 0.14 4 1 2 3
Water park 0.05 1 1 1 1
Lacrosse Box 0.02 1 0 0 0
Skate Park 0.05 1 1 1 1
Playgrounds 0.64 14 10 12 17
Picnic shelters 0.06 2 0 0 1
Washrooms/Fieldhouses 0.14 5 0 1 2

*Based on BC Municipal Average Supply, see “Park Amenities by BC Municipality.xls”
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5. EMERGiNG iSSuES: THEMES AND
RECOMMENDATiONS
Through the course of inventory, analysis and community
consultations, five themes related to parks, trails and bicycle
issues in Mission have emerged:

Theme 1: 	 Park Supply, infrastructure and Amenities
Theme 2: 	 identity and vision
Theme 3: 	 Creating Connections
Theme 4: 	 Managing Growth and Development
Theme 5: 	 Environmental Protection

Recommendations that respond to each of these themes
are presented in this chapter. They are prioritized in an
implementation strategy summarized in Chapter 6.

THEME 1: PARK SUPPLY, INFRASTRUCTURE AND
AMENITIES

This theme relates to the quality of the system as a whole,
from the adequacy of parkland and facilities, to the level of
performance or “utility” of parks in Mission.

The short term requirements for each park in the system,
identified through the course of this project, are identified
on the Park and inventory recommendation Sheets
included in Appendix A. These sheets provide an updated
list and description of all parks currently in the system.
The information will be provided in a digital format as
a maintenance management tool to facilitate the
Department’s ongoing monitoring of issues and conditions at
individual parks.

new parks are proposed in areas that are under-served.
Three existing parks, Centennial, Griner and Harbour Park,
play a significant role in the system and merit individual
design review, planning and upgrading.

Recommendations

1. Adopt the parkland standards (by area and walking
radii) when new parklands are acquired.

2. utilize park amenities standards to guide development
or refurbishment of parks.

3. Establish a Neighbourhood Park in the Downtown area
south of 7th Avenue.
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• Acquire a park site to serve the large number of
families and children in this area;

• Design and construct the site to include features that
will serve the surrounding residents and businesses, and

• Consider development of a neighbourhood park in
conjunction with a proposed town square.

4. Establish a Neighbourhood Park in the West Heights
area .

• Acquire a park site to serve the large number of
families and children in this area; and

• Locate the park in a central location with convenient
pedestrian and bicycle access.

5. Expand and upgrade Fenn Park.
Revitalize this park through creation and implementation
of a park plan that improves accessibility and visibility;

• Provide family-oriented elements with appeal to all
ages;

• Provide a range of play and passive recreation
opportunities;

• Prune or remove overgrown plant material and
replant with a mix of ornamental and native species;
and

• Consider purchase of adjacent lot(s) for park
expansion.

Fenn Park is the only park space in the downtown area but is
currently undersized and offers few amenities.
Photo: LEES+ Associates

6. Install an artificial turf field on the existing all-weather
surface at Mission rotary Sports Park.

• Install an artificial surface at this park (as well as at a
future Sport Park) to maximize the utility of fields on a
year-round basis; and

• Design the artificial surfaces to meet the needs of as
many different field sports as possible.
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7. Commence planning for a new Sports Park (min 12.0
ha) to be constructed within the next 5 years.

• Pursue the development of the 15 ha District-owned
site located north of Keystone Avenue and west of
Dewdney Trunk Road;

• Plan for “flex space” for construction of fields or
other facilities for non traditional sports such as sand
volleyball or Frisbee golf at this location; and

• This park should be planned to become the long term
“home” for softball in Mission.

8. Create softball diamonds in Cedar Valley
• Plan for 3 new diamonds on the property at Dewdney

and Cade Barr Streets as an interim measure to meet
softball needs prior to construction of a second sports
park.

9. upgrade existing parks as per Park inventory
recommendations (Appendix A).

• undertake drainage improvements to improve softball
diamonds at the Sports Park, Hatzic, and Silverdale
Parks

Addressing drainage problems in existing parks is a priority.
Photo: LEES+ Associates

10. Prepare Master Plans to optimize existing parkland,
take advantage of the infrastructure in place and
enhance the quality of outdoor recreation experience
in these keystone parks:
Fraser River Heritage Park;
Centennial Park and
Griner Park

11. Develop Harbour Park with Provincial funding under
the “Spirit Square” program.

•
•
•
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Harbour Park provides the only public access to the Fraser River
and merits detailed planning and upgrades.
Photo: LEES+Associates

12. install permanent washrooms at Centennial Park and
Griner Park

13. Optimize the community garden and create new
community garden opportunities.

• improve service and broader public access to the
garden;

• Create new community gardens when District lands
become available, and when there is a demonstrated
need and public desire for this type of facility; and

• See Appendix G: Community Gardens Design
Recommendations

Existing conditions at the Mission Skate Park and Community Gardens.
Photos: LEES+Associates

14. Optimize the existing skate park
•

•

•

undertake improvements to optimize use of the
skatepark at the Leisure Centre;
Create skateable features in new parks suitable for
beginner and novice skaters, and
See Appendix E: Mission Skate Park Design
Considerations
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The newly opened Mountain Bike Skills Park in Burnaby is a
model for a similar site in Mission.
Photos: Courtesy of Henry DeJong

15. Create Off Leash Dog Park areas.
• The following guiding principles underpin the off-

Leash Dog Strategy:
• The District of Mission recognizes the need

to implement a off-Leash Dog Strategy to
formalize current off-leash uses and standardize
regulations for the benefit of all park visitors;

• it is the intent of the District to establish sites
around the community with a target of the
majority of dog owners and their pets being
within a 20 minute walk from a designated off-
leash area (see Map5, Appendix R);

• Proposed sites will be developed with
supporting infrastructure such as signage,
garbage cans etc;

• Candidate sites will be selected using the site
selection criteria provided below;

• All sites to be reviewed through a public
process prior to formal designation, and

• Each site will be designed and developed
according to its particular conditions.

• Create off-leash areas at the following parks:
1. East of the Mission Raceway;
2. north end of Centennial Park;
3. Tunbridge Park
4. Griner Park;
5. Windebank Creek Trail (wooded area);
6. Turf area next to parking lot at Mill Pond (water
access);
7. Hatzic Park (north of pedestrian entry off
Weaver Crescent), and
8. off-leash trail at Red Mountain.
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• The dog off leash areas should be incorporated at
the locations shown in the following graphics (Figure
10 a to g). They have been selected based on the
following criteria:

1. Size
• Large enough to accommodate off leash dogs

without adversely impacting other park uses. The
proposed minimum size is 4,000 m 2 .

2. Location
• Located to primarily serve the community within a 20

minute (approx 1 km) walking radius but be distributed
to meet the needs of the entire District over time.

3. relationship with adjacent uses
• Separated or capable of being separated by

distance or with physical barriers to minimize possible
conflict with adjacent park uses such as play areas or
sports fields; and

• not located in immediate proximity of busy streets and
vehicle traffic, and/or located where a physical barrier
can be erected to separate dog park from busy
streets and traffic.

4. Environmental impact
• not in an environmentally sensitive area that might

be adversely impacted by off-leash dogs. Consider
seasonal restrictions (on-leash use) in areas where
dogs could disturb breeding birds or other wildlife.

5. Accessibility
• Accessible by vehicle or on foot;
• ideally linked with sidewalks and nearby recreational

corridors.
6. Site characteristics and features
• Provide natural amenities such as open turf, shade

trees, and looped trails.
• Collectively, sites should offer a variety of experiences

for dogs and dog owners, such as open and forested
areas, water access and varied topography; and

• Have or be capable of providing parking areas,
drinking water, lighting, shelters and kiosks.

7. Security
• Permit visual access into the site from surrounding

streets and buildings as well as access for animal
control and emergency vehicles. Have or be capable
of incorporating low level lighting, as needed.
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Proposed Off-
Leash Dog Area

Figure 10. a to g: Proposed off-leash dog areas within 7 of the District of Mission
Parks. (a) Centennial Park (b) Griner Park (c) Hatzic Park (d) Mill Pond Park (e)
Mission Raceway Area (f) Turnbridge Park (g) Windebank Creek Trail

(a) Centennial Park
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Proposed Off-
Leash Dog Area

(b) Griner Park
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Proposed Off-
Leash Dog Area

(c) Hatzic Park
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Proposed Off-Leash
Dog Area (includes
pond)

(d) Mill Pond Park
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Proposed Off-Leash
Dog Area

(d) Mission Raceway Park
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Proposed Off-
Leash Dog Area

(f) Turnbridge Park
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Proposed Off-Leash
Dog Area

(g) Windebank Creek Trail
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• implement the following programs at each of the
parks:

uniform park signage to explain the
program;
Signage and brochures to enhance dog
owner etiquette;
Dog waste bags and receptacles;
Split rail fences to define off-leash areas
if enclosure is required (e.g. adjacent to
streets, playground, school or multi-use
trail);
Plantings (e.g. red or yellow twig
dogwood) to help define and identify off-
leash areas;
Shade tree plantings to delineate off-
leash areas; and
Taps for drinking water.

Split rail fencing as suggested material for use at
off-leash dog areas.
Photo: LEES+Associates

Split rail fencing with yellow-twig dogwood shrubs
as edge treatment identifying off-leash areas.
Photo: LEES+Associates

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
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implementation

1. undertake public education with local dog owner
clubs and organizations to enhance dog etiquette.

2. Develop signage for regulatory information: hours,
map of off-leash area, rules and etiquette. Signage
should be clear, attractive and consistent. Web
information for other dog-related services may also
be included. Precedents of off-leash area maps and
signage from other municipalities should be consulted
(Figure 11).

Figure 11. Examples of community dog park signage. images courtesy
of Municipality of oak Bay (left), City of Nanaimo (top right) and the
City of vancouver (bottom right).
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3. implement the Dog Strategy in conjunction with park
upgrades wherever possible.

4. Designate staff to patrol parks and enforce
regulations. Program should focus on a progression
of polite reminders until ticketing is warranted.
Enforcement of rules (including occasional fines) is an
important aspect of the program.

5. install fencing where necessary to contain dogs and
separate incompatible uses.

6. implement “quiet hours” in parks where noise related
to the dog off leash area may affect neighbours;

7. Provide information about picking up dog waste
and install conveniently-located receptacles for the
deposition of dog waste bags. Schedule removal of
the waste containers to prevent odours, particularly in
the summer months. (Weekly from May to September;
biweekly from october to April);

8. implement alternative disposal systems for dog
waste, such as biodegradable bags and dog waste
composting (See Appendix Q: Dealing with Dog
Waste).

9. Engage the Planning Department in planning for dog
off leash areas in proposed developments.

10. Support the Canadian Kennel Club’s “Canine good
neighbour Program.”
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THEME 2: IDENTITY AND VISION

The focus of this theme is to enrich Mission parks and trails by
incorporating elements that reflect community identity and
vision.

in 2004, the “Mission Economic Development Marketing
Strategy” initiated discussion about choosing an identity
to represent the community. The report cited “the need
for a vision” and “a poor image among neighbouring
communities” as issues hampering Mission’s growth and
prosperity. The original report focused on producing tangible
economic benefits. The concepts of image and vision are
relevant to this Master Plan and how they help unify and
strengthen the identity of and vision for Mission’s parks.

Establishing an identity is beneficial in that it represents
qualities and characteristics that are real and valued in
the community and promotes these qualities to visitors.
it is critical to select a vision that the community can
identify with and take pride in. Creating places that attract
economic activity also benefits the local community. Groups
such as Project for Public Spaces have long noted that the
most lively and appealing tourist destinations are typically
the same places most visited and enjoyed by residents.
investing in high quality, locally-meaningful park space for
the community can therefore also be a good marketing
strategy. Enriching Mission parks with identifiable elements
will enhance park uniqueness and meaning, thereby
appealing to residents and visitors alike.

Several concepts were explored for marketing the District of
Mission. Several of these concepts relate to parks and trails,
including:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Heritage Arts & Culture;
Mountain Biking;
Hiking;
nature observation;
Aboriginal Tourism; and
Water-based Recreation.

The character of a community will be evident to residents
and visitors in a variety of ways. As communities change
and develop this character can become less apparent.
“Heritage” depends on the preservation of historic
landscape structures and artifacts - a task that is particularly
vulnerable to development. Similarly, concepts such as
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“nature observation” and “Aboriginal Tourism” require
broader-scale community and government involvement.

Preserving and promoting natural landscapes and
heritage qualities in Mission parks is a key aspect of the
themes in this Plan. This can be done by using interpretive
signage to highlight local cultural and natural history,
improving landscaping and maintenance to reflect “small
town” values, recognizing the roots of the community by
supporting and integrating culture and heritage resources
(e.g. protecting and incorporating First nations sites, The
Abbey, and the local cemetery), and by using characteristic
and locally-sourced materials (e.g. wood from Mission’s
Municipal Forest).

Parkland has the potential to become a “repository”
for community and individual memorials. Community
memorials are important elements that enrich public areas.
individual memorials in parks need to be carefully managed
to ensure that they do not affect the role of parks as
public, recreational places. Therefore, there is a need for a
Commemoration and Memorialization Policy.

Recommendations

1. Develop an identity for Mission parks and trails.
• incorporate heritage and natural landscape in Mission

marketing and economic development strategies
as well as in the Department’s communication and
publicity materials, and

• incorporate characteristic materials and graphics
into park infrastructure (e.g. signage, fencing and site
furnishings).

2. Continue signage upgrading.
• Signage should include:

• name of site;
• Hours of operation;
• Rules and regulation (in an upbeat tone,

where possible);
• Safety notices (e.g. danger trees, bears in

the park etc);
• Difficulty rating (e.g. for mountain bike

trails); and
• Emergency contact information.

• Maps and interpretive information;
• opportunities to become involved in park stewardship

programs.
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Park name signs have been recently upgraded. Plantings, preferably
using native plants, are needed at the base of these signs. This provides
a good opportunity for local community involvement.
Photo: LEES+ Associates

An example of an effective and well-designed interpretive sign.
Photo: LEES+ Associates
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3. Formalize the role of cultural landscapes.
• install interpretive and informational signs at heritage

park sites, trails and trailheads;

The residential school site in Fraser River Heritage Park is part of a larger
heritage site with significant interpretive potential.
Photo: LEES+ Associates

• Protect sites with significant historic or archaeological
values through partnership and management (e.g.
First nations sites at the Hayward Connector and
adjacent to the west “Welcome to Mission” sign);
Engage in discussions with The Abbey regarding the
ongoing public use of trails through their property;
Continue to engage local First nations on decisions
affecting their properties and heritage (See Appendix
J: Archaeology);
Follow provincial protocols when dealing with
archaeological discoveries on park properties; and
instill a sense of cultural identity by supporting the
installation of heritage displays in public buildings such
as the Leisure Centre or District Offices.

Known archaeological sites (e.g. Hayward Connector; Xaytem
site) should be acquired when necessary to maintain their
integrity in the long term.
Photos: Courtesy of Gordon Mohr

•

•

•

•
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4. Promote a sense of ownership and pride in public
spaces.

• Enter into an “Adopt-a-Park” program agreement
and similar stewardship initiatives with cultural and First
nations organizations;

• Work with volunteer organizations to provide
necessary support and resources (See Appendix K:
Community Partnership guidelines)

5. Enhance horticulture in parks and public landscapes.
Continue support and promotion of the “Communities
in Bloom” program;
Engage stewardship groups to install and manage
plantings at key public sites (park entries, highway
intersections, public buildings); and

• Collaborate on initiatives to create horticultural events
reflective of Mission traditions, such as the annual
Strawberry Festival.

6. Pursue a public art strategy in Mission parks.
Enrich parks and trails with art installations and events;
Support performance art initiatives, providing
infrastructure (e.g. stages, seating) as possible sites for
sculpture symposia, and performance pieces; and

• integrate opportunities for public art into the planning
and construction of trails projects.

Hatzic Cemetery should be integrated into and linked with the
Mission Park System.
Photo: LEES+Associates

•

•

•
•
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In 1988, West
Vancouver Parks and
Recreation adopted
policy language that
prohibits the use
of “in memoriam”
language, including
the use of birth and
death dates on
donated benches.
To this day, plaques
along the West Van
seawall are typically
positive, anecdotal
and sometimes even
humorous.

7. incorporate the Hatzic Cemetery into the park system.
• Recognize the significant cultural and historic landscape

of the cemetery as a valuable contribution to the park
system;

• Plan for seating, pedestrian connections and internal
and off-site directional signage to support public use
and appreciation of this attractive and walkable open
space. Partner with the Legion or other organizations in
this initiative;

• Create a cemetery expansion and development plan for
municipally-owned lands on the south side of Dewdney
Trunk Road that incorporates the natural character of
these lands; and

• Develop a cemetery business plan that further enhances
the financial and social sustainability of this service.

8. Develop a memorialization and commemoration policy
for parkland.

• Manage the type, number and appearance of private
memorials in parks;

• Create memorialization that is relevant to the community
at large;

• Fund memorial installations to cover both the cost of
installation and long term maintenance; and

• Establish a memorial tree program to enhance tree
planting and maintenance of existing trees, and manage
according to a planting plan for each site that is in sync
with the recommendations in this master plan.

Commemoration on public parkland requires a policy that
meets the needs of the community as well as the site.
Photo: LEES+Associates
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9. Enhance programming in parks
Develop parks programming that attracts residents
and visitors to Mission’s parks’ and
Collaborate with volunteer organizations in the
delivery of parks programming

PROGRAMMiNG iDEAS TO ENRiCH MiSSiON PARKS
Lessons—bike riding, skateboarding, basketball, puppy
training, line dancing, painting-in-the-park;
Charitable events—car washes, “bikeathons,” bottle
and can drives; fantasy face painting, sand castle
building;
Contests—skateboarding, bike jumping, talent shows;
Art in the Park—displays by local artists and
craftspeople;
Performance in the Park—music and dance by local
clubs or studios;
Streamside Stewardship—removal of invasive species
in parks, greenbelts and greenways;
Movie night—projected on the wall of the Leisure
Centre or portable screen; popcorn and drinks for
sale;
Barbecue Saturdays—family cookout at a Community
or park;
nature night—evening interpretive walk with a local
naturalist;
Story time in the park—afternoon readings of outdoor
stories in collaboration with the public library;
Planting and pruning—educational workshops at
Centennial Park; and
History Walks—a stroll around Fraser River Heritage
Park, Centennial or Griner Park with a local historian.

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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THEME 3: CREATING CONNECTIONS FOR A
HEALTHY COMMUNITY

The focus of this theme is pedestrian and bicycle connections
and how the outdoor recreation and non-motorized
transportation movement can be strengthened across the
community. Mission’s system of existing and proposed trails
provides the framework for connections throughout the
community. Connections along streets and sidewalks, and
through parks, ravines and municipal forests, permits residents
to enjoy the landscape of Mission on a daily basis.

The District of Mission Bicycle Route Plan (November 2007)
identifies a hierarchy of on-road trails that will add an
important new commuter focus to the overall trail network.
Cycling is a diverse sport with many specializations (e.g.
road biking, mountain biking, BMX biking), and so is well-
suited to the varied landscape of Mission. Mountain biking
has flourished here due to the area’s natural landscape and
trails that run through the Municipal Forest. it is currently one
of the most popular recreational activities in Mission, as well
as a significant economic force. The annual “Bear Mountain
Challenge” bike race has attracted thousands of riders
and spectators to the area for the last 13 years. in recent
years the race has been negatively affected by increased
mountain biking events at Whistler and Hemlock Mountain,
as well as by volunteer burn out. Despite this setback a new
race, named the “Arduum Challenge,” was highly successful
in 2008. Cycling is a recreational activity that can be enjoyed
by a broad spectrum of people, and therefore it should be
integrated with new neighbourhood plans, new parks and
the retrofit of parks and trails.

Due to the relatively large number of horse owners in
Mission and the District’s ownership of the Mission Horse
Club site, equestrians are another important recreational
group to consider in planning and management of parks
and trails. With appropriate design, horses can often be
accommodated with other users on multi-use pathways (See
Appendix N: Trail Standards - Equestrian Trail). Education and
enforcement of trail etiquette are needed for this mix of uses
to occur safely.

Developing and maintaining trails to approved standards
is critical. The perception of trail safety, functionality and
aesthetics are often more important to users than trail length
or convenience. Routes that are safe and attractive will likely
see more use than those that are shorter but less attractive.
Trails that link with sidewalks can be used to support initiatives
such as “Walking School Bus” and “Safe Routes to School”
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programs (see Appendix L: Walking School Bus Basics), as well
as local commuting, and cultural/ heritage walks. Children,
commuters, and recreationists can all derive health benefits
from trail initiatives.

recommendations
1. Create the “Mission river Walk” from Silverdale to

Fraser river Heritage Park.
• Create a continuous (3 metre minimum width) paved,

multi-use River Walk for pedestrians, cyclists and roller
bladers;

• Link the Mission River Walk with major transit hubs, the
downtown and future waterfront development sites;

• Create a series of trail loops to enhance interest and
access;

• incorporate planning, design and management
criteria that address adjacency issues, including
proximity to the rail lines, farmland, the racetrack and
other significant land uses;

• incorporate construction and management “best
practices” that mitigate environmental impacts and,
where possible, enhance environmental integrity of the
adjacent natural landscapes;

• Partner with FvRD and Metro parks to optimize
linkages with the planned trails systems in adjacent
communities;

• Seek Provincial and Federal funding for trail design and
construction; and

• Establish a Mission River Walk working group to realize
the vision and steward its maintenance.

2. Wherever practical, provide universal access and
connectivity between parks and trails.

• install sidewalks, street trees, bus stops and bike routes
to link parks and trails;

• Work with the Planning and Engineering Departments
to develop pedestrian routes to connect parks with
schools;

• incorporate streetscape elements, curb bulges for tree
planting, traffic calming devices, street lighting and
signage;

• Develop a looped, lit walking route appropriate for
seniors and the disabled in the Fraser River Heritage
Park; and

• incorporate universal design concepts that enhance
the ability of all ages and abilities to use the trail system,
including the young, elderly and those with limited
mobility, sight and hearing abilities.
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Greenway connector with potential to provide an
attractive linkage to nearby recreation areas and
trails
Photo: LEES+Associates

Opportunity for streetscaping along 7th Avenue—the
proposed, priority bike route.
Photo: LEES+Associates

3. Complete trails through natural areas, particularly
where they will link recreation areas.

• Develop continuous pedestrian, bike, equestrian and
multi-use greenway connections as indicated on the
Proposed Trails network maps (Maps 6 and 7).

• Partner with local equestrians to establish designated
horse trails and routes from the Horse Club site into the
Municipal Forest, with improved signage and road
shoulders along Richards St. and Ferndale Ave. to
enhance safe use of these roads for horseback riders;
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• Major pedestrian trail linkages should extend
throughout the District, including:

• Windebank Trail;
• Horne Creek Trail;
• College Heights Trail;
• Cherry Ridge Trail;
• Silverdale Creek Trail, connecting to Mission

Sports Park, the Fraser and the Municipal
Forest;

• Lane Creek Corridor Trail, extended south to
the Fraser River;

• Hayward Lake Railway Trail, extended to
link with Ruskin Park (completed to form a
continuous loop);

• Jamieson Creek Trail, a future east-west link
across SuRA eastward; and

• Cades Trail: a future north-south trail in
SuRA’s neighbourhood one.

4. Formalize a bike and pedestrian connection from
Fraser river Heritage Park to the Hatzic community.

• Collaborate with the local First nations and the
provincial government where the route borders or
crosses the properties of First nations;

• Encourage commuter use, linking into proposed 7th
Avenue bike route.

A formal bike/pedestrian connection from Hatzic to central Mission
is needed to replace existing route on private property.
Photo: LEES+ Associates
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Figure 13. Mission Bicycle Routes
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5. Adopt the trail standards shown in Appendix N: Typical
Trail Standards.

• Manage trails according to designated uses and
standards (e.g. non-motorized, multi-use, mountain
bike, equestrian);

• Trail system design should meet minimum requirements
for emergency and maintenance equipment access.
All upgrades and maintenance should meet the
standards provided.

Left: Trail erosion indicates capacity issues and the need for new
maintenance strategies.
Right: Example of signage for multi-use trail.
Photo: LEES+Associates

6. Enhance linkages with the Mission Municipal Forest
• identify primary and secondary trailheads and install

suitable signage and amenities at these sites;
• Synchronize signage, security and access control

measures between the Parks and Municipal Forest
departments;
Jointly address ATv and motorcycle use on public
lands;
integrate interpretive signage (e.g. explaining
Municipal Forest operations); and
Synchronize mountain bike riding and other activities
that occur in the Municipal Forest and Mission Parks to
minimize duplication of amenities (e.g. Mountain Bike
skills park).

•

•

•
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7. Partner with recreational/volunteer groups to construct
and maintain trails.

• Establish a Mission Trails Advisory group (including the
Fraser valley Mountain Biking Association and the
Mission Horse Club, informal clubs and individual users)
to prioritize the orderly construction and maintenance
of trails. (Appendix K: Community Partnerships:
Suggested guidelines); and

• Work with the Trails Advisory group and the Municipal
insurance Authority to develop trail standards and
safety protocols.

8. Establish trail construction and maintenance
partnerships with other agencies.

• Collaborate with BC Hydro, BC Parks, sports clubs,
service/environmental groups to share and build on
the community’s existing capacity and expertise; and

• Partner with Metro Parks and FvRD parks in the
creation of a Trans Canada Trail loop through Mission.

9. improve park and trail safety using current CPTED
(Crime Prevention through Environmental Design)
principles.

• Engage a CPTED specialist to provide input to
problem sites (see Appendix F), and

• increase cycling and walking programs for children
and youth. This may involve site changes, special
events and seasonal programs.

Vandalism at a problem park suggests a need to apply CPTED
principles.
Photo: LEES+Associates
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10. Collaborate with the Ministry of Transportation on
the construction of a Lougheed Highway pedestrian
overpass.

• investigate the construction of an overpass in
the vicinity of the Hayward Connector. A grade-
separated structure is needed to provide a safe and
attractive link between the SuRA/Silverdale Creek
wetlands area and the west Mission riverfront, as well
as to support the proposed Mission section of the
TransCanada Trail that is slated to extend from Ruskin
to the Mission Bridge; and

• Plan for a second, future overpass in the vicinity of the
Fraser River Heritage Park. This is needed to connect
the Hatzic community with the proposed Fraser River
Waterfront Development area and the Mission River
Walk.

11. Work with the Planning Department to create public
access to Silvermere Lake.

• Create water access at Silvermere Lake in addition
to those at Hayward and Stave Lakes, as these sites
currently reach capacity in hot weather and Hayward
will be drawn down by BC Hydro in 2009;

• Protect areas with significant ecological values; and
• Collaborate with the Planning Department on the

design and development for the Silvermere Lake
area to address nuisance noise, safety and other
management issues that may arise with enhanced
access to Silvermere.

12. Support recreational and commuter cycling initiatives.
Pursue funding opportunities that support the creation
of cycling infrastructure;
upgrade bike parking and security at all municipal
sites, including City Hall, Works Yard and the Leisure
Centre;

• Support the installation of bike lockers at public
locations such as the West Coast Express stations;

• Develop, in cooperation with the Office of Economic
Development and the Chamber of Commerce, 20 to
60 km bicycle “circle tours;”

• Establish bike routes, cycling paths and trails
according to the 2007 Bicycle Route Master Plan
(Appendix T); and

• Consider the creation of a community dirt bike jump
at “Shaw Pit Park” and or create smaller skills elements
at Mission Rotary Sports Park, Tunbridge and other
sites.

•

•
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THEME 4: PARKLAND DEVELOPMENT AND
ACqUISITION

The focus of this theme is managing improvements to the
parks and trails system as the community grows.

Current and anticipated growth has highlighted the need
for mechanisms to secure adequate parkland to meet future
needs and to ensure that the lands designated for park are
appropriately sized and distributed. Most of the anticipated
growth is slated to take place within planned developments
comprising neighbourhoods with unique residential and
commercial characteristics. A major challenge facing the
District in the coming years will be to plan and develop parks
that will contribute meaningfully to the system as a whole,
as well as fulfill the needs of residents at the neighbourhood
level.

Through the planning and development of Cedar valley,
the District has experienced the benefits of planning parks
and open space at the large scale. This approach resulted
in the identification and preservation of Environmentally
Sensitive Areas (ESAs), the identification of trail corridors,
and the creation of community focal areas with parks
located adjacent to school sites. Through the planning of
Cedar valley and SuRA the District has explored innovative
strategies to secure green space. it is important to develop
criteria for design of these spaces so that the intended
uses are met and so that the sites are maintainable within
reasonable budgets.

Strategies to manage and maintain additional park areas
and facilities should be identified and implemented at
the planning stage. Forming partnerships with senior
government, First nations groups, non-governmental
organizations, foundations and volunteer groups can help
extend limited park resources.

Many developers have come to appreciate high quality
park spaces in residential developments as a valuable
marketing tool and a crucial aspect of neighbourhood
livability. The District should capitalize on this by working with
developers to create parkland that meets short and long
term District objectives and that provides diverse public
spaces. District staff may need training or other support to
evaluate park plans submitted by developers, as well as
to oversee construction to ensure proposed concepts are
actually built.
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Major municipal infrastructure such as stormwater detention
ponds and reservoirs should not be located on land
dedicated for parks unless they can be designed and built to
also provide attractive and usable public space. Examples
of incorporating municipal infrastructure include the creation
of wetland gardens, trails and small play areas around a
detention pond, or constructing sports courts on top of below-
ground reservoirs. Tunbridge Park, a local park site containing
an ESA, was recently identified for the construction of a
detention pond. in this instance, involvement by staff on site
design is required. Simple strategies such as the modification
of pond shapes and location and the use of land forming can
mitigate the effects of such a facility, enhancing the site’s
usable area and aesthetics, and ensuring the total park area
is not affected by the presence of municipal infrastructure.
opportunities for trails, plantings, benches and small-scale
play equipment and adult exercise equipment are often
possible in relatively small areas near a detention pond or
other infrastructure element.

Tree retention during development is a significant issue
in Mission. During construction some trees may become
damaged and should be removed by the developer;
however the District has ended up bearing the costs of
removing these damaged trees at a later date. The altered
microclimates in development areas make it even more
challenging to predict the outcomes of proposed tree
retention proposals. it is therefore critical that the Parks
Department participates or has a designated advocate at
each stage of development projects to ensure appropriate
preservation of existing vegetation and to minimize the burden
(and liability) of post-development tree removals.

recommendations

1. Acquire parkland based on the following Parkland
Acquisition Criteria (Figure 14):

• Acquire parkland where it:
• Meets parkland supply standards;
• Meets criteria for standards of parkland; and
• Contributes to usability of greenways,

trail connectors, wildlife corridors, and
environmental areas.

• Proactive future parkland identification should be
considered a high priority for Senior Management and
Council.
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• Steep slopes should be designated with ESA or Environmental
Development Permit Area (EDPA) status rather than counted as
parkland.

• 	 utilize tools such as cash-in-lieu (for future purchases), zoning and
density bonuses rather than accept undesirable lands.

Access and drainage issues at a
recent park development.
Photo: LEES+ Associates

Steep and inaccessible parkland, may
have been worthy of protection for
environmental reasons but should not be
counted as parkland.
Photo: LEES+ Associates
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Figure 14. Parkland Acquisition Guidelines.
PARKLAND ACQUISITION GUIDELINES
1 Topography and natural features suited to the intended uses

Geotechnical characteristics (geology and soils) of a site should be appropriate to the proposed park type. The level of drainage, type of soils and
other subsurface conditions should support the park's possible type and scale of infrastructure, buildings and vegetation.

Park sites should have a gradient of 5% or less.Lands with slopes or sloping sections should be considered only if the site can be modified for
programmed uses.The desirability of natural geographic features (such as knolls or rock outcrops) that may provide character and interest should
be made on a park-by-park basis. The majority of any park site should, however, be capable of accommodating a range of recreational activities.

Sites that contain ecosystems that are not otherwise represented in the system should be considered for parkland .

Sites that offer significant natural features or viewpoints, especially those providing a special identity, should be considered for parkland.

2 Appropriate location

Neighbourhood park sites should be located so that every resident within its intended service area is no further than a ten minute walk from a
park. The exception to this is in the downtown core, where the target should be a park within a five minute walk of all residents, and in the more
rural areas, where the target should be a park within a twenty minute walk of all residents.

Publicly accessible sites near natural areas should be identified early in the planning and development process. Such sites should be earmarked
as park/greenway sites, particularly those with the potential to enhance the exposure of children and youth to natural systems.

3 Compatible with adjoining land uses

Parks should be situated adjacent to significant natural features such as lakes or rivers, ridgelines, forests or meadows or to "green connectors"
(such as recreational greenways) that have the potential to complement and enhance the proposed uses.

Neighbourhood parks should be created adjacent to school sites whenever possible.

Community and Sports Parks sites should be located where the impacts of lighting, parking and circulation will not conflict with adjacent land
uses. The need for large level areas with easy vehicle access makes these types of parks critical to identify early in the planning process.

4 Safe and accessible
Parks should be located with some street frontage,near to a street, transit, bicycle paths and pedestrian routes.

Park sites should strive to achieve universal accessibility wherever reasonable and where doing so will not damage cultural or environmental
integrity. Built facilities should, however, all be fully accessible.

District and Community Parks and Recreational Corridors should be lit to discourage vandalism, and where doing so will not adversely affect
adjacent residences. Natural Open Space Parks and Ecological Greenways should not be lit.

5 Size and character can accomodate varied programming

Parkland dedication of sites smaller than 0.5 ha should not, as a rule, be accepted in new developments. Smaller sites (minimum 0.2 ha) should
be considered where access to significant natural features cannot otherwise be secured, or to meet parkland objectives in infill or urbanized
areas.

Park sites should be be capable of providing opportunities for a variety of active and passive uses, for as broad a range of ages and abilities as
possible.

Sites should incorporate desired park facilities for the current neighbourhood demographics and needs. Since this may change over time, it is
critical that park sites have physical characteristics (size, shape etc) that will permit possible redevelopment for alternative future uses.

Priority acquisitions should be sites with the greatest potential to help fulfill the community's objective for providing diverse recreational
opportunities.

6 Responds to surrounding environmental context
Parks should conserve, enhance and restore the natural, physical character of the site and its immediate context, including views.

7 Unencumbered by non-park infrastructure

Detention ponds compromise the public use of a site and therefore should not be constructed on designated park sites. Large constructed
wetlands with multiple habitat and recreation benefits should, however, be considered, and be designed accordingly.

8 Responsive to changing conditions

Where school sites are closed permanently, existing playfields and playgrounds should be made available to the District on a "right of first refusal"
basis for acquisition as parkland.

Parkland and boundaries in new development areas should be developed at the earliest possible planning stages: ideally at the time of road
layout, preceding lot layout. In some cases this work may need to be carried out by consultants reporting directly to the Manager of Parks and
Facilites.

9 Reinforces connections

Sites with the potential to expand the community-wide system of trails and greenways should be acquired and developed as priority projects.
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2. Protect natural features and views by preserving
significant sites as parkland.

Original views from the park site have become lost to development.
Photo: LEES+ Associates

3. institute a system of reviews of site plans and site
development of park projects to ensure compliance
with development intentions and design documents.

• use park design considerations in Appendix H.

Left: Park amenities should be linked to support intended use; plantings
would further reinforce design intent and aesthetics.
Photo: LEES+ Associates
Right: Detention pond integrated into recreation area Photo: Ned Ahrens; King
County WA Wastewater Div.
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4. Approve non-park infrastructure in parks only if the
design can adequately integrate park objectives as a
first priority.

• Major infrastructure (water tanks, detention basins,
electrical facilities, below ground utilities, etc.) should
be designed and installed to avoid negative impacts
on aesthetics and park use;

• Landscaping, amenities and compatible passive and
active recreation facilities should be identified early
in the design process and thoroughly integrated with
any infrastructure design criteria;

• Where necessary, fencing should be minimized and
when required should be located and designed to
minimize the visual impact on the park; and

• non-municipal infrastructure such as Canada
Post mail boxes, hydro kiosks, wireless transmission
towers etc should not be located in parks, unless no
other alternative is available. in this case, the area
consumed by such structures should not be counted
as parkland. The design and location of these types of
structures should meet the design criteria provided in
this Plan and in some cases compensation should be
provided to the District.

5. implement an urban Forest Management Strategy
to ensure that trees to be retained or planted fulfill
environmental as well as urban design objectives.

• Establish tree canopy targets for existing and new
neighbourhoods;

Trees retained and planted at development sites require review,
design and management responsibility of the Parks Department
Photo: LEES+ Associates
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• implement standards to meet targets for the number,
species, size, condition and location of trees to be
planted or retained on public lands. See Appendix M
for list of approved street tree species;

• Approval of all new street trees, species, location and
level of maintenance should be the responsibility of
the Parks Department;

• Establish tree protection standards and penalties for
infraction through adoption of a Municipal Tree Policy
and/or Tree Bylaw;

• Address establishment of new street trees through the
requirement of a minimum one-year maintenance
period following planting. Maintenance should be
part of a “Letter of Credit” provided by the developer;
and

• Enhance ongoing maintenance budgets for the Parks
Department in order to manage the implementation
of these recommendations.
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THEME 5: ENHANCE THE DISTRICT’S
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND
MANAGEMENT

The focus of this theme is developing operational strategies
for Mission Parks and the District to protect the environment,
and to ensure complementary initiatives for parks and open
space acquisition and development.

Park visitors and the general public are receptive to
measures that make public lands healthier and more
attractive. They recognize parkland as a valuable resource
that needs to be managed through public education,
support for positive uses and enforcement of regulations.

Parks can inspire appreciation of the environment by virtue
of their beauty and by providing places for people to
interact with nature. As the District becomes more urbanized
and children have fewer opportunities to explore the
outdoors, the Department needs to consider how parks can
support the critical learning and understanding of natural
processes acquired in the outdoors.

operational strategies that further enhance the environment
in Mission include the use of native species, habitat
improvements, and working with volunteers to manage
invasive species. incorporating tools and design features
that treat rainwater as a resource, utilize recycled materials
and minimize the negative impacts of development
all contribute to environmental enhancement in the
community.

There are a number of opportunities to protect and enhance
the environmental qualities and ecological functions in the
Districts parks. The Environmental Charter outlines a vision
for Mission that includes initiatives that support this Master
Plan. The implementation of this Plan and the Charter should
occur together. Designating Environmentally Sensitive
Areas (ESAs) should have the involvement of the Parks
Department since the Department will largely be responsible
for their management. it will be important to consider how
environmental qualities can be protected while providing
public access.

The District will soon be designating ESAs and it is expected
that a 30 m setback on either side of a stream will be used.
The setback on some streams will vary as per section 108
of the zoning bylaw. Within the next few years the District
also intends to complete an ESA study that will identify non-
stream ESAs such as unconnected wetlands and old growth
stands.
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recommendations

1. Enhance environmental education.
• integrate environmental interpretive signage and

programmed activities;

Interpretive signage can contribute to environmental education
as well as the quality of the park experience for visitors.
Photo: LEES+ Associates

• Partner with schools to utilize parks and natural
areas for environmental activities and projects. The
Silverdale Creek Wetland and the Community Forest
are two prime areas where this strategy should be
implemented.

Silverdale Creek Wetland is a model for other
environmentally-oriented sites in Mission.
Photo: LEES+Associates
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2. incorporate ways for children to interact with park
environments in a creative and meaningful manner.

• Provide opportunities for children to learn about the
world through the manipulation of natural materials
such as plant materials, soil, rocks, sand and water;

• Apply the intentions within R. Louv’s book “The
Last Child in the Wilderness ” 8 by framing Mission’s
park developments as innovations in child/nature
environments. This will involve training, alternate
design standards, customized play equipment,
increased linkages to natural play spaces, and
opportunities that allow children to manipulate natural
materials at an appropriate scale.

Natural materials (such as these boulders at the Sport Park)
provide opportunities for children’s play and exercise as well as
informal seating .
Photo: LEES+ Associates

3. Support the District of Mission’s sustainability initiatives
by taking a leadership role in parks operations.
Provide recycling facilities and accompanying
information at Mission Leisure Centre;
Phase in the implementation of a recycling program
to encompass recyclables at all other parks;
Create, monitor and adapt a dog waste composting
site;
Review all parks operations to minimize use of fossil
fuels and reduce the carbon footprint; and
Require all major park events (such as the Mission
Folk Fest at Fraser River Heritage Park) to adopt waste
management strategies.

•

•

•

•

•
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Recycling bins and signage designed to promote recycling in
parks.
Photos: Courtesy of the City of Toronto

4. incorporate sustainable design elements and
materials in parks.

• Include the following in new and retrofit parks:
Permeable paving;
Rain gardens;
Low energy/shielded lighting, LED or solar
powered if possible;
Site furnishings/play equipment with a
recycled component;
Locally produced products;
Provide ample bike parking and storage at
all parks and public buildings;
Build on the community garden program
following the review and retrofit of the
existing garden; and

• Place a minimum of 20 cm of amended soil
to developer-constructed park sites before
they will be assumed by the District of Mission.

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
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A Vancouver rain garden area designed to catch and treat
runoff from an adjacent parking area (top); on-site stormwater
management (middle); and one type of permeable paving
(bottom).
Photos: LEES+ Associates; courtesy of Daniel Roehr
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Clear span bridges are the preferred crossing structures for fish-
bearing streams in parks.
Photo: Con Tech Bridges Ltd.

5. Partner with appropriate agencies or volunteer groups
to take an active role in the protection and restoration
of fish-bearing streams on park sites.
Work with government and other agencies to restore
fish access to streams by removing culvert barriers;
Re-establish steam setbacks where these have been
damaged;
use trail initiatives (such as formalizing the path
through Fraser River Heritage Park) to upgrade
environmental conditions adjacent to streams; and

• Monitor, enforce and address concerns arising from
encroachment on parkland and dumping of garden
waste on parkland.

Streams in parks should be the focus
of restoration with environmental groups.
Photo: LEES+ Associates

•

•

•
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“ Biodiversity is the variety
of life expressed through
habitats, species and genes.
It includes both natural
and modified habitats, the
ecological processes that
sustain these habitats and
the species that inhabit them.
Biodiversity is found in parks,
urban forests, agricultural
lands and public and private
open spaces. Biodiversity
conservation measures are
required for habitats found
throughout the Greater
Vancouver Region... The
importance of biodiversity
cannot be overstated.”

Source: LEES+Associates,
HBPG and Raincoast Applied
Ecology. 10

•

7.

•

•

•

•
•

6. Participate in the carbon credit tree planting program.
• Collaborate with the Manager of Environmental

Services on tree species, numbers and locations to
optimize this opportunity and still meet park use and
development criteria described in this Plan;
Provide long-term monitoring, maintenance and
upkeep of the trees planted under this program.
Manage parks to support biodiversity at the regional
level.
Build on the regional park and other “green zone”
networks to protect valuable habitats as a means
of protecting plant and animal species. Rely on the
Environmental Charter for guidance in this area;
Biodiversity conservation should be the primary
function of ecological greenways and a key function
of larger natural area parks;
Protect plant and animal habitat on park property by
managing public access;
implement an invasive plant control strategy;
Engage volunteer resources to remove invasives and
plant native species.

Volunteer groups can assist in the implementation of park
cleanups and removal of invasive species.
Photo: LEES+ Associates
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8. Enhance the habitat value of parkland with native
plant species.

• integrate native species into tree and shrub plantings.
use native shrubs and groundcovers around trees to
minimize maintenance and to protect and reinforce
areas of natural vegetation;

• Avoid the use of exotic species with the potential to
become invasive.

Centennial Park is an excellent candidate for integrating
a range of native plant species to enhance its habitat
value.
Photo: LEES+ Associates

Figure 15. Promoting Avian Diversity Through Tree Planting

PROMOTING AVIAN DIVERSITY THROUGH TREE PLANTING
1 Plant tree species favoured by a range of local birds. In the Mission area, the species that

provide food for a wide range of songbirds include: Oak, Cherry, Pine, Dogwood, Hawthorn,
Mulberry, Hackberry, Red cedar, Serviceberry, Sumac.

2 Plant diverse tree species to expand the range of bird habitat.  This strategy will also provide
visual variety, a range of different trees to respond to different microclimates and the reduction of
the chance of conspicuous losses in the event of species-specific diseases.

3 Plant trees where they will have a good chance of growing to maturity. Avian diversity is
positively associated with large and mature trees.

4 Plant trees along streets connecting to large parks and natural areas. This will expand the
effective habitat of these area where bird diversity is highest.

5 Plant trees along quieter streets connecting to parks before busier ones. Bird use of street
trees is adversely affected by traffic.

6 Incorporate large shrubs and multi-stemmed trees in the vicinity of larger tree species. A
high number of stems is positively associated with avian diversity.
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9. Adopt an integrated Pest Management (iPM)
approach to pest and disease control.

• The use of pesticides in the public realm should not be
necessary except in the most extreme circumstances.
A policy of managing weeds, insects and other pests
using iPM principles should be incorporated in to
ongoing maintenance activities.

"Integrated pest management" means a
process for managing pest populations that
includes the following elements:

(a)planning and managing ecosystems to
prevent organisms from becoming pests;

(b) identifying pest problems and potential
pest problems;

(c) monitoring populations of pests and
beneficial organisms, damage caused by
pests and environmental conditions;

(d)using injury thresholds in making
treatment decisions;

(e) suppressing pest populations to
acceptable levels using strategies based on
considerations of

(i) biological, physical, cultural, mechanical,
behavioural and chemical controls in
appropriate combinations, and

(ii) environmental and human health
protection;

(f) evaluating the effectiveness of pest
management treatments

Source: BC IPM Act, 2003 11
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6. iMPLEMENTATiON
implementation of the recommendations contained
in this Master Plan is expected to extend over the next
10 years or more. Some of the recommendations can
be completed without significant costs and can simply
become integrated into the Department’s operating
practices. other recommendations will require the
support of Council and other departments. Likewise,
organizations from the federal to the community
level will need to participate and buy in to these
recommendations to fully realize the park and trail system
envisioned by this Plan.

implementation of this Plan’s recommendations
incorporates the following broad premises. These are
overarching concepts that should influence funding and
resource allocations over the next 10 years:

• Provide parks for kids and families;
• improve parkland acquisition and development;
• optimize the recreational potential of Mission’s

community forest;
• Adopt a “Riverfront to Mountain Top” approach to

recreation in Mission; and
• Forge cultural links leading to community benefits.

Parks for kids and families
Mission’s parks should be enhanced for kids and families.
This principle should help guide parkland acquisition and
development in the downtown area, where little parkland
currently exists. it should also underpin the need to increase
resources for park infrastructure upgrades. Creating and
improving parks for formal and informal sports should be a
priority.

improve parkland acquisition and development
The Cedar valley and Silverdale urban Reserve Area plans
address environmental and park needs. The acquisition
and development of parks and natural areas in these
developments need to incorporate the acquisition and
design criteria brought forward in this report.

Optimize the recreational potential in TFL# 26
There is great potential for front- and back-country recreation
activities in Mission, thereby allowing residents to camp, fish,
cycle and recreate close to home in one of BC’s most diverse
wilderness areas. Recreation in TFL #26 can also serve as
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economic generator in the community, and can help offset
costs of maintaining the area for recreation.

A “Riverfront to Mountain Top” Approach
Mission is blessed with distinct natural areas (e.g. Fraser River,
Red Mountain, Bear Mountain, and the TFL) with attributes
that should be optimized within the next 10 years. Building
a “River Walk” from Harbour Park to Silverdale is one way of
optimizing use and access to these areas, and it should be
prioritized. Linkages northward (e.g. through Silver Creek,
other creeks, cycle routes to Bear and Red Mountain and
to the TFL) need to be built as development and funding
opportunities arise.

Cultural links leading to community benefits
The settlement of Mission on lands occupied by local First
nations has resulted in the presence of some of BC’s oldest
First nations sites. This asset should be optimized, along with
the cultural links to Westminster Abbey, horticultural history,
and music events in parks. Aging and more sophisticated
residents and visitors are interested in experiences that are
culturally-rich and educational. The District should work
closely with First nations and the Diocese to enhance the
profile of Mission’s culture, thereby leading to economic
activity and other community benefits.

Pressures are growing on Staff and Council to deliver
expanded levels, types and quality of service in parks and
recreation. At the same time the municipality must strive to
minimizing the tax burden on residents. The following table
(Figure 16) presents order of magnitude cost estimates for
the overall recommendations in this Master Plan.

The capital and maintenance cost estimates have been
summarized by priority in the subsequent table (Figure 17).
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Figure 16. Summary of Recommendations with Estimated Capital Costs.

#

THEME
1

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation

1 - PARK SUPPLY, INFRASTRUCTURE AND AMENITIES
Upgrade existing parks

Priority

1

Capital Costs

$ 	 250,000

Annual
Operating &
Maint. Costs

$ 	 55,000
2 Establish a Neighbourhood Park in the Downtown area south of 7th Avenue 1 $ 	 1,000,000 $ 	 10,000
3 Establish a Neighbourhood Park in the West Heights area 2 $ 	 500,000 $ 	 10,000
4 Expand and upgrade Fenn Park 3 $ 	 300,000 $ 	 10,000
5 Install an artificial turf field at Mission Rotary Sports Park 2 $ 	 1,800,000 $ 	 8,000
6 Commence planning for a new Sports Park 1 $ 	 45,000
7 Build a new Sports Park 2 $ 	 10,000,000 $ 	 20,000
8 Upgrade softball diamonds 2 $ 	 100,000 $ 	 5,000
9 Prepare Master Plans for Tunbridge, Centennial, Fenn, FRHP, Harbour Park and Griner Park 1 $ 	 60,000
10 Install permanent washrooms at Centennial Park and Griner Park 3 $ 	 500,000 $ 	 20,000
11 Enhance community garden at Leisure Centre 3 $ 	 5,000 $ 	 5,000
12 Optimize the existing skatepark 1 $ 	 10,000 $ 	 5,000
13 Create off-leash dog park opportunities 1 $ 	 30,000 $ 	 10,000

THEME 2 - IDENTITY AND VISION
14 Continue Signage upgrading 3 $ 	 25,000 $ 	 5,000
15 Create interpretive signage and programs linking First Nations, natural history, The Abbey, arts, etc. 1 $ 	 35,000 $ 	 5,000
16 Enhance horticulture in parks and public landscapes 2 $ 	 20,000 $ 	 45,000
17 Create a public art strategy in Mission parks 3 $ 	 10,000
18 Create an integrated Business Plan/Physical plan for Hatzic Cemetery 2 $ 	 20,000
19 Create new burial area/woodland nature area at Hatzic Cemetery 3 $ 	 150,000 $ 	 15,000
20 Develop a memorialization and commemoration policy for parkland 2 $ 	 5,000
21 Enhance programming in parks 1 $ 	 10,000 $ 	 35,000

THEME 3 - CREATING CONNECTIONS FOR A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
22 Create the “Mission River Walk” from Silverdale to Harbour Park 1 $ 	 5,700,000 $ 	 35,000
23 Provide universal access and connectivity between parks and trails 2 $ 	 50,000 $ 	 15,000
24 Complete trails through natural areas 3 $ 	 75,000 $ 	 25,000
25 Formalize bike and pedestrian connections from Fraser River Heritage Park to the Hatzic community 3 $ 	 25,000 $ 	 10,000
26 Incorporate trail standards for all new and upgraded trails 3 nil $ 	 5,000
27 Establish trail construction and maintenance partnerships with agencies, volunteers, organizations 2 nil $ 	 15,000
28 Collaborate with Ministry of Transportation on construction of Lougheed Highway pedestrian overpass (west site) 3 TBD
29 Create public access to Silvermere Lake 1 via development $ 	 5,000
30 Enhance recreational cycling initiatives 2 $ 	 75,000

THEME 4 - MANAGING GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
31 Acquire parkland based on Parkland Acquisition Criteria 1 via development
32 Institute park design and site reviews 1 nil $ 	 20,000
33 Develop and Implement an Urban Forest Management Strategy 3 $ 	 15,000 $ 	 20,000

THEME 5 - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT
34 Enhance environmental education 2 nil $ 	 12,000
35 Incorporate ways for children to interact with nature 1 $ 	 30,000 $ 	 10,000
36 Integrate native species across the parks system 3 nil $ 	 12,000
37 Incorporate sustainable materials and systems in park design and upgrading 2 nil
38 Partner in the protection and restoration of fish-bearing streams 1 nil $ 	 15,000
39 Manage parks to support biodiversity 2 nil
40 Develop and adopt an integrated pest management program 3 $ 	 12,000

TOTALS $ 	 20,857,000 $ 	 462,000
Legend: Project Duration
Short Completion within 0 to 3 years of initiation
MediumCompletion within 3 to 7 years of initiation

Long Completion within 7 to 15 years of initiation
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Figure 17. Capital and operating Costs by Priority tasks 1-3, as
identified in the previous figure.

Priority # Type of Costs Cost
#1 Capital Costs $ 7,170,000

Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs $ 205,000
Total Costs (#1) $ 7,375,000

#2 Capital Costs $ 12,570,000
Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs $ 130,000

Total Costs (#2) $ 12,700,000
#3 Capital Costs $ 1,117,000

Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs $ 127,000
Total Costs (#3) $ 1,244,000

Total Capital Costs (Priorities #1 + #2 + #3) $ 20,857,000
Total Operating and Maintenance Costs (Priorities #1 + #2 + #3) $ 462,000

Partnerships
Meeting the long term parks and trails expectations in
Mission will need to be supported by capital and operating
funds as well as by community partnerships. First nations,
individuals, senior governments and local businesses are
partners that should all play an important role during the
implementation of this Plan, especially considering they
were the source of many of the ideas presented during
the planning process. The concept of partnerships in
parks includes using a range of methods for encouraging
collaborative approaches to park development,
maintenance and management.

The primary potential partners have been identified through
the Master Plan process. The following outlines these
potential partners and ways in which the District can work
with them. (See Appendix o: List of community groups,
possible volunteer and partnership organizations)

Local First Nations
First nations have inhabited the Mission area for about 9,000
years. Recent archaeological evidence suggests that there
may be at least three different sites within the District that
were inhabited by the Local First nations (See Appendix J).
Sustaining an effective relationship with the First nations and
seeking opportunities to partner on trails, parks and bicycle
projects will significantly enhance the outdoor recreation
opportunities for all residents of the community.

Westminster Abbey
Mission residents are fortunate to have access to trails
through the forest at Mission’s famous Westminster Abbey,
owned by the Benedictine order of the Catholic Church.
Public access to the large and scenic property has been
allowed through the Abbey generously permitting public
access to their trails.
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Westminster Abbey chapel and seminary.
Photo: LEES+Associates

Signage has been established to encourage visitors to stay
on trails, but growing numbers of users have begun to cause
concern. of particular concern are cyclists and people
walking dogs off-leash. Proposed development in the
vicinity of Manson Road and Parr Avenue (including a 300
unit proposed subdivision east of Stave Lake St and south of
Parr) could result in even more visitors coming onto Abbey
lands.

Westminster Abbey, Path to forest trails.
Photo: LEES+Associates
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The current director has observed a loss of biodiversity over
the past 20 years, and has seen increasing damage to trees
and shrubs. unauthorized activities on the Abbey’s lands
include use of the sport courts, swimming and sunbathing at
the small lake, picnicking, building bike jumps and cutting
trees. These activities suggest there is a lack of public
understanding about the nature of the monastery and its
surrounding lands (Father Abbott, Pers. Comm.)

if public access continues to degrade the Abbey lands,
it may be necessary to limit public access. it is therefore
recommended that the Department of Parks, Recreation
and Culture initiate discussions with the Abbey to address
public access, impacts, and maintenance concerns.

The Benedictine order has strong roots in the traditions of
agriculture and botany. Partnering with the order to support
the ecological integrity of their lands would hopefully allow
for ongoing public access to their property.

School District 75 (Joint use Agreements)
The current Joint use Agreement requires on-going review to
ensure that the School Board and the District both realize the
benefits of sharing resources for children, youth and adults
in the community. The integration of school properties and
many neighbourhood parks makes this relationship critical
for maintaining recommended neighbourhood park service
levels. The development of active transportation initiatives
to increase the health and fitness of children will mean
“walking school buses” or similar programs will become
important (Appendix L). Partnerships with the School
District to establish and maintain such programs should be
incorporated in annual budgets.

Specific management, enhancement and maintenance
areas that should be addressed over the next 10 years
include:

• Managing the Joint use Agreement to optimize
efficiencies between the two organizations and to
allow public access to fields and facilities when the
School District does not need them;

• Maintaining access to trails, tennis courts, sports courts
and playgrounds on school sites that may close
temporarily or permanently;

• Managing joint projects for improving facilities on
School District property, with a priority on improving
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tennis courts, playing fields and diamonds.

Sports Organizations
Many sports organizations have significant financial and
organizational capacity that enables them to become
business partners in the construction and operation of
facilities. Several sports organizations in Mission have a
proven track record of advocating for and assisting with
fund raising for new sports facilities. This approach needs to
be expanded as new facilities are brought on stream.

Service Club Partnerships
Service clubs such as the Rotary, Kiwanis and Lions have
a history of providing recreational and other amenities in
Mission Parks. As park development opportunities arise,
District staff should work with the clubs to identify one
another’s needs and wishes. Projects that fit the resource
capacity of these service organizations should be identified
on an annual, strategic basis and evaluated against the
priorities identified in this plan. The District of Mission should
ensure that joint projects fit within the Master Plan framework
and that any additional work is within the District’s
maintenance capabilities.

Developers
Developers should undertake the construction of park
components (e.g. trails and neighbourhood parks) in a way
that meets the specifications and criteria provided in this
plan (see Appendix H). District staff should work closely with
proponents during the design and construction phase to
ensure that all applicable standards are met. Larger and
more complex parks projects should be led by city staff,
using traditional consultant/contractor tendering for design
and construction. This will ensure quality products and
reduce the burden of poorly built, inadequately drained
and under-specified products and materials.

Government and Crown Partners
The Fraser valley Regional District, BC Parks and BC Hydro
are key regional parks service providers that the District
of Mission should work with optimize local recreational
opportunities. Sustaining strong relationships with these
organizations can help with sharing of operational standards
and techniques. This type of partnership will be critical in the
first years of this Plan’s implementation, particularly as the
Mission River Walk concept is implemented as part of the
Trans Canada Trail and the Province’s active living initiatives.
The recreation opportunities planning process for the west
side of Stave Lake in TFL # 26 has brought together an
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agency “round table” that should be regularly convened to
address joint planning, management and funding issues.

District of Mission staff time should be dedicated to seek
grants and cost-sharing programs available through senior
governments. it is anticipated that active transportation
program funding (e.g. bicycle facility planning and
construction) will be available through at least the first 5
years of this Master Plan. These grants could help leverage
capital resources from the District.

Nearby Municipalities
The benefit of communities sharing resources is reflected in
the joint service delivery model now in place for the Parks
Departments of Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge. These
communities, along with Abbotsford, are experiencing
many of the same pressures and issues as Mission. By
developing a working relationship with the Park and
Recreation Departments of adjacent communities, there
is an opportunity for all parties to benefit, by sharing plans
and reduce potentially redundant expenditures. This is
particularly relevant for initiatives such as the TransCanada
Trail extension from Mission to Abbotsford. initiatives such
as the “Walk Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows” trail map
and brochure provide an excellent template for similar
projects in Mission. Program development cost sharing for
environmental, active transportation and other programs
with parallel goals are good examples of initiatives that
could be undertaken on a joint basis with adjacent
communities . 12

Public Participation, Volunteers & Community
Groups
Public participation in parks should occur from the planning
stages right through to construction, maintenance and
delivery of events and programs in parks. volunteer
resources can include individuals who live nearby, regular
visitors to local parks, schools, community organizations,
and other service groups. Programs such as “volunteers in
Parks” (“viP’s) and “Adopt a Park” can allow for semi-annual
park clean-up and work events. Leaders are designated
and identified (e.g. hats or armbands), and help to organize
initiatives. Mission has already begun to tap into this strategy.

The partnership with the Mission Heritage Association at
Fraser River Heritage Park exemplifies the merits of working
with organized community groups. Clear criteria, effective
management and long range plans that are approved by
Council should be used to optimize the volunteer efforts
of this organization and others that are fostered by the
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Department or emerge in the community.

Evergreen Canada is a non-profit environmental
organization that uses donated funds and materials for
projects such as removal of invasive plant species, park
restoration and reclamation projects.

The public may also wish to contribute to Mission Parks
through the donation of park equipment, such as memorial
benches or trees. These may be marked with a plaque and
placed in a public area. This kind of donation system can
be a successful fundraiser, as was demonstrated by Mission
Heritage Association at the Fraser River Heritage Park. Such
programs need to be carefully planned so that they do
not become a problem for the District through proliferation
(every bench becomes a monument), long-term liability
issues (expectations from the donor for “perpetual care”)
or negative aesthetic impacts (undesirable items donated
for placement on public parkland). in most instances,
the donor will expect recognition, so a donor recognition
policy is required. This should deal with limits of “ownership”
of the donated item, responsibility for maintenance and
replacement, the term of installation and de-accession.
it should include a policy statement about donor plaque
wording that encourages up-beat language and
discourages or disallows “in memoriam” language. other
strategies for donated items (and materials) should also be
explored, particularly in terms of recognizing individuals,
groups or businesses who donate to support District-initiated
events or projects. These strategies should be incorporated
into a Memorialization and Commemoration Policy.
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7. CONCLUSION
The District of Mission has a remarkable natural setting
and the beginnings of an excellent system of parks and
trails. The community has a tremendous opportunity to
enhance its recreational resources for current residents, and
to attract new residents and businesses to the area. The
recommendations included in this Master Plan will require
implementation over the short to long-term, recognizing
that the creation of a robust and meaningful parks system
will take many years to develop. With determination,
patience and vision, the District of Mission can make outdoor
recreation and active transportation a hallmark of its
identify.
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7th Avenue Sports Courts
Bailey Park
Blott Park
Cedar Valley Sports Field
Chamber of Commerce Decorative Park
Cenenninal Park
College Heights Park
Dr. Humes Park
Fenn Park
Fraser River Heritage Park
Gary MacDonald Park
Griner Park
Harbour Park
Hatzic Park
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Lane Creek Ravine
Leisure Centre & Skate Park
Lightburn Park
Mill Pond Park
Mission Horse Club
Ogle Park
Mission Rotary Sports Park
Ruskin Community Park
Silverdale Creek Wetland
Silverdale Park
Stewart Park
Tom Jones Park
Tunbridge Park
Wren Park

Community Park

Community Park

Community Park

Sports Park

Community Park

Community Park

Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park

Natural Open Space
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
District Park
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park

Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
Natural Open Space

Neighbourhood Park
Natural Open Space
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park

Neighbourhood Park
Natural Open Space

Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park
Neighbourhood Park

School Sites

Legend
Purple 	District Park
Pink 	Community Park

Blue 	School Site
Orange 	Neighbourhood Park
Yellow 	Sports Park

Green 	Natural Open Space

Albert McMahon Elementary School
Cedar Valley School
Cherry Hill Elementary School
Christine Morrison Elementary School
Ecole Mission Central Elementary School
Ecole Mission Secondary School
Edwin S. Richards Elementary School
Ferndale Elementary School
Fraserview Elementary School
Hatzic Secondary School
Hatzic Elementary School
Heritage Park Secondary School
Hillside Elementary School
Silverdale Elementary School
Stave Falls Elementary School
West Heights Elementary School
Windebank Elementary School

School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site
School Site

APPENDIX A: PARKS INVENTORY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

List of Parks, Park Types, and Legend for Accompanying Park Inventory Sheets

Park Name 	 Park Type 



Neighbourhood Park7th Avenue Sports Courts

Quick Statistics
Location 7th Avenue @ Horne Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.29 ha (0.74 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 10

Amenities ● 3 Basketball Courts

Points of
Interest

● Connection to Lane Creek Ravine Trail

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court 3 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Enhance landscaping in central lawn area; consider features/programmed uses such as picnicking
● Open up north edge to enhance visibility into site from 7th Avenue
● Engage neighbours in discussions on managing site uses
● Turn the existing parking lot area back to a lawn and have people park on the street



Neighbourhood ParkBailey Park

Quick Statistics
Location Bailey Place @ Fairbanks St. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.17 ha (0.43 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● 1 bench
● Path (gravel) through park

Points of
Interest

● Excellent view to south

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Addition of shade trees
● Pave existing gravel path



Neighbourhood ParkBlott Park

Quick Statistics
Location Blott St between McRae and 7th Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.13 ha (2.87 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● Path Connection to Windebank Ravine Trail

Points of
Interest

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Resurface and retain pathway
● Replace damaged infrastructure (signage, fencing)
● Candidate site (entire area) for dog off-leash use
● Manage vegetation to ensure views into site
● Develop adjacent vacant lots to create attractive, functional greenway connection
● Sell two remaining lots, funds could be used to acquire parkland else



Neighbourhood ParkCedar Valley Sports Field

Quick Statistics
Location Cedar St @ Dewdney Trunk Rd. 	Classification 	Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.22 ha (3.10 ac) 	Parking Lot Capacity 	0 (uses school lot)

Amenities ● 1 Playing Field

Points of
Interest

● Adjacent to Cedar Valley Elementary School

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



Neighbourhood ParkChamber of Commerce Decorative Park

Quick Statistics
Location Chamber of Com Lougheed Hwy Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.1 ha (2.7 acres) entire site Parking Lot Capacity Use of Chamber parking lot

Amenities ● Japanese Garden 	 ● Community Information and signage

Points of
Interest

● Heritage monument located at top of steps above Chamber of Commerce Info Centre

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Consider connection to Fraser River Heritage Park by constructing steps north from heritage monument 



Community ParkCentennial Park

Quick Statistics
Location 11th Avenue @ Taulbut Street Classification Community Park

Size 8.6 ha (21.8 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 70 (in 4 lots)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● Running Paths
● 1 Lacrosse Box 	 ● 3 Tennis Courts

Points of
Interest

● Designed by a landscape architect in the 1970s
● Contains beautiful forested areas
● One of the largest and most well-known parks in Mission
● History of farming and horticulture on site

Baseball Lacrosse Park 1
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court 3 Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Undertake master planning process and upgrade to meet Community Park standards
● Expand programming and staging of community events
● Upgrade horticultural quality; promote as site/venue for horticultural activities and events
● Install permanent washrooms
● Update play structures and expand play opportunities for young children
● Renovate lacrosse box; move players' boxes to east side to reduce vandalism
● Provide equipment storage boxes/other structure on site
● Extend pathways to lacrosse box and tennis courts with a blacktop surface that matches existing
● Upgrade tennis area with lighting, possible additional courts and practice wall
● Candidate for dog off-leash area. Develop NW corner for this use; connect with paths to park entries
● Manage invasives, particularly in vicinity of stream
● Integrate public art by local artists into upgrades
● Enforce bylaws to manage behavior that prevents family use of this park
● An excellent location for an additional sports court, water park, and picnic shelter
● Replace existing playground stucture
● Add a foot bridge



Natural Open SpaceCollege Heights Park

Quick Statistics
Location 12th Avenue @ Weatherhead Ct Classification Greenbelt

Size 3.80 ha (9.65 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● 1.14 km Gravel Path and boardwalk

Points of
Interest

● Boardwalk and nature trail
● Connects to open space and viewing area

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Ongoing maintenance and repair of boardwalk is needed
● Augment plantings with native species at west entry, viewpoint park
● Consider additional boulders, native plantings on slope at park area to minimize turf maintenance. (Install
boulders into slope and cluster to provide climbing route into park in lieu of current pathways.)
● Rationalize pathways/site furnishings (benches and garbage cans should be accessible from pathways) 



Neighbourhood ParkDr. Humes Park

Quick Statistics
Location Hurd Street @ Diamond Avenue Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.55 ha (1.40 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 10

Amenities ● Picnic Shelter and 4 Picnic Tables
● Walking Path

Points of
Interest

● Former public works yard

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter 1
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Resurface pathway
● Remove newspaper storage box from park property
● Upgrade horticultural quality with ornamental plantings, especially along walkways and at picnic area
● Upgrade to picnic shelter--one of only a few shelters in parks and well-used by neighbours
● Provide washrooms (possible portable structures in summer only)
● Brush and regrade surrounding bank to allow easy regular maintenance



Neighbourhood ParkFenn Park

Quick Statistics
Location 3rd Avenue @ Ryan Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.19 ha (0.48 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street only)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● Swing Set
● 1 Picnic Table

Points of
Interest

● Views south over the Fraser Valley

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Acquire adjacent properties (west lot and north, alley lot) to increase overall usable area
● Incorporate creative play elements and amentities for a range of users
● Update play structures, integrate with adult facilities (tables, shelter, exercise equipment etc)
● Enhance horticultural quality with decorative shrubs and flowering plants, with focus on native species
● Engage in master planning for the site



District ParkFraser River Heritage Park

Quick Statistics
Location Mary Street @ Riverview Street Classification District Park

Size 16.75 ha (42.55 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 82 (in 2 lots; expandable)

Amenities
● Bandshell; café in Norma Kenney log house; First Nations pavilion
● Rose Garden; historic orchard area; pathways; benches and memorials

Points of
Interest

● Excellent views of the Fraser River and valley
● Sites of cultural/historic interest (residential school; Grotto, Oblate cem; pos.arch.site)
● D'Herbomez Creek, constructed wetlands, forested area with trails
● One of the largest and most well-known parks in Mission
● Site of many annual events and festivals.

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom 1

Recommendations
● Assess performance of current joint-management structure; revise agreement as required
● Cultivate trust and cooperation through increased communication/collaboration between MHA/Parks Dept
● Reinforce role as "flagship park"/important heritage site by supporting appropriate community-wide events
● Undertake park master planning process; formalize vision and identify appropriate scope of development
● Investigate partnership opportunities and other support from public and private agencies, businesses etc
● Install perimeter walking path, with amenities such as interpretive signage, site furnishing and lighting
● Incorporate bike and pedestrian link through park to connect East Mission to 7th Avenue
● Enforce bylaw for dogs to be on leash in park; review possibility of off leash areas at specific times of day 



Neighbourhood ParkGary MacDonald Park

Quick Statistics
Location Bobcat Drive @ Ohashi Court Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.14 ha (0.36 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● Swing Set

Points of
Interest

● Provides view of the Fraser Valley

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Improve drainage around playground
● Define edges to prevent parking on lawn
● Screen utilities, sign base and neighbouring fences with flowering shrubs
● Integrate more play opportunities (eg land forming with boulders, wooden posts, balance beams etc)
● Involve community in planting around sign base



Neighbourhood ParkGriner Park

Quick Statistics
Location Cherry Avenue @ Cedar Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 3.85 ha (9.78 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (inaccessible lot)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 200 metre Path
● 3 Picnic Tables 	 ● Toboggan Hill

Points of
Interest

● Site includes remnant landscaping from the former Griner home site
● Excellent views of the valley to the south
● Across the street from McMahon Elementary School

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

NOTE: Development governed by agreement with donor. Primary intent is to preserve sledding
opportunities.

Recommendations
● Identify uses and opportunities possible under Park Donor agreement
● Install culvert to improve vehicle access; upgrade parking lot
● Install washrooms
● Create perimeter walking path
● Install heritage/interpretive signage
● Augment horticulture in selected areas
● Plant trees to define edges, provide shade and visual interest (away from sledding routes)
● Encourage programmed uses by school
● Pilot an off-leash dog area; integrate area into site using topography and planting to buffer
● Include fencing and pathways to control off-leash dog use in vicinity of playground and Cherry Street
● Engage in master planning for site



Neighbourhood ParkHarbour Park

Quick Statistics
Location Harbour Avenue @ Abbott St. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.13 ha (0.33 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 10 (north lot)

Amenities ● Boat and Dyke Access

Points of
Interest

● Excellent views of the Fraser River; strong "maritime" character
● Used by families who live at the Marina
● Currently, only waterfront park access in Mission and only downtown park along River
● Significant potential to connect with Mission River Walk

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom 1

Recommendations
● This is local park for families resident at the marina, as well as visitors, so park amenities are needed
● Undertake Master Planning process: engage all stakeholders, inlcuding Fisheries, Harbour Authority etc.
● Regrade site to eliminate need for retaining walls and steps at parking
● Consider boardwalks, benches, and wooden structures (eg. shade structure) to relate to waterfront context
● Reconsider parking situation in both north and south portions of the park



Hatzic Park Community Park

Quick Statistics
Location Draper Street @ Douglas Ave. Classification Community Park

Size 4.26 ha (10.82 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 20

Amenities ● 1 Playing Field
● 2 Softball Diamonds 	 ● 2 Bleachers

Points of
Interest

● Good views of Mount Cheam
● Formerly a homestead

Baseball 2 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Develop formal entry to park
● Upgrade parking lot for wheelchair access; designate handicap spaces
● Renovate drainage on playing field
● Update / replace fencing
● Undertake invasives removals
● Candidate site for dog off-leash area



Neighbourhood ParkHillside Park

Quick Statistics
Location Peacock St @ Casselman Cres Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.17 ha (0.43 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (shares school parking lot)

Amenities ● 2 Tennis Courts

Points of
Interest

● Adjacent to Hillside Elementary School

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court 2 Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



Neighbourhood ParkJack Wade Park

Quick Statistics
Location Veres Terrace @ Doerksen Dr. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.93 ha (2.36 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● Playground

Points of
Interest

● Backs onto forested land

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Install dog bag dispenser to address dog waste problem
● Install perimeter shrub and tree plantings to define edges and create shade, identity
● Plant trees to fulfill design objectives for the site
● Naturalize north edge with boulders and shrubs (at chainlink fence) to minimize maintenance
● Create ornamental planting beds at sign and front edges
● Engage neighbours to manage possible problem activities in park
● Address barren context of Canada Post boxes with planting.



Neighbourhood ParkKinsmen East Park

Quick Statistics
Location 7th Avenue @ Murray Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.17 ha (0.43 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● Swingset

Points of
Interest

● Connection to Lane Creek Ravine Trail

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Future replacement of chainlink fence with black vinyl-coated material to minimize visual impact
● Install shrub plantings along perimeter to soften institutional appearance from street
● Integrate more play opportunities or adult exercise equipment at north end



Neighbourhood ParkKinsmen West Park

Quick Statistics
Location 7th Avenue @ Hurd Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.82 ha (2.08 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 10

Amenities ● 2 Playgrounds 	 ● Asphalt Paths

Points of
Interest

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 2
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Consider installing permanent washroom (second most well-used playground after Centennial)



Neighbourhood ParkKnightview Park

Quick Statistics
Location Knight Avenue @ Topper Court 	Classification 	Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.30 ha (3.30 ac) 	Parking Lot Capacity 	0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● Paths / Cul-de-sac Connections

Points of
Interest

● Excellent views of the valley
● Adjacent to forested areas

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Address problem dumping (garbage/garden refuse) with signage. Encourage neighbourhood watch. 



Natural Open SpaceLane Creek Ravine

Quick Statistics
Location 2nd Avenue @ Horne Street Classification Greenbelt

Size 6.05 ha (15.37 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 50

Amenities ● Interpretive Signs
● 645 metre Gravel Path

Points of
Interest

● Connects library and Mission Elem. to Kinsmen East Park and 7th Ave. Sports Courts

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Stabilize banks to prevent erosion
● Install interpretive and regulatory signage
● Upgrade primary access point from 2nd Avenue with native plantings; paint barrier
● Use boulders, wooden elements (instead of steel and concrete) for more attractive, pedestrian quality
● Maintain drainage structures and surfacing to enhance use and protect the asset
● Gravel pathway requires regular maintenance



Leisure Centre & Skate Park Community Park

Quick Statistics
Location 7th Avenue @ Grand Street Classification Community Park

Size 4.3 ha (10.9 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 242

Amenities ● Spraypark 	 ● Community Garden 	 ● Skatepark
● 1 Softball Diamond 	 ● Leisure Centre and Washrooms

Points of
Interest

● Former site of the Agricultural Fair and Soap Box Derby
● Major destination for teens due to proximity to Mission Secondary School

Baseball 1 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park 1

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play 1 Washroom 1

Recommendations
● Install higher fencing (black vinyl-coated chain link) at softball diamonds to keep balls inside park.
● Upgrade capacity and security for bike parking
● Undertake design, programming and operational review of community gardens site and skate park
● Augment horticultural character of site, particularly around parking lot
● Establish locations for public art installations. Invite high school students to create pieces for display
● Consider interior displays related to local history and identity, including natural history and heritage 



Neighbourhood ParkLightburn Park

Quick Statistics
Location Phelps Avenue @ Christie St. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.47 ha (1.19 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● Playground

Points of
Interest

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Review existing retained trees to determine management strategy (remove, prune or augment).
● Install perimeter tree and shrub plantings to define edges, create shade and identity
● Install benches at locations other than at playground
● Address drainage issues



Natural Open SpaceMill Pond Park

Quick Statistics
Location Dewdney Trunk Rd @ Welch St Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 16.08 ha (40.84 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 15

Amenities ● Hiking and biking trails

Points of
Interest

● Across the road from the Mission Gun and Rod Club
● Easily accessible small lake in a forested setting

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Candidate for dog off-leash area. Develop lawn and expand west side of site with fencing, related amenities.
● Upgrade trails to address erosion and exposed tree roots; clear as needed
● Manage problem ATV use with signage and patrolling
● Provide signage (re: mountain biking etc) and seasonal washrooms
● Move parking lot to road and barricade
● Decommission existing parking lot back to green space



Neighbourhood ParkMission Horse Club

Quick Statistics
Location Stave Lake St. @ Dlugosh Ave. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.67 ha (4.24 ac) Parking Lot Capacity

Amenities ● Horse Riding Facility

Points of
Interest

● Facility is owned by District but managed by the Mission Horse Club

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Work with members to create equestrian trails and signed routes leading from Horse Club site



Sports ParkMission Rotary Sports Park

Quick Statistics
Location Israel Avenue @ Oyama Street Classification Sports Park

Size 15.00 ha (38.10 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 75

Amenities ● 4 Baseball Diamonds 	 ● Washrooms / Fieldhouse / Concession Building
● 6 Playing Fields 	 ● 3 Picnic Tables

Points of
Interest

● Mission's premier sports venue

Baseball 4 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 6 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom 1

Recommendations
● Improve drainage on south end of big field at hardball diamonds
● Review lighting height/orientation to ensure adequacy and safety for multiple sports
● Soccer goal area needs rehabilitation
● Improve turf maintenenace, particularly at soccer goals
● Install artificial turf play surface on existing all-weather field
● Install playground and multi-generational exercise equipment
● Provide more formal and informal seating
● Pave parking lot with permeable paving
● Plant shade trees near spectator areas
● Review scheduling procedures and protocols for optimal use and user group equity
● Add irrigation to bank areas



Neighbourhood ParkOgle Park

Quick Statistics
Location Badger Avenue @ Beaver Drive Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.14 ha (0.36 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● Playground
● Picnic Table

Points of
Interest

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Additional shade trees required



Neighbourhood ParkRuskin Community Park

Quick Statistics
Location Ruskin Crescent Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.39 ha (0.99 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 20

Amenities ● Playground
● 1 Basketball Court

Points of
Interest

● Former BC Hydro works yard
● Excellent views to Stave River and dam

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Repave basketball court
● Incorporate seating and additional, informal play elements (boulders, wooden posts, steps, beams etc)
● Provide trees and horticultural interest
● Investigate opportunities for programmed use of large turf area
● Define edges with boulders, fencing, shrub plantings to deter parking on lawn
● Basketball Court requires resurfacings



Natural Open SpaceSilverdale Creek Wetland

Quick Statistics
Location Silverdale Ave @ Mercer Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 46 ha (116.84 ac) Parking Lot Capacity NA

Amenities ● Boardwalk and viewing areas

Points of
Interest

● Habitat preservation area
● Public art

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Expand interpretive component
● Formalize parking area and path entry
● Possible need for portable (seasonal) washroom in the future as use increases
● Boardwalk/ Pathways/ Bridges require extensive work



Silverdale Park Community Park

Quick Statistics
Location Donatelli @ McLean St Classification Community Park

Size 1.30 ha (3.30 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 10

Amenities ● 1 Soccer Pitch
● 400 metre Walking Trail path (1/4-mile)

Points of
Interest

● Strawberry fields owned by Japanese Canadian farmers prior to World War II

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Replace fencing
● Upgrade soccer pitch drainage
● Install perimeter shade trees
● Provide seating in spectator areas
● Explore feasibility of developing full-sized senior soccer field



Neighbourhood ParkStewart Park

Quick Statistics
Location 14th Avenue @ Stewart Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.73 ha (1.85 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● Swingset
● Picnic Table

Points of
Interest

● Much of actual park extends into forested slope

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Undertake invasives removal
● Install signage and undertake program to address illegal dumping, particularly garden waste, into ravine
● Repair fencing where damaged; discourage vandalism by addressing problems in a timely manner
● Extend fencing all the way down street to discourage dumping



Neighbourhood ParkTom Jones Park

Quick Statistics
Location Mitchell Avenue @ Fennell St. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 0.69 ha (1.75 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 0 (on-street parking only)

Amenities ● Playground

Points of
Interest

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Define edges to prevent vehicle access and parking
● Consider installing rain garden or drainage swale to deal with stormwater on this flat site
● Plant perimeter shade trees and ornamentals
● Walking path from Mitchell Ave to Lightbody Ct.



Neighbourhood ParkTunbridge Park

Quick Statistics
Location Tunbridge Ave @ Neale Drive Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 3.03 ha (7.70 ac) Parking Lot Capacity

Amenities

Points of
Interest

● Under development in new subdivision area
● Adjacent to designated ESA

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Design needed to deal with proposed detention pond
● Candidate dog off-leash park; will require amenities
● Walking paths and trails should be developed around detention area
● Facilities needed for many new families moving into community
● Access control required at ESA



Wren Park Community Park

Quick Statistics
Location Silverhill Avenue @ Wolfe Street Classification Community Park

Size 2.96 ha (7.52 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 5

Amenities ● 1 Picnic Shelter and 4 Picnic Tables
● Baseball Diamond 	 ● 2 Tennis Courts (no nets)

Points of
Interest

Baseball 1 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court 2 Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter 1
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Repave and upgrade tennis courts
● Candidate site for dog off-leash area
● Maintain site for more intensive development once SURA is developed



School SiteAlbert McMahon Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location Cherry Avenue @ Cedar Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 2.56 ha (6.50 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 47

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● Track 	 ● 1 Full Basketball Court
● 1 Playing Field 	 ● 1 Ball Diamond

Points of
Interest

Baseball 1 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Improve space to attract usage generally, and by minor soccer in particular



School SiteCedar Valley School

Quick Statistics
Location Dewdney Trunk Rd @ Cedar St. 	Classification 	Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.06 ha (2.69 ac) 	Parking Lot Capacity 	28 (in 2 lots)

Amenities ● Playground

Points of
Interest

● Adjacent to Cedar Valley Sports Field

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteCherry Hill Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location Best Avenue @ Kudo Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 3.77 ha (9.58 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 43

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 1 Full Basketball Court
● 2 Playing Fields 	 ● 2 Ball Diamonds

Points of
Interest

Baseball 2 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 2 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteChristine Morrison Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location McRae Avenue @ Edge Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 3.38 ha (8.59 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 41 (in 2 lots)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 1 Full Basketball Court
● 1 Ball Diamond

Points of
Interest

Baseball 1 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteEcole Mission Central Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location 4th Avenue @ Welton Street 	Classification 	Neighbourhood Park

Size 2.42 ha (6.15 ac) 	Parking Lot Capacity 	49 (in 2 lots)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 1 Full Basketball Court
● 1 Playing Field 	 ● 1 Ball Diamond

Points of
Interest

● Adjacent to Library and Lane Creek Ravine

Baseball 1 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Continue to attract community use of playing fields



School SiteEcole Mission Secondary School

Quick Statistics
Location 7th Avenue @ Alder Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 6.53 ha (16.59 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 116 (in 5 lots)

Amenities ● 2 Playing Fields 	 ● 1 Ball Diamond
● 1 Track

Points of
Interest

● Adjacent to the Leisure Centre and skate park

Baseball 1 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 2 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteEdwin S. Richards Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location Cherry Avenue @ Cade Barr St. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 3.22 ha (8.18 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 42

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 2 Playing Fields
● 1 Ball Diamond

Points of
Interest

● Adjacent to forested parkland

Baseball 1 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 2 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteFerndale Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location Dlugosh Ave @ Stave Lake St. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.81 ha (4.60 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 33 (in 2 lots)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 1 Playing Field
● 1 Half Basketball Court

Points of
Interest

● Slated for temporary closure
● Adjacent to the Mission Horse Club

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteFraserview Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location 7th Avenue @ Strachan Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.74 ha (4.42 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 97 (in 3 lots)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 1 Ball Diamond
● 1 Playing Field 	 ● 2 Full Basketball Courts

Points of
Interest

● Slated for temporary closure

Baseball 1 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 2 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteHatzic Secondary School

Quick Statistics
Location Dewdney Trunk Rd @ Shimek St Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 6.94 ha (17.63 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 199 (in 3 lots)

Amenities ● 4 Playing Fields 	 ● 1 Full Basketball Court
● Track 	 ● 2 Tennis Courts

Points of
Interest

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 4 Skate Park

Tennis Court 2 Playground
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Continue to attract community use of playing fields



School SiteHatzic Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location Draper Street @ Douglas Ave. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.53 ha (3.89 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 30

Amenities ● 2 Playgrounds 	 ● 1 Playing Field
● 1 Full Basketball Court

Points of
Interest

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 2
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteHeritage Park Secondary School

Quick Statistics
Location 33700 Prentis Avenue Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 11.65 ha (28.78 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 291

Amenities ● 2 Playing Fields 	 ● 4 Tennis Courts
● 1 Full Basketball Court 	 ● 1 Half Basketball Court

Points of
Interest

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 2 Skate Park

Tennis Court 4 Playground
Sports Court 2 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● Continue to attract community use of playing fields



School SiteHillside Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location Best Avenue @ Forbes Street Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 2.64 ha (6.71 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 50 (in 3 lots)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 2 Ball Diamonds
● 3 Playing Fields 	 ● 1 Full Basketball Court

Points of
Interest

● Adjacent to Hillside Park, a small park with two tennis courts
● DOM tennis courts

Baseball 2 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 3 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteSilverdale Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location Donatelli Avenue @ McLean St Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 1.50 ha (3.81 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 27 (in 2 lots)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 1 Playing Field

Points of
Interest

Baseball Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteStave Falls Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location Brackley Ave @ Rolley Lake St. Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 2.82 ha (7.16 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 19 (in 2 lots)

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 1 Full Basketball Court
● 2 Playing Fields 	 ● 1 Ball Diamond

Points of
Interest

● Slated for temporary closure

Baseball 1 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 2 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 1 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteWest Heights Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location Van Velzen Ave @ Wren St Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 3.23 ha (8.20 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 65

Amenities ● Playground 	 ● 2 Half Basketball Courts
● 3 Playing Fields 	 ● 3 Ball Diamonds

Points of
Interest

● Slated for temporary closure

Baseball 3 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 3 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court 2 Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



School SiteWindebank Elementary School

Quick Statistics
Location 11th Avenue @ Stave Lake St Classification Neighbourhood Park

Size 2.92 ha (7.42 ac) Parking Lot Capacity 55

Amenities ● Playground
● 1 Playing Field

● 2 Ball Diamonds

Points of
Interest

Baseball 2 Lacrosse Park
Rect. Field 1 Skate Park

Tennis Court Playground 1
Sports Court Picnic shelter
Water Play Washroom

Recommendations
● No recommendations at this time



APPENDIX B: COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDER GROUPS

Organization 	 Contact Person
District of Mission Staff
Parks and Recreation

Economic Development

Ray Herman
Wendy McCormick
Kerry Bysouth
Jason Horton
Kevin Poole

Sports Groups
Mission Soccer Club
Mission Minor Baseball Association
Mission Minor Softball Association
Mission Field Lacrosse Association
Mission Minor Football Association
Mission Slo-Pitch League
Mission & Dist. Soapbox Derby Association
Mission Raceway Park
Mission Tennis Club
New Horizons Lawnbowling

Larry Bergh
Dan Williams
Ed Hodson
Brent Boutilier
Pierre Pronovost
Evelyn Holt
Brenda Benedict
Jim Hines
Mark&Val Gervais
Evelyn Boone

Trail, Hiking, Cycling
Bruce Schmor
Trails BC
Bicycle Planning Advisory Committee
Bicycle Planning Advisory Committee
Bicycle Planning Advisory Committee
Stave Valley Salmonid Enhancement Society
Mission Horse Club
Fraser Valley Mountain Biking Association

Bruce Schmor
Leon Lebrun
Ron Coreau
Patrick O'Brien
Terry Cox
Jim Taylor
Rosalie Turcotte
Greg Rector

Community Groups
Mission Association for Community Living
Mission Chamber of Commerce
Mission Community Services
Mission Community Gardens
Mission Historical Society
Mission Indian Friendship Centre Society
Xaytem Heritage Centre
Mission Harbour Authority
Seniors Advisory Committee
Seniors Advisory Committee
Mission Early Childhood Development Comm
Rotary Club of Mission
Mission Midday Rotary Club
Cedar Valley Lions Club
Mission Lions Club
Adopt A Block
Hatzic Bench Ratepayers Association
Steelhead Community Ratepayers Assn
SouthWest Mission Ratepayers Association
Silverdale Neighborhood Society
Village West Ratepayers Association
West Mission Taxpayers Association

Robert Keys
Bob Thomas
Joy Cox
Linda Wilson-Walker
Stuart Rosenberg

Linnea Battel
Bick Benedict
Sharie Conroy
Wendy Edelson
Laura Wilson

Ken Selvaraja
Rick Butchart
Laura Cameron
Shirley Mitchell
Tami McLellan
Kevin O'Beirne
Robert Demers
Mike Scudder
Karl Eha

Partner Groups
School District #75
Mission Heritage Association (FRHP)
Mission Heritage Association (FRHP)
Communities in Bloom Committee
RCMP
Bakerview Community Cremations
Animal Control Officer

Graham Black
Don Brown
Bill McAuley
Myrna Matthews
Glen Carrier
Chris Dorrington
Margaret Krieck

Other
Youth Representatives / Skateboarders
Bicycle Representatives
Department of Fisheries & Oceans
Ministry of Transportation & Highways
BC Hydro
Fraser Valley Regional District
Westminster Abbey

Jim Barnum
Bruce Wenting

Bill Hannay
Clive Wilson

Father Abbott



APPENDIX C: Summary of Public Input from Open House

Feedback Community Consultations

Key Themes

Natural Assets are DOM’s strength
• Location by Fraser River
• Forest trails
• Surrounding wilderness areas like St. Benedict.
• High Trail Use
• Red Mt and Bear Mt. are highly used by mountain bikers and hikers
• There are many great trails in SW Mission

BC Hydro Facilities are well used
• Silver Creek Trail, Railway Trail around Hayward Lake well used. Hayward receives

380,000 visitor days/yr
• 2009 drawdown in Ruskin will make Hayward unusable. BC consulting now for

recommendations for public safety. BC Hydro would like Stave Lake to become a
regional park but have not yet approached the FVRD

• Stave Lake – boat launch; swimming; fishers and migratory birds use Stave River basin
area

Park Infrastructure
• Not enough trees for shade
• Not enough seating
• Need garbage cans
• Lighting required for tennis courts
• Doggy-bag dispensers required along raceway/river dyke area
• Storage required for lacrosse in Centennial and lacrosse/baseball at Sports Park
• Silverdale Parks are not maintained; no amenities; families have to drive to town to take

children to play

Maintenance
• Outdoor lacrosse box needs maintenance and re-design. Dangerous, as goals are

cemented into the box.
• Functional washrooms are needed in Centennial.  Suggested having an automatic lock

in the evening or a user pay system.
• Field maintenance on all ball diamonds a problem. Baseball wants to run qualifiers but

can’t until maintenance improves as currently poses safety concerns.
• Centennial Park needs more maintenance attention – it is a jewel.

• Washrooms are needed
• Tennis courts need improvement
• More seating is required
• Potentially a gate required on the parking area to reduce inappropriate activity

• Supplies on site – sand, tools, wheelbarrow, sweep box?, broom, rollers/towels to dry
courts – would facilitate more community/volunteer maintenance at various sport sites
(Centennial; Sports Park.)

• Community willing to volunteer with maintenance but would like support.
• Greater flexibility required at Sports Park around closures; better communication with the

caretaker needed.
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• Erosion on trails from motor bikes
• Dumping on trailheads
• More garbage cans in parks are needed.
• DOM needs to be more responsive to:

• Gates needed at trailheads
• Signage gets vandalized
• DOM presence needed at trailheads in some way

Information and Communication
• Need for more promotion of DOM”s natural assets
• More maps and classification for Red and Bear Mt., especially for MTB trails
• More interpretive trails and supporting materials needed for the Community forest
• Better signage and better egress/exit/ points for Xaytem
• More advanced communication with soccer regarding ...?
• More volunteer recognition is needed (soccer)
• More site signage – Permit Holders Only; For information call:...; Home of

Mission... Lacrosse....; - would reduce vandalism and increase user communication.
• Better communication with the Sports Parkcaretaker needed.
• More park committees/councils that monitor park use, design and care would better

facilitate community involvement and responsive park design.
• Need more stewardship - 4X4 clubs do clean-ups, for ex. Re: trailheads.
• Need more dialogue with different trail user groups to agree on trail use/zones. Min of

Tourism: sports and rec Mike Peters and Mission Forest fall under Min of Tourism?
• More signage is needed on trail heads and on trails
• Importance of heritage trails needs to be promoted
• Need more attractive mapping and marketing
• Bear Mt. – premier MTB destination . Needs marketing materials.
• Better mapping of of parks and trails for public distribution; also maps that ID trail

connections from community to community.
• Request a separate advisory committee to council for trails and wilderness areas
• Park history needs to be shared with citizens – Griner Park; Centennial secured through

Japanese internment

Park Planning and Design
• parks need to better accommodate multi-use, for multi-generations
• Parks need to be more age friendly
• Too maintenance intensive – more naturescaping required
• Signage for xaytem is poor
• Cash-in-lieu is too often taken when DOM instead needs twice as much park protection
• Parks need to be located ‘closer to home’ – and have better public transit to them. More

walkable parks.
• Parks need to be for local community use, not just tourism
• More pre-development park planning needed
• Need fewer tot lots and more big parks with trees, playgrounds, etc. like FRHP
• River-side path needed –currently, inappropriate activities (located) there
• Improve park acquisition policies – 5% should not just be undevelopable land
• Ratios and park locations need to be established to improve safety and respond to

community need
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• Parks should not be built in gullies
• Need to differentiate between green space and ‘park’; clarify different park types and

function. Ex. is the community forest considered ‘park’? If so, doesn’t meet ecological
needs.

• Sports park needs a playground for kids
• Even sports parks need to better support social gathering. Too restrictive around closure

times; washroom access; etc.
• Parks not located close enough (walking distance) to young mothers and families in need.
• Fences around playgrounds are needed to protect children from running into cars on the

road (daycare providers with large groups of children want enhanced playground
security)

• Not enough play-equipment for 0 – 6 year olds
• Not enough parks – only 1 in the downtown core.
• More youth parks/youth opportunities needed
• Support wanted from DOM to help develop an Adopt-a-Park program, including signage

with contact information to encourage park stewardship.
• Parks are barren, and need better design, with shade, tables and seating
• More plazas and public spaces that support social gathering in parks are needed
• Better design standards that respond to community needs for each park is required.
• More basketball hoops
• More doggy-bags in parks
• Skate park well used, and need more of them. Locate in parts of Mission to better serve

youth who don’t like the current ‘scene’ at the park
• Want more community gardens to deal with climate change and food security.
• More community centres in parks are needed.
• Parks should maximize views and stream experiences
• Improve park, greenspace and trail connections
• Galloping Goose-like trail wanted
• More paved and in-line boxes, for hockey, skating
• Need designated trail use for MTB; ATVs; etc. on Bear, Red, etc.
• How to restrict ATV use on trails?
• Graded Bear Mt. road needed for MTB race
• City selling off back alleys though these would make good green spaces south of 7 th

• Centennial has an ampitheater but not used because people have forgotten about it.

Sports
• Not enough tennis courts – want 3 more with lighting and spectator seating. Jr. Tennis

stopped because of the timing of available play and the lack of courts. Would like to start
up Jr. Tennis again.

• Courts are poorly designed, and do not allow for competitive use – users travel to
Abbotsford; no lights so limited evening use;

• Need a green screen at the south side for tennis courts at Centennial, and a full height
cement wall.

• Sports park requires attention to better serve multi-use needs:
• the lights are too low for baseball and located incorrectly for soccer
• needs a playground for kids
• is a marquee facility in the valley
• receives reactive, not proactive, maintenance
• rehabilitation of the goal areas is needed for soccer
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• in-fields (baseball) are sinking. No one plays in September
• drainage is a problem on the soccer fields and hardball diamonds

• DOM introduces new policy mid-season without community consultation. This impacts
teams.

• Accessibility
• Soccer can’t block book but other sports team can. Makes scheduling difficult.
• Enforce permit system regarding field use. Enforce no drinking.
• Need better locking up system, establish set closure times for the sport park

• Soccer wants alternate game ready fields when the sports park is busy
• Two turf fields and two all-weather fields ar required at the Sports Park due to soccer

growth and interest in field lacrosse.
• Soccer recommended a School Partnership for a 2nd turf field if this isn’t to be located at

the Sports Park
• Slow pitch wants to use the slow pitch field. Gets bumped by t-ball.. Adult teams are

bumped by children’s teams.
• Hatzic Park great for softball (for 5 -11 years old) because there are washrooms and

Mission softball has invested heavily in the park
• Softball Association not allowed to play at Mission Sports Park (only slowpitch and

baseball – the adult teams. Fields not set up to accommodate softball)
• Softball association invests in facilities because they need to be competitive, hold

tournaments. Tournaments raise revenue for the association.
• Softball diamond at 7 th and Grand is dangerous – tick balls go into the intersection, no

bleachers, high amount of noise, no fencing to protect children from running into traffic.
• Softball teams (all girl) end up with many young men harassing team players and parents

at the High School and Leisure centre.
• Softball requires 8 diamonds, based on 12% growth 06-07. Geographic location less

important that field features and away from inappropriate youth gatherings.
• Lawn bowling requires ditch boards replaced so they can continue to play over the long

term.

Programming
• Xaytem is good but needs more (programs)
• More programming in parks needed
• Park stewardship required
• User etiquette education needed
• More art in the park needed
• More watershed education needed
• More youth programming (see park design above)
• Need to use Tree Farm as an education site
• More environmental education is needed (multiple responses)
• More city support ($) for stewardship groups is needed
• Have flora/fauna lists for trails to synch with environmental education. Should have some

SARA info as well

Partnerships
• Need better partnerships between local, regional, provincial and FN gov’t
• FRHP has a management contract w/ the DOM; the FVRD has a covenant on the land;

the Heritage Society is responsible for providing programming and site management. Site
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design/planning appears left to the Heritage Society. There is no First Nations
partnership, although the longhouse was dedicated by First Nations (Stole?) in memory
of the residential school students.

• Heritage Canada will not fund FRHP because too politically charged a site (re: residential
school) –

• 250 Acres

Safety and Security
• Inappropriate activity goes on at the skate park.
• Drug use and (sex trade? Policy say no?) in the Trail behind the library
• Fights, drinking, younger children intimidated at Centennial
• Park at end of Knight St. needs more surveillance, as well as garbage bins with lids and

signage.
• More regular neighborhood watch/tours around the skate park.
• Traffic and dirtbikes on Ferndale and Richards ave. make it unsafe for equestrians.

Logging roads are safe for horses but difficult to access.
• ATVS on Bear and Red. Mt.; ATV access park at bottom of Saunders around the mini-

dump
• More safety, security on rural roads especially around trailheads.
• Bike lane only on 1 side of the Rd.- some concerns re: having separated bike lane – see

MR and use of buffer
• Ensure trails are separate from traffic, but can co-exist.
• Road in front of Sports park is a buy/sell zone
• Centennial Park has significant youth violence
• Drug sales and a transient camp at the Silverdale Esturary – has diminished somewhat as

a result of Salmonid Society? Members wearing highly visible coats and conducting litter
pick up, patrols?

• Inappropriate use of land up by Grotto and by the school – area needs a master plan,
school shouldn’t about natural areas, unsafe.

• RCMP receive calls to Centennial; Leisure Centre; high schools; occasionally FRHP.
• ‘bad guys own the trails’ – Burma Rd has many problems from stolen items stashed to

firearm discharges
• (see above BC Hydro)
• BC Hydro maxed out regarding walk-ins from Dewdney Trunk – parking limited –

dangerous people presence in the road as they come into day use areas. BC Hydro
recommends DOM develop Stave Lake to relieve Hayward Lake pressure. Weekend use
is the problem – not mid-week.

• Recommend standard park closure times and lock up parking lots.

OTHER
• More cost recovery services needed
• Want a running trail that connects parks in the system
• More parks needed
• Park hotline wanted
• Very few view points (on trails) – Silverdale opportunity; Ferndale Mt. opportunity;

Mission Forest has no views, and community request open up the forest for views.
• No destination hiking with overnight camping provided but needed.
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• DOM Forest Revenue doesn’t get put back into forest trail management (maintancne;
signage; forms for folks to sign for stewardship; mapping)

• Recommend fee-for-service passes for trail use.
• need speed limit on Richard’s and sign for horses
• request for council to walk the wilderness trails.
• Fraser Valley Regional College has discussed situating in Mission and considering a

focus on environmental science. Could provide partnership opportunity, site could
provide additional green space.

• Harbour Park impacted by changes in dyke requirements. Park now a tiny walking strip
due to land taken away by dyke buttressing activities. DOM is the dyke authority and
decides where acquisition of land is required to widen paths/public access. Harbour Park
now a dyke and less functional for human use. Harbor Park is the only public river access
in Mission, and is well used by people to view sunsets, etc.

• District only begun to have plastic bad dispensers for dog owners. Needs an off-leash
area. Currently, Hayward is the only off-leash area. Propose parks in Silverdale for off
leash (because not maintained) and one in Hatzic. (East and West areas of Mission).
Raceway presents another possibility, or a fenced area in Centennial.

• archeological finds at Hayward Connector indicate oldest First Nations site in BC
• Many archeological finds along Fraser River. Original site for St. Mary’s below Tourist

Centre, by the River. (see Gordon Mowes Ppt. ) Recommend positioning Mission as
oldest settlement in BC, with heritage trail identifying FN archeological finds. Include
industrial area below RCMP with city covenant on fenced in land.

Accessibility (and Connectivity)
• There are very few urban trails for young families
• Silvercreek wetland with pathways and trail does not have parking and isn’t close to

residential areas. Need parks closer to residential areas.
• Need access to the River – only Marina and Nicoman Slough
• If transcanada successful at the Fraser River trail, will encourage connections with other

trails
• Trails are fragmented
• (see safety and security above for other access/motorized transport issues)
• Vehicles can now drive around the gates (at Saunders?)
• Need gates at trailheads to prevent drivers on trails.
• Private dykes mean liability is a concern. They are less accessible.
• Better cross jurisdiction trails (across Abbey lands) needed.
• More urban; commuter; wilderness trails needed
• Need wildlife corridors through town.
• Want urban trails to connect with wilderness trails
• need trail connectors and loop trails
• Trail along the Fraser would provide key connectivity, historical/heritage value, though

Raceway and Mining? may pose a challenge with trail implemention. So too might the
Winock Farms

• Donetelli Farm site – FN archeological remains suggest oldest community in BC
• St. Anthony’s Church a historical feature

• For a trail connecting east of Silverdale wetland, need a partnership agreement with
Ducks Unlimited, BC hydro and Kwantlen, to allow for a connection from the estuary up
to Stave Lake trails. Also - Ducks Unlimited and DOM looking at securing lake bottom
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of Silvermere. If successful join purchase, trail proposed alongside the river but Kwantlen
land would then be the necessary link to connect through to the Reservoir Trail.

• FRHP Longhouse needs a ramp to allow for disable access
• Parks in Mission need more accessible equipment; disabled access on streets to parks

needs improvement
• Kinsmen Park is wheelchair accessible.
• More (dedicated) equestrian trails required
• Paved trail supporting strollers, in-line skating is needed.
• A destination park that works summer and winter is required.
• More parks need to provide for greater accessibility for people with disabilities
• Hatzic Park requires proper fence openings and grades to allow wheelchairs and strollers

into the park.
• Need stroller accessible parks – 20% of Mission is 14 and under.
• Dyke trail east of Mission, starting at Dewdney Trunck Rd/Hatzic Gast Station and

ending at Dewdney Pub, is great. Linkage to this trail from proposed Fraser River trail
recommended.

Biking Trails
• MOT recommends that when crossing Lougheed (for cycling routes, proposed trail

intersections) existing lights and crossings be used.
• Reservoir Trail not MTB approved. Railway is approved? for MTB but not that

appealing.
• MOT has started a Transportation study for Silverdale; looking for a road parallel to

Lougheed for bikes.
• Steep slopes and the narrow road make it difficult to provide for cycling along hwy.

Recommended Acquisitions
• the intersection at Silverdale Creek and the tributary, at the AdrianHenry Farm. Views,

environmental sensitivity, canyon, and walking distance from Cedar Valley.
• the Sun Valley Trout Farm – connects from the trail base and by wetlands
• archeological finds at Hayward Connector indicate oldest First Nations site in BC

Recommended Trails
• Keystone Ave. has 2 forested areas that might support a trail network. Bottom of

Keystone could connect to the existing Hayward Lake Trail
• Hard-surface trail for strollers, skaters, needed – along the Fraser preferred as the

Railway trail is too long and doesn’t offer a loop.

Interest Groups
Name of Group Individuals Greatest issues, needs,

concerns
1. Sport Groups

• Soccer
• Baseball
• Field lacrosse
• Slo-pitch
• Raceway park

Nick Csaszar
Dan Williams
Jane Boutilier
Evelyn Holt
Ron Farmer

• Not enough tennis courts,
and those that do exist are
poorly designed

• Sports park requires
maintenance and changes to
better support multi –use:
lighting changes for
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• Tennis Jerry
Nick
Tony
Stuart Coates
Jason Holt

baseball, slow-pitch; soccer
goal posts need re-siting;
children need a playground;
more turf field development
needed; drainage required.

• Soccer requires access to
alternate game ready fields
when the sports park is busy.

• Field maintenance on all ball
diamonds is a problem

• Maintenance supplies on site
would facilitate more
community maintenance.

• Soccer would like two
additional turf fields to
accommodate 20%
growth/year

• Children teams have been
bumped by adult teams for
all weather field use.

• Children’s playground
required at the sports park
for children of adult users

2. Community Group Session I

• Mission Community
Gardens

• Mission Soapbox Derby
Association

• Mission Historical Society
• Mission Early Childhood

Development Committee
• Adopt-a-Block Society
• Youth Representative
• Mission Special Olympics

Linda Wilson-
Walker
Stuart Rosenberg
Laura Wilson
Laura Cameron
Josh Norman
Barbara Coates
Roberta O’Brien

• Parks not located close
enough (walking distance) to
young mothers and families
in need.

• Need more age appropriate
play structures (0-6 year
olds)

• More cost-recovery services
needed

• More park programming
needed

• Need washrooms in parks
• More parks in downtown

core needed.
• Want a running trail that

connects parks in the system
• Park Hotline to report park

problems with litter and
incidents needed

• Need more parks and park
services for youth

• Skate park presents
security/safety concerns

• Ravines present
litter/garbage issues

• More disabled access
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required in parks
3. Community Group Session II

• Mission Midday Rotary
Club

• Chamber of Commerce
• Citizens Against Urban

Sprawl Society
• Cedar Valley Lions Club

Elyssa Lockhart
Brent Fossett
Phyllis young
Jeanette ?

• Parks are not multi-use, or
multi-generational

• Not enough seating or trees
for shade

• Need	 more	 and	 better
promotion of all DOM’s
assets, not just the Fraser
River

• More pre-development park
planning is required; better
developer negotiation is
needed.

• Park types, amounts and
locations do not serve
community need

4. Trails

Seniors Advisory Committee
Trials BC
Mission Horse Club
Fraser Valley Mountain Biking
Association
Fraser Valley Bald Eagle
Festive Committee

Sharie Conroy
Wendy Edelson
Bruce Schmor
Leon Lebrun
Greg Rector
Roxanne Salinas
Ewan Fafel (sp?)

• Trails eroded by mountain
bike use

• Need designated MTB trails –
Red and Bear Mt. especially

• There are few trails for young
families

• Want urban trails to connect
with wilderness trails

• Need access to the river
• Inappropriate use on trails

(ATVs; motorized)
• Private dykes increase liability

concerns – result is less access
on the dykes

• Tree farm should be used as
an education site – more
environmental education is
needed (ecology and etiquette)

• Paved trail that supports
skaters, strollers, walkers is
required.

• DOM needs to be more
responsive to:

• Gates needed
at trailheads

• Signage gets
vandalized

• DOM
presence
needed at
trailheads in
some way

5. Partner Groups • Cemetery needs
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Mission Heritage Association

Bakerview Community
Cremations

Don Brown and Bill
McAuley
Chris Dorrington

memorial benches and
trails – no seating.
Propose memorial trees
to plant along roadways
– improve aesthetics,
revenue option.

• Would like on-site kiosk
with map and heritage
graves to encourage
visitors.

• FRHP has three main
projects proposed
including a hard surface
2.3 km perimeter trail;
heritage trail with signs;
specimen trail and
heritage orchard on
north/west slope

• A full trail network
exists immediately east
of FRHP that connects
to St. Mary’s and Hatzic
Bench, and up to the
Abbey. Cross-
jurisdictional ownership
present difficulties to
full public use and
management of these
lands.

• FRHP does not have
enough money in DOM
budget to fully maintain
and program the park

6. Partner Groups
RCMP
Animal Control
Communities in Bloom

Dave Greig
Margaret Krieck
Bill Elliot

• RCMP receives few
calls to park spaces.
Majority of problems
happen at Burma Rd.

• Off-leash dog area
required – Centennial,
Silverdale, Hatzic Park,
Raceway area as
potential areas.

• FRHP and Sports park
have high amount of
non-compliance with
leashed dogs. Sports
Park is fenced but no
one picks up.

• More plantings and
garbage bins in parks
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required
• Mission needs longer

trails – something 1 0km,
possibly along the
waterfront.

• Trails are not maintained
so few people use them.

• Silverdale Parks are not
maintained; no
amenities; families have
to drive to town to take
children to play

• Recommend standard
park closure times and
lock up parking lots.

• More environmental
education is required

• A destination park that
works summer and
winter is required.

7. Interagency and Community
Harbour Authority
Village West Rate Payers
Association
Stave Valley Salmonid
Enhancement Society

David Barrett
Mike Scudder

Jim Taylor

• Recommend acquiring Sun
Valley Trout Farm and
intersection at Silverdale
Creek and the tributary, at the
AdrianHenry Farm

• Creating an interpretive trail
open to the public at a jointly
purchased property by Ducks
Unlimited and Stave Valley
SES at Silverdale Wetland

• Trail along the Fraser would
provide key connectivity and
historical/heritage value.
Challenges could include:
Raceway,the Winock Farms

o 	 Donetelli Farm site /
Haywood Connector –
FN archeological
remains suggest oldest
community in BC

• Need access to the River –
only Marina/Harbour Park and
Nicoman Slough

• Silvercreek wetland purchase
with Ducks Unlimited
provides additional open
space with trail and
interpretive signage.
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8. Interagency Meeting
BC Hydro
Ministry of Transportation

Clive Wilson
Jamie
Bill Hannay

• 2009 drawdown in Ruskin
will make Hayward unusable.
BC consulting now for
recommendations for public
safety. BC Hydro would like
Stave Lake to become a
regional park but have not yet
approached the FVRD

• Recommendation for DOM to
develop Stave Lake as a rec
destination to relieve usage
pressures on BC Hydro’s
Hayward Lake.

• DOM has limited wilderness
water-accessible sites. But
public demand for these areas
are increasing, and BC Hydro
can’t meet it. Another reason
to develop Stave Lake as a
destination.

• MOT has started a
Transportation study for
Silverdale; looking for a road
parallel to Lougheed for bikes.

• Steep slopes and the narrow
road make it difficult to
provide for cycling along
hwy.

9. Sports and Community
New Horizons Lawnbowling
Mission Association for
Community Living
Mission Minor Softball

Eve Boon
Robert Keys

Sid Russell

• More parks need to provide
for greater accessibility for
people with disabilities

• More parks needed south of
7 th for young families

• Softball diamond at 7 th and
Grand is dangerous – tick
balls go into the intersection,
no bleachers, high amount of
noise, no fencing to protect
children from running into
traffic.

• Softball teams (all girl) end up
with many young men
harassing team players and
parents at the High School and
Leisure centre.

• Softball requires 8 diamonds,
based on 12% growth 06-07

• Geographic location less
important that field features
and away from inappropriate
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youth gatherings.
• Lawn bowling requires ditch

boards replaced so they can
continue to play over the long
term.

• Hatzic Park needs wheelchair
access parking designation
and fence openings/ grads that
allow wheelchairs and
strollers to enter the park.

10. Community
Rotary Club
Hatzic Bench Ratepayers
Association

Glenn Kask
Kevin O’Bieirne

• City selling off back alleys
though these would make
good green spaces south of 7 th

• Mission has accepted too
many playground donations
without providing matching
maintenance dollars

• Park history needs to be
shared with citizens – Griner
Park; Centennial secured
through Japanese internment

• Need more community centres
and facilities – have enough
wilderness and forested sites

• Inappropriate use on trails by
motorbikes

• Silvercreek wetland with
pathways and trail does not
have parking and isn’t close to
residential areas. Need parks
closer to residential areas.

• Hard-surface trail for strollers,
skaters, needed – along the
Fraser preferred as the
Railway trail is too long and
doesn’t offer a loop.

11. On and Off-road Cycling Gary Harder
Dave Darby
Terry Cox
Georgina Mitchell
Ron Coreau
Patrick O’Brien

• Key destinations for biking
trails Mill Pond; Silverdale
Area; Stave Lake and
Hayward Lake Park;

• Need a trail along the
Fraser

• Many roads are too narrow,
or have a wide shoulder
only on one side of the
road.

• Cherry Rd. as a W-E
connector is not shown on
current bike map but would
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be a good route.
• (for other comments, see

attachment Bicycle Plan
Consultation)

12. Mission Health Unit Anonymous
feedback form

• Need washrooms in
parks

• Need trees for shade in
parks

• Garbage in parks is an
issue

13. Forestry Kelly • There are no official camping
sites, but considerable
unofficial camping as well as
unsanctioned behavior such as
fire building, 4X4’ing, firearm
discharge and illegal trail
building

• Maintenance of activities, and
previously established
camping sites, beyond DOM”s
capacity

• If ecotourism is promoted in
the forestry lands, it is
recommended that the
province should take care of
camping; a big enough site
and facility for people will be
needed; co-operation required
to monitor and enforce by-
laws

• Liability is the biggest
issue/block for DOM
regarding more extensive
recreational use in the
community forest.

• All significant mapping for
the area is outsourced. Staff
use microstation.

What’s working well:
Park and Trail assets:

• natural assets DOM’s leading strengths –
• Off-leash area by Hayward Lake well used.
• Stave River Basin including Stave Lake has high usage
• DOM responsive to tennis needs; and responsive to community needs.
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APPENDIX C: Summary of Public Input from Open House

• Sports Park a marquee facility in the valley - all users (except baseball; and some
comments soccer) enjoy it.

• Park signage vastly improved.
• Flower beds are in good shape.
• DOM appears to be doing well at building partnerships.
• Basic maintenance – mowing – achieved.
• Existence of pioneer, heritage trails
• Mission Tree Farm
• Yearly Eagle Festival
• Active MTB stewardship – downhill MTB race
• DOM willing to entertain TransCanada Trail from Rolley Lake to Mission Bridget
• Supportive forestry staff, and increase staff support for trails
• Lane Creek Park up to Cherry – great interurban trail
• Ability to run through FRHP to St. Mary
• Hayward Lake trail does a complete loop
• Harbour Park well-used by resident families in marina
• Fraser River Heritage Park an asset
• Hatzic Park great for softball (for 5 -11 years old) because there are washrooms and

Mission softball has invested heavily in the park
• FRHP raises 24K/yr for staffing for maintenance (gardener), programming and secures

large amount of volunteer contributions (time, capita) that translates into park being run
at 1/3 of what would cost DOM to run the park

• Tremendous, though informally used and managed, use of trail network between FRHP
and St. Mary’s (reserve) and up to the Abbey.

• FRHP assets - Special events focus; open space for walking;
• Community forest currently offers teachers environmental education

sessions/workshops/tours? On a per request basis – typically ends up 4 or 5 times per
year

• Trails in community forest are used, and signed. Most are easy, others moderate or
strenuous.

Future Challenges
• Fitting parks in – retrofitting the park system to meet green space deficiencies in

neighborhoods
• Securing revenue
• Balancing development w/ green space/ park protection. Developers’ agenda; perception

that development = revenue.
• 250 acres of Crown land immediately to the east of Fraser River Heritage Park has been

identified as part of a long term acquisition plan. However, it has also been identified as
part of a land claim. The District is looking for a land use agreement instead of
acquisition due to ownership controversy. (FRHP statement).

• While the president (board) of FRHP suggests network of trails on FRHP and to the east
of the park would be ideal for MTB due to steep slopes, FRHP staff prefer to keep focus
on hiking only.

• If Sayers Lake is turned into a camping destination, will need resources, co-operation to
build site and maintain it. Currently there is a closed-down hatchery (with buildings).
DOM seeking a caretaker to keep hatchery going. People currently camping in a gravel
area on site.
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FUTURE Wants
• FRHP vision
• Proposed trail from Silver Creek wetlands to Xaytem along Fraser. Jim Talyor is working

with CP.
• GVRD and BC Conservation Society looking at walking trail from Vancouver to Hope

(Derby Reach to Sumas Mt.?) Where is that proposal and can DOM link up?
• Hoover Lake Trail extension as a proposed trail
• Draper Creek Ravine – connects with Neilson Park from Dewdney has potential
• Old survey ID’d Mission Way below target for trail percentage – the only trail built is

Lane Creek Trail
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APPENDIX D: STAKEHOLDER AGENCIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS – CONTACT INFORMATION

From April 3, 2007

MISSION REGIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
MISSION SERVICE CLUBS, SPORTS GROUPS AND ASSOCIATIONS

Abbotsford/Mission Business Women’s Club 	 604-859-1762
Adopt-A-Block Laura Cameron, 	 Box 3245, Mission, V2V 4J4
Air Cadets 	 Robert Persson- 604-826-6694
Alano Club 	 604-826-5744
Alcoholics Anonymous 	 604-826-3510
Amnesty International 	 Kathleen Ethier- 604-826-1205
Animal Control Services 	 604-826-4496
Arie Swim Club 	 1-604-881-0203
Arthritis Society 	 1-800-321-1433
Artists Association 	 Sylvia- 604-820-1203
B.C. Heart Foundation 	 Laurie Ross- 1-604-939-3343
B.C. Registered Music Teachers Association 	 604-854-1224
Badminton Club 	 Dick Brodie-604-826-1609
Beta Sigma Phi 	 Sheila Wellbrock - 604-826-5136
Big Brothers, Big Sisters 	 604-820-3337 / 604-852-3331
BLOCK PARENTS CPAC OFFICE 	 604-820-2722
Blood Donor Clinic (Canadian Blood Services) 	 1-888-332-5663
Boy Scouts of Canada 	 Dwight Elliot-604-826-1161
Cameo Music Association 	 Ron Hughes- 604-820-3039
Canadian Cancer Society (Mission) 	 604-820-3166
Canadian Diabetes Association 	 1-604-607-7066
Canadian National Institute for the Blind 	 1-604-431-2121
Cedar Valley Lions Club 	 Ken- 604-820-1568
Central Valley Naturalists 	 Joyce- 604-853-4283
Chorus– Mid Valley Chapter “Sweet Adelines” 	 Ann Senae- 604-826-8060
Communities in Bloom 	 Bill Elliot- 604-826-9833
Community Policing CPAC 	 604-820-2722
Crisis Line 	 604-820-1166 / 1-800-820-7444
Curling - enquires 	 604-826-7444
Childhood Development 	 Laura Wilson- 604-826-2295
Elks Lodge 	 Cathy Crawford- 604-462-9375
Emergency Social Services 	 Laurel Exner 604-820-3788
Family Place 	 604-826-3323
Family, Youth & Childrens Center 	 604-826-8799
Figure Skating Club 	 Kelly Meeks- 604-826-9373
Fraser House Society 	 604-826-6810
Fraser Valley Academy of Dance 	 Lee Kwidzinski- 604-826-0097
Fraser Valley Archers 	 Billie Graham- 604-852-1137
Fraser Valley Astronomers 	 Paul- 604-853-3350
Fraser Valley Asthma Society 	 Duncan- 604-850-0915
Fraser Valley Child Development Center 	 604-820-9536



Fraser Valley Humane Society 	 604-820-2977
Fraser Valley Hikers 	 Katie Sagi- 604-826-5904
Fraser Valley Fringe Festival 	 Gwen Hunt- 604-826-2407
Fraser Valley Mahjong Club 	 Doug 604-859-9903
Fraser Valley Model Club 	 AJ Krumf- 604-854-3318
Fraser Valley Mountain Bike Association 	 Todd- 604-826-6046
Fraser Valley Needlearts Guild 	 604-814-3562
Fraser Valley Regional District (Deroche) 	 604-826-1291

Main Office (Chilliwack) 	 1-800-528-0061
Fraser Valley Slow-Pitch League 	 Evelyn Holt- 604-820-0225
Girl Guides, Brownies & Rangers 	 Linda Lemke 	 604-826-0468
Golden Era Bingo 	 Ray Johnston- 604-826-7095
Grand Squares Mission Square Dancing 	 Tanya Heath- 604-820-9533
International Plastic Modelers Society 	 AJ Krumpf- 604-854-3118
Karate 	 Tom McDonagh- 604-826-4228
Kin Club of Mission 	 Paul Hockridge- 604-814-0306
Knights of Columbus 	 Jake Sawatski- 604-826-8479
LaLeche League 	 Adrienne Fitch- 604-826-9817
Learning Disabilities Association 	 Cathy Camley- 604-931-5166
Lifetime Learning Hikers 	 Diane Muntigl- 604-820-0220
Legion (Royal Canadian) 	 Diane Betts - 604-826-2331
Lion’s Club 	 Dave Adams- 604-820-4933
Masonic Lodge (Freemason’s) 	 Henry Debrunner- 604-820-1530
Meals on Wheels 	 Felice Clements- 604-826-3634
Men’s Soccer 	 Steve Bonnett- 604-826-4435
Men’s Duffer Hockey 	 604-826-0500
Men’s Over 40 Soccer Team 	 Bob Sebel- 604-826-9852
Metropolitan Community College 	 604-826-4435
Mini Soccer 	 Brent Boutilier- 604-820-3653
Mission Agricultural Society 	 604-253-5683
Mission Amateur Radio Club 	 Roy Hafell- 604-820-3788
Mission Artists Associ atio n Sylvia 	 604-820-1203
Mission Arts Council 	 604-826-0029
Mission Community Archives 	 Jim Hinds- 604-820-2621
Mission Community Lawn Bowling (New Horizons) 	 604-826-7576
Mission Community Services 	 604-826-3634
Mission Concert & Recital Society 	 Florence Graham- 604-826-3312
Mission Daycare Society 	 Lorraine Trulsen- 604-826-3080
Mission District Soapbox Derby 	 604-814-3445
Mission Farmers Market 	 Val Hynds 	 604-826-2829
Mission Family Support Network 	 604-826-7317
Mission Foundation 	 604-826-5322
Mission 4-H Club Herbada Farms 	 604-826-7274
Mission Garden Club 	 Linda Lang- 604-826-8802
Mission Genealogy Club 	 John Herl- 604-826-8071
Mission Granite Curling Club 	 604-826-7444
Mission Harbour Authority 	 604-826-4414
Mission Health Care Auxillary 	 Elaine- 604-820-0015
Mission Health Unit 	 604-814-5500



Mission Heritage Association 	 604-826-0277
Mission Hill Stompers Running Club 	 604-826-9741
Mission Historical Club 	 604-826-1011
Mission Horse Club 	 Jackie Paellmann- 604-826-3556
Mission Hospice Society 	 604-826-2235
Mission Indian Friendship Center 	 604-826-1281
Mission Marlins Swim Club 	 Karen Klenk- 604-826-4951

Teri Hodgins- 604-820-5131
Mission Midday Rotary 	 Sean Melia- 604-820-5300
Mission Minor Baseball 	 Dan Williams- 604-820-9377
Mission Minor Field Lacrosse 	 Brent Boutiller- 604-820-3653
Mission Minor Football Association 	 Brent Fairweather- 604-820-0947
Mission Minor Hockey 	 Rick Grant- 604-826-1108
Mission Minor Soccer 	 June Parapini- 604-826-4104
Mission Minor Softball 	 Sid Russell- 604-302-6455
Mission Mountain Riders 	 604-820-9515
Mission Museum 	 604-826-1609
Mission Optimist Club 	 Dick Brodie- 604-826-1609
Mission Options Sexual Health 	 604-814-5502
Mission Parks & Recreational Leisure Centre 	 604-820-5350
Mission Planned Parenthood 	 604-814-5502
Mission Racers Speed Skating Club 	 John Kerkhoven- 604-820-0450
Mission Raceway Park 	 604-826-6315
Mission Reading Buddies 	 Jill Holgate- 604-820-8900
Mission Registered Music Teachers 	 Florence Graham- 	 04-826-3312
Mission Restorative Resolutions Michelle Royle 	 604-820-3755
Mission Sclerosis Support Group 	 Judy Laurin- 604-826-0116
Mission Scrabble Club 	 604-826-7721
Mission Search & Rescue 	 Jeff Warren- 604-820-3788
Mission Senior Badminton Club 	 Mike Mayer- 604-826-7044
Mission Senior’s Carpet Bowling Club 	 Marion Buker- 604-826-7727
Mission Soccer Club 	 Jennifer Bellwood- 604-637-2796
Mission Special Olympics 	 Barb Coates- 604-826-1343
Mission Toastmasters 	 Ken Hickson- 604-796-1977
Mission Transition House 	 604-826-7800
Mission Weavers & Spinners Guild 	 Myrna Mathews- 604-820-1380
Mission Wings Model Flying Club 	 Paul Drainfield- 604-826-3376
Mission Women’s Social ClubLinda- 	 604-826-4844
Mission Women’s Support Services 	 604-820-8455
Mozart Ensembles 	 604-826-4394
Multiple Sclerosis Support Group 	 Judy- 604-826-0116
Muscular Dystrophy Association. 	 1-800-366-8166
New Horizon Lawn Bowling Evelyn Boone 	 604-826-7576
Old Age Pensioners 	 Joyce Fehr- 604-826-1870
Order of Easter Star 	 604-826-7722
Parent Support Services Society of BC 	 1-800-665-6880
Parent Help Line 	 1-888-603-9100
Phoenix Vello Cycle Training Group 	 Bruce & Peg Wenting - 604-826-1411
Pioneer Clubs of Canada 	 604-826-2015



PoCoMo Mothers of Multiples 	 Brenda Stewart- 604-937-5534
Pony Club 	 Darcy Kirkhoven- 604-820-4085
Public Transportation:

Handi Dart 	 604-820-2433
Transit Bus Info 	 604-854-3222
West Coast Express 	 1-800-570-7245

Red Cross 	 1-888-307-7997
Red Cross Mission Hospital Equipment Center 604-850-7572
Mission Rod & Gun Club 	 Tom Norman-604-854-8079
Rotary Club of Mission 	 Glen Kask Morning 604-826-2889

Sean Mila Noon 	 604-820-5300
Salvation Army (Miracle Valley) 	 604-826-6681
Sasquatch Lions 	 604-826-7482
Scouts Canada 	 Dwight Elliot- 604-826-1161
Sea Cadets 	 604-854-4389
Seniors Bridge 	 Marion & Dave Buker- 604-826-7727
Seniors Drop-In Centre 	 Ray Johnston- 604-826-7095
Serenata Singers 	 June-604-820-9659
Service to Seniors 	 604-826-3634
Soapbox Community Organic Garden  Linda Wilson–Walker- 	04-820-9511
Sons of Norway 	 604-826-5776
Soroptimist International of Mission 	 Don Regnier- 604-820-5190
Southwest Mission Ratepayers Association 	 Paul Horn- 604-826-0239
Stave Falls Scottish Dancers 	 Cheryl MacDonald- 604-462-9935
Stroke Recovery of BC Association 	 Carol Rose- 604-826-3425
Tai Chi Club 	 Howard Ketola- 604-826-9038
Tennis Club 	 Mark Gervais- 604-826-2586
UCFV Heritage Park Centre 	 604-820-6000
United Way of the Fraser Valley 	 604-852-1234
Valley Singers 	 Ron Schaufert- 604-859-7534
Valley Women’s Network 	 Susan Perry- 604-826-0812
Welcome Wagon 	 Angela Griffin 604-814-3036
Widows Helping Others 	 Evelyn Thain- 604-820-1971
Women’s Resource Center 	 604-820-8455
Youth Unlimited 	 Barry Mcleod- 604-820-8246
Xa:ytem 	 604-820-9725
Zajac Ranch 	 604-739-0444



APPENDIX E: Mission Skateboard Park: Design Considerations

The District of Mission appreciates that skateboarding provides an avenue for many young
people in the community who do not want to participate in structured sports or be involved in an
organized activity. The existing skate park, which was constructed in 2005, is sufficiently well
designed to warrant retaining it. Removal of the facility in response to behaviour problems that
have occurred there (including loitering, threats, bullying and some violence) could be
interpreted as a “statement of defeat.” Solutions to current issues at the park should be sought
through revisiting the original design and undertaking improvements. Major renovations should
be undertaken with a qualified skateboard park designer. Preliminary suggestions 1 include:

1. Remove the chain link fence, incrementally if desired, beginning with the south edge;

2. Reinforce pedestrian connection between the community centre and Skate Park.
Use pathways, graphics, and architectural/other design elements to link them together.

3. Consider expansion if there’s sufficient room, interest and funds; however the park
could also be improved within the confines of the current area;

4. Consider how to make community garden and skate park mutually attractive to both
user groups;

5. Incorporate non-threatening viewing opportunities (particularly from within the
community garden) to encourage more people to visit and to use the park;

6. Maintain green space between the community gardens and skate park. This could be
punctuated with hardscape elements for seating, walking, viewing, perhaps even
skating, to further link the two areas;

7. Provide some hang out space, but design it so it’s not so comfortable that promotes
loitering (e.g. seating with no backs);

8. Incorporate colour and graphics to improve the aesthetics and enliven area, using
paint, coloured or stamped concrete etc;

9. Incorporate textures such as stone or brick, plus planted areas and other elements—
along the lines of a ”park plaza” or “street-style” skate park. This will make it seem
like an urban environment rather than a separate facility;

10. Add strong sculptural elements such as entry signage to make it feel special.
Consider incorporating skate-able elements that are highly sculptural, so elements
are exciting because they’re both interesting and functional;

11. Add a drinking fountain;

12. Provide for users with a range of skills, abilities and age groups, and

13. Involve users and stakeholders in the design process.

1 Per conversation with Mr. Jim Barnum of Spectrum Skatepark Creations Ltd; January 2008.

1



Incorporate colour and graphics
Photo: Courtesy of Jim Barnum

Incorporate textures
Photo: Courtesy of Jim Barnum

APPENDIX E: Mission Skateboard Park: Design Considerations

Consider expansion or upgrades 	 Make both areas mutually attractive
Photo: Courtesy of Jim Barnum 	 Photo: Courtesy of Jim Barnum

Incorporate non-threatening viewing
opportunities
Photo: Courtesy of Jim Barnum
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Add strong sculptural elements
Photo: Courtesy of Jim Barnum

APPENDIX E: Mission Skateboard Park: Design Considerations

Incorporate green space between areas, punctuated by seating etc.
Photo: Courtesy of Jim Barnum

Involve users and stakeholders in the design
process
Photo: Courtesy of Jim Barnum

Incorporate some hang out space
Photo: Courtesy of Jim Barnum
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APPENDIX F: CPTED: Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design

CPTED (pronounced "sep-ted") is an approach to preventing or deterring crime in public places
through the design, management and the effective use of the built environment. Its objective is
to discourage crime, vandalism and related problems by influencing human behavior and
decision-making through physical and social means.

CPTED was developed by a US criminologist in the 1970’s from the urban design concept of
“defensible space.” The current concept—known as “Second Generation CPTED”—has evolved
from a purely physical method into a multi-disciplinary strategy that incorporates principles from
psychology as well as physical design. This shift reduced some of its initial appeal by translating
what were originally simple, prescriptive design solutions into a more comprehensive theory of
crime prevention. It is also now recognized that CPTED cannot prevent crime, only deter it, and
that it relies on social factors to build the strong sense of community necessary to impact the
motives that underlie criminal behaviour. Nevertheless, Second Generation CPTED has
become increasingly popular with the adoption of the theory by many law enforcement
agencies.

Research into criminal behavior suggests that the decision to offend or not to offend is more
influenced by cues to the perceived risk of being caught than by cues to successfully completing
a contemplated act. Consistent with this research, CPTED strategies for the physical
environment focus on enhancing the qualities of a space that increase the sense of risk of
detection and apprehension.

The key CPTED concepts relevant to parks and trails in Mission include:

1. Natural surveillance;
2. Access control;
3. Creating a sense of territoriality;
4. Management and maintenance;
5. Neighbourhood culture, and
6. Social cohesion.

It is important to note that none of these concepts alone is capable of preventing undesirable
behaviour, and that even collectively, they provide a spectrum of physical and social initiatives
whose success depends on the maintenance of the entire set of principles on an ongoing basis.

1. Natural surveillance
Natural surveillance (sometimes called “eyes on the street”) functions to reduce undesirable
activity at any given site by ensuring that neighbours (and passersby) are able to see into a
project area from a variety of vantage points. The underlying strategy is that behaviour is
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modified when people are aware that they can be seen. This is the rationale behind the
suggestion that the Mission skate park be redesigned to open it up and strengthen its
connection to its surrounding context, in this case, both the community garden and the Leisure
Centre.

Suggestions relevant to Mission Parks include:

• Use passing vehicular traffic as a surveillance asset;
• Maintain the ability for surveillance in park designs, especially in proximity to

designated points of entry;
• Use the shortest, least sight-limiting fence appropriate for the situation;
• Ensure that potential problem areas are well-lit, including pathways,

entrances/exits, parking areas, children's play areas and active recreation areas;
• Avoid too-bright security lighting that creates blinding glare and/or deep shadows.

(Eyes adapt to night lighting and have trouble adjusting to severe lighting
disparities.) Use lower intensity lights at closer intervals along pathways;

• Use shielded or cut-off luminaires to control glare, and
• Place lighting along pathways and other pedestrian-use areas at proper heights

for lighting the faces of the people in the space.

2. Natural Access control
Natural access control limits the opportunity for crime by taking steps to clearly differentiate
between differing levels of public and private space. By selectively placing entrances and exits,
fencing, lighting and landscape to limit access or control flow, natural access control occurs.
Suggestions relevant to Mission regarding design of park and trail sites and facilities include:

• Provide a single, clearly identifiable, point of entry to a given area;
• Use locking gates to manage after hours access;
• Use low, thorny bushes as deterrents to out-of-bounds areas;
• Use shoulder-level, open-type fencing to control access where some interaction

across the areas is sometimes desirable. Such fences should be sufficiently
unencumbered by landscaping to promote social interactions, and

• Use substantial, high, solid fencing around areas where public access is prohibited.
.

3. Natural territoriality reinforcement
This concept is based on the “sense of ownership” that people can feel towards a public space,
which creates a proactive attitude in watching out for and reporting undesirable behaviour. The
sense of an owned space also makes strangers more conspicuous. Natural territoriality
reinforcement depends on increased physical definition of spaces. Territorial reinforcement
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measures make the normal user feel safe and make the potential offender aware of a
substantial risk of apprehension or scrutiny.

Using buildings, fences, pavement, signs, lighting and landscape to express ownership and
define public, semi-public and private space, natural territorial reinforcement occurs.
Additionally, these objectives can be achieved by assignment of space to designated users in
previously unassigned locations. This strategy is relevant to both the Mission skate park and the
community garden, where an attractive and functional space that supports its intended use will
be more appreciated and used by the community.

For any site, engaging the neighbourhood in its design and management will set the stage for
creating an appropriate sense of community ownership. A key concept is to provide information
regarding the appropriate response for neighbours, in the event that problems do occur.
Suggestions relevant to Mission regarding design of park and trail sites and facilities include:

• Maintain sites and landscaping to a high level to communicate an active presence
and care for the space;

• Provide trees and attractive landscaping around buildings. Outdoor residential
spaces with more trees have been shown to be seen as significantly more
attractive, safer, and more likely to be used than similar spaces without trees;

• Restrict private activities to defined private areas;
• Placing amenities such as seating or concessions in common areas to attract

larger numbers of desired users, and
• Schedule activities in common areas to increases proper use, attract more people

and increases the perception that these areas are controlled.

Beyond these three physically-oriented strategies, the following aspects are critical supporting
features of the overall philosophy:

4. Management and maintenance
The basis for this strategy is the idea that maintenance is an expression of ownership and that
deterioration indicates less control by the intended users of a site and a greater tolerance of
disorder. The level of management and maintenance of parks in Mission will convey the
District’s attitude about the value of public space and its commitment to maintaining them as
attractive and functional areas. By removing litter, debris and graffiti in a timely manner, the
District can work against them becoming “hangouts” or dumping grounds. As promoted by New
York City’s famous “Broken Windows Theory”, the speed of addressing vandalism is key to its
success as a deterrent.
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5. Neighbourhood culture
The quality of a park’s neighbourhood context is a factor in whether it is likely to become the site
of undesirable activity. The security of any site can be promoted by continuing to engage
neighbours in understanding and appreciating the nature and value of these areas. While more
problems are likely in parks located in problematic areas, continuing to maintain reasonable
standards in parks with social issues (as noted above) is critical. Additional efforts by District
staff may be needed to engage residents in challenging neighbourhoods in order to reduce
problems in local parks.

6. Social cohesion.
Social cohesion is the sense that a neighbourhood has of being a community with common,
shared values. It is understood that crime flourishes when people do not meaningfully interact
with their neighbours, and that a strong social network is needed for effective self-policing. This
concept aims to maintain safe, graffiti and vandal-free environments by engendering a sense of
common ownership. Providing infrastructure to support the positive use of a park space, as well
as ensuring that the community is “on board” with park initiatives, are both critical factors in the
success of this strategy. Even on sites where crime and vandalism are not significant problems,
it is prudent to address the potential for problems and preventive strategies for dealing them
from the earliest stages of the project.



Appendix G: Mission Community Gardens Design
Recommendations

MISSION COMMUNITY GARDENS: Design Considerations

The District of Mission’s current community garden site is located at the Mission Leisure
Centre, just north of the skate park. Also known as “Soapbox Garden,” this publicly-
owned site has operated for several years, providing a local venue for organic gardeners
who may not have the opportunity to garden at home. The main challenges facing the
site are to become a resource for the broader community and to address current issues
relating to its location next to the Mission skate park. The following are preliminary
recommendations for addressing these issues:

• Establish clear objectives for the Garden and make these available on the District
website;

• Redesign to include pathways and a common area with seating, shelter and an
information board;

• Remove the existing chain link fencing between the Garden and the Skate Park and
replace with a green buffer (such as a hedge or planting bed) that maintains views
over the skate park;

• Incorporate benches or informal seating into the buffer area to provide viewing
opportunities;

• Clearly define individual garden plots, pathways and common areas;

• Minimize fencing, both perimeter and internal, to promote the sense of a shared
visual amenity;

• Maintain public access into the Garden through unlocked, pedestrian-scale gates;

• Focus security efforts on maintaining visibility into the site, integration of appropriate
signage and the promotion of common objectives;

• Limit construction materials to traditional garden materials such as stone, wood and
concrete. Metal and plastic elements should be used with discretion

• and only if comparable products made of natural materials are not available;

• Remove all non-structural elements at the end of the growing season, and

• Do not permit the on-site storage of tools, equipment and non-structural materials
after the growing season, unless contained in secured structures that fit with the
desired visual character of the garden site.

1



Kitsilano Community Gardens, Vancouver 	 Arbutus Corridor, Vancouver

Argyle Gardens, West Vancouver 	 Skytrain Corridor, Burnaby

Appendix G: Mission Community Gardens Design
Recommendations

Community gardens in a variety of contexts that are well integrated into the public open space with minimal
fencing and infrastructure.
Photos: LEES+ Associates; courtesy of the District of West Vancouver
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APPENDIX H: DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR NEIGHBOURHOOD PARKS:
Tea Swamp Park Case Study

Site: 	 Tea Swamp Park
Location: 	 Mt Pleasant Area of Vancouver (15 th Avenue at Sophia St.)
Size: 	 0.09 Ha.

Tea Swamp Park is located in an older residential
neighbourhood of Vancouver, one block east of Main
Street. The park is an infill site, bounded on three
sides by streets and one side by single family homes.
The site was officially named “Tea Swamp Park” in
1985, when an Heritage group petitioned the
Vancouver Park Board to recognize that the site was
Located in an area where Labrador Tea once grew in
abundance, at the headwaters of one of Vancouver’s
original “lost streams.”Park interpretive sign tells story of

the park on a bronze plaque
mounted on recycled granite curb.

Information: Vancouver Park Board - Parks and Gardens
Photos: LEES+ Associates

The main entry is oriented to an intersection with handicap
ramps, lighting and a paved entry plaza. Specimen flowering
cherry trees provide an attractive gateway feature, as well as
shade for the benches that address the street and the park.

Benches in a variety of locations along with other
amenities (note the drinking fountain near the entry)
encourage use by diverse visitors.



APPENDIX H: DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR NEIGHBOURHOOD PARKS:
Tea Swamp Park Case Study

Clear circulation routes,
play structures for
different ages, open
lawn for unprogrammed
play, a variety of
drought-tolerant,
flowering trees and
shrubs, well-placed site
furnishings and signage
all help integrate this
park into its residential
context.

The location of trees, boulders and pathways respond to
site grading, reinforcing the overall design concept of
reflecting a buried stream, as well as contributing to
creating a distinct and inviting public place.

A community garden next
to Tea Swamp Park
expands and enriches its
appeal, while increasing
the security of the entire
site.



APPENDIX H: DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR NEIGHBOURHOOD PARKS:
Tea Swamp Park Case Study

Appropriately-scaled built structures contribute to the distinct
identity and garden-like qualities of the space.

Infrastructure, such as this paving for maintenance vehicle
access, is designed to “fit” by using thematic materials.



APPENDIX I: Summary of Data (Parks Amenities Supply by Municipality) (Page 1)

Amenities Vancouver15 Surrey' Bumaby14 Richmond' Abbotsford' Saanich 12 Kelowna2 Average, 100-200k Kamloops13 Dist. of N. Van.' Nanaimo31 Victoria" Average, 75-100k
Playing Fields (Soccer, Football, etc)* 0.29 0.39 0.30 0.33 0.52 0.59 0.42 0.56 0.52 0.40 0.90 0.47 0.23 0.50
Ball Diamonds* 0.19 0.23 0.30 0.24 0.69 0.16 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.47 0.50 0.38 0.33 0.42
Tennis Courts* 0.30 0.14 0.43 0.29 0.28 0.34 0.74 0.22 0.39 0.37 0.50 0.30 0.33 0.38
Sport Courts* 0.09 0.03 0.14 0.09 0.23 0.03 0.15 0.19 0.15 0.02 0.06 0.28 0.00 0.09
Lacrosse Boxes* 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.01 0.03
Playgrounds* 0.23 0.51 0.09 0.28 0.46 0.49 0.18 0.62 0.44 0.00 0.95 0.42 0.47 0.46
Water Playgrounds* 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.05
Skate Park* 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.03
Swimming Pools (outdoor) 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.02
Picnic Shelters* 0.02 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.11 0.03 0.13 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.10 0.00 0.05
Washrooms/Fieldhouses* 0.17 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.16 0.10 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.24 0.20 0.21 0.16

Hectares per thousand of parks space Vancouver Surrey Bumaby 	 Richmond Abbotsford Saanich Kelowna Average, 100-200k Kamloops Dist of N. Van. Nanaimo Victoria Average, 75-100k
City Park 1.17 1.34 1.08 	 1.20 	 0.86 0.90 0.00 1.43 0.80 0.88 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.41
Community Park 0.00 1.44 0.00 	 0.48 	 0.31 0.43 0.00 0.36 0.27 0.32 1.05 0.00 0.00 0.34
Neighbourhood Park 1.05 0.93 0.77 	 0.92 	 1.12 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.41 0.75 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.41
Total Parks 2.22 3.71 1.85 	 2.59 	 2.29 1.33 0.00 2.29 1.48 1.96 2.67 0.00 0.00 1.18
Population (2006 census stats) 585,000 424,000 202,800 	 403,933 	 185,000 123,000 108,300 106,700 130,750 85,700 82,500 78,700 78,000 81,225
Regional District MetroVan MetroVan MetroVan 	 MetroVan FVRD CRD Central Okanagan Thompson-Nicola MetroVan Nanaimo CRD

Amenities Prince George23 Chilliwack1° New Westminster' Port Coquitlare Average, 50-75k Penticton l° Vernon24 Mission' Campbell River12 N. Cowichan 21 Langley4 Langford Courtenay18 Average, 20-50k
Playing Fields (Soccer, Football, etc)' 0.65 0.42 0.26 0.47 0.45 0.14 1.42 0.35 0.54 0.58 0.56 0.72 0.55 0.61
Ball Diamonds* 0.76 0.45 0.32 0.50 0.51 0.23 0.94 0.38 0.20 0.51 0.52 0.36 0.55 0.46
Tennis Courts* 0.97 0.55 0.43 0.32 0.57 0.21 0.56 0.14 0.34 0.44 0.12 1.04 0.18 0.38
Sport Courts* 0.17 0.26 0.05 0.09 0.14 0.05 0.22 0.12 0.10 0.33 0.16 0.04 0.41 0.18
Lacrosse Boxes* 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.12 0.05 0.03
Playgrounds* 0.92 0.84 0.56 0.54 0.71 0.16 1.33 0.41 0.44 0.76 0.48 1.00 0.77 0.67
Water Playgrounds* 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.07 0.12 0.04 0.05 0.05
Skate Park* 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.03
Swimming Pools (outdoor) 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.05 0.02
Picnic Shelters* 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.07 0.20 0.08 0.32 0.10
Washrooms/Fieldhouses* 0.00 0.19 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.00 0.14 0.20 0.22 0.36 0.00 0.36 0.17

Hectares per thousand of parks space Prince George Chilliwack New Westminster Port Coquitlam Average, 50-75k Penticton Vernon Mission Campbell River No. Cowichan Langley Langford Courtenay Average, 20-50k
City Park 0.00 0.88 0.67 0.56 0.70 0.00 2.33 1.42 0.66 3.85 0.78 0.11 0.00 1.53
Community Park 0.00 0.43 0.98 0.59 0.67 1.80 1.00 0.04 1.37 0.48 0.65 1.27 3.57 1.27
Neighbourhood Park 0.00 0.52 0.39 0.58 0.50 0.92 0.89 0.38 0.25 0.15 0.25 0.09 0.74 0.46
Total Parks 0.00 1.83 2.04 1.73 1.40 2.72 4.22 1.84 2.28 4.48 1.68 1.47 4.31 2.88
Population (2006 census stats) 71,000 69200 58,549 55,700 63,612 43,300 36,000 34,545 29,600 27500 25,000 24,892 22,000 30,355
Regional District Fraser-Ft. George FVRD MetroVan MetroVan Okanagan-Sim North Okanagan FVRD Comox Cowichan Valley MetroVan Capital Comox



APPENDIX I: Summary of Data (Parks Amenities Supply by Municipality) (Page 2)

Amenities Cranbrook Port Alberni" Fort St. John° Salmon Arm° Squamish Powell River° Prince Rupert° Average, 10-20k Gibsons Average, <10k
Playing Fields (Soccer, Football, etc)* 0.22 0.91 0.75 0.38 0.53 0.54 0.23 0.51 1.43 1.43
Ball Diamonds* 0.27 0.17 0.52 0.50 0.47 0.54 0.55 0.43 1.19 1.19
Tennis Courts* 0.22 0.51 0.34 0.19 0.60 0.62 0.31 0.40 0.71 0.71
Sport Courts* 0.11 0.00 0.11 0.19 0.20 0.15 0.78 0.22 0.71 0.71
Lacrosse Boxes* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Playgrounds* 0.88 0.80 0.75 0.19 0.93 0.69 0.78 0.72 1.67 1.67
Water Playgrounds* 0.05 0.46 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.24 0.24
Skate Park* 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.00
Swimming Pools (outdoor) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Picnic Shelters* 0.05 0.17 0.11 025 0.07 0.08 0.00 0.10 0.24 0.24
Washrooms/Fieldhouses* 0.00 0.80 0.11 025 0.20 0.15 0.31 0.26 0.24 0.24

Hectares per thousand of parks space Cranbrook Port Alberni Fort St. John Salmon Arm Squamish Powell River Prince Rupert Average, 10-20k Gibsons Average, <10k
City Park 3.91 0.00 4.02 6.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.06 0.00
Community Park 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.00
Neighbourhood Park 1.43 0.00 0.69 4.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.00
Total Parks 5.34 0.00 4.71 13.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.32 0.00
Population (2006 census stets) 18,200 17,500 17,400 16,000 15,000 13,000 12,800 15,700 4,200 4,200
Regional District East Kootenay Alberni-Clayoquot Peace River Columbia-Shuswap Squamish-Lillooet Powell River 	 Skeena-Q. Charlotte Sunshine Coast

*number per 1,000 population
from City of Surrey Inventory

'From 2007 New Westminster Tangible Asset Inventory and Assessment
From District of Mission Inventory (2007)

4From Langley Parks Master Plan
'From Abbotsford 2005 Master Plan
'From Port Coquifiam Master Plan
From Kelowna website (www.kelowna.bc)

'From District of North Vancouver website (www.dnv.org )
'From Richmond Parks website (www.richmond.ca/parksrec)
"From Penticton parks website (www.penticton.ca)
11 From Victoria parks website (www.victoria.ca)
12From Campbell River website (www.campbellriver.ca )
"From Kamloops website (www.kamloops.ca ) and communique with Parks Manager
14From Burnaby website (www.burnaby.ca )
"From Vancouver Parks Board website (www.city.vancouver.bc.ca/parks/parks)
"From Chilliwack MPP and city website

17From Saanich OCP, City Website, and Parks Master Plan
"From Courtenay City website, Parks MP
"From Port Alberni maps and website, Google Earth analysis
°From the Salmon Arm website
21 From the North Cowichan city website, OCP and Parks MP
22From the Cranbrook city website
23From the Prince George website
24From the Vernon city website
25From the Langford Parks Department Inventory-includes school properties
°From analysis by H. Redman of aerial photos and memory
°From the Powell River city website and OCP

From the Gibsons website, OCP and Parks MP
From the Squamish website and ELAC sportfield analysis

°From the Fort St. John city website
31 From the Nanaimo city website and online map

^Municipalities with averages outside the standard deviation range are not included in the provincial average



APPENDIX J: The District of Mission Archaeological Resource

Recommendations

The recent confirmation through archaeological evidence that the Mission area
has been the site of human habitation for over 9,000 years is a remarkable fact
with direct relevance to Mission parks.

■ Known archaeological sites on public property should be incorporated
wherever possible within public parks to ensure that they remain
undisturbed by future development.

■ Park sites with historic or archaeological significance should capitalize on
these qualities with information and appropriate site features.

■ Fraser River Heritage Park, which is a richly-layered historic site, should
provide broader information about human habitation in the immediate area,
as well as about the former residential school.

■ Any development on public property that disturbs previously known or
unknown archaeological sites is governed by the 1996 Heritage
Conservation Act. Proponents are required to follow the protocol
established in the British Columbia Archaeological Resource Management
Handbook. The Provincial government’s Archaeology Branch is leading
“The Local Government Initiative,” which has developed tools and
approaches to help local governments better manage protected
archaeological sites within their jurisdiction. The Local Government
Initiative is summarized in the Archaeological Resource Management
Handbook for Local Governments. The handbook contains information on
the legislative and administrative framework, the role for local governments
in archaeological site resource management in the planning and
development approval processes, and a summary of the archaeological
impact assessment procedures.

■ Mission Department of Parks, Recreation and Culture should maintain an
active relationship with the local First Nations regarding public use of their
properties at St Mary’s Coqueleetza and maintain clear lines of
communication.



APPENDIX K: Community partnerships - Suggested guidelines

Community Partnerships: Suggested Guidelines
1 Define goals For each initiative or project area, all parties should be in agreement

regarding the objectives for the work. It should be made clear how the goals
for each project contribute to the overall vision for District of Mission parks.

2 Facilitate community
participation

All levels of staff should understand how community participation (which
involves planning and decision-making) differs from community consultation
(which involves collecting information and opinions). District staff needs to
feel comfortable relinquishing control of some of the authority traditionally
vested in staff positions. Equally important is ensuring that no staff member
feels threatened by volunteers. There is always a need for work to be done,
so additional help should be seen for what it is and be welcomed.

3 Establish the team Various community groups and individuals have already approached the
District with offers to contribute to improving park and trails. These groups
should form constitute a platform for connecting to the community at large. It
is important, however, to extend the offer to participate to groups that may
otherwise be excluded from the process—such as seniors, youth, the
disabled and recent immigrants. People volunteer because it offers them
personal returns, so opportunities should be available open to everyone.
Providing support, such as meeting rooms and access to resources,
strengthens the relationship.

4 Encourage leadership Once the group is established, it should be the goal of senior staff to
encourage a leader to assume responsibility for the project. Ideally, this
leads to the group’s ability to be largely self-directed.

5 Recognize and tap into
community expertise

Part of getting to know each volunteer group is to learn about the skills and
expertise of each individual. To some extent, the contribution to be made by
each group should be tailored to the abilities of its members rather than
trying to fill each desired skill set.

6 Foster diversity Equity of access should be the target for all community participation. Ideally,
the membership of volunteer groups reflects the makeup of the community at
large.

7 Establish ground rules Clear communication of basic rules, such as respect, fairness and
information sharing, is vital to establish a positive group dynamic.

8 Provide training Training of both staff and community volunteers may prove beneficial to
helping everyone work together. Workshops in facilitation, conflict resolution
or even specific tasks such as trail construction, provide common
understanding of how to approach projects

9 Share information Volunteers and the Parks Department should understand and follow the
protocols for sharing information. Mutual trust depends on keeping
information accessible to both parties.

10 Let go Handing over the right amount of responsibility, at the right time, is key to
making this model work. The challenge is to empower others to take on
tasks and roles that have historically been handled internally. Rather than
displacement, this allocation of responsibility should be seen as assisting
staff and extending their effectiveness in achieving larger goals.

11 Start small Small projects with easily realized goals will help build confidence and
commitment.

12 Be patient A partnership with staff requires patience on the part of both parties,
especially in terms of achieving desired standards. Not every group is self-
motivated, so expectations should be adjusted to the reality of partnering
with volunteers.



Appendix L

Starting a walking school bus:

the basics
Why develop a walking school bus?
Studies show that fewer children are walking and biking to
school, and more children are at risk of becoming overweight.
Changing behaviors of children and parents require creative
solutions that are safe and fun.

Implementing a walking school bus can be both.

What is a walking school bus?
A walking school bus is a group of children walking to school
with one or more adults. If that sounds simple, it is, and that’s part
of the beauty of the walking school bus. It can be as informal as two families taking turns walking their
children to school to as structured as a route with meeting points, a timetable and a regularly rotated schedule of
trained volunteers.

A variation on the walking school bus is the bicycle train, in which adults supervise children riding their bikes to school.
The flexibility of the walking school bus makes it appealing to communities of all sizes with varying needs.

Parents often cite safety issues as one of the primary reasons they are reluctant to allow their children to walk to
school. Providing adult supervision may help reduce those worries for families who live within walking or bicycling
distance to school.

Starting simple
When beginning a walking school bus, remember that the program can always grow. It often makes sense to start
with a small bus and see how it works. Pick a single neighborhood that has a group of parents and children who
are interested. It’s like a carpool—without the car—with the added benefits of exercise and visits with friends and
neighbors. For an informal bus:

1. Invite families who live nearby to walk.
2. Pick a route and take a test walk.
3. Decide how often the group will walk

together.
4. Have fun!

When picking a route,

answer these four questions:
1. Do you have room to walk?

Are there sidewalks or paths?
Is there too much traffic?

2. Is it easy to cross the street?
3. Do drivers behave well?

Do they yield to walkers?
Do they speed?

4. Does the environment feel safe?
Are there loose dogs?
Is there criminal activity?

For more help identifying walkable routes, use the Walkability Checklist
that can be found at www.walktoschool.org/buildevent/checklists.cfm.

Prepared by the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, part of the UNC Highway Safety Research Center
www.walkinginfo.org 	 www.bicyclinginfo.org 	 www.walktoschool.org
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Reaching more children
Success with a simple walking school bus or a desire to be more inclusive may inspire a community to build a more
structured program. This may include more routes, more days of walking and more children. Such programs require
coordination, volunteers and potential attention to other issues, such as safety training and liability. The school
principal and administration, law enforcement and other community leaders will likely be involved.

First, determine the amount of interest in a walking school
bus program. Contact potential participants and partners:
Parents and children 	 Principal and school officials
Law enforcement officers 	 Other community leaders

Second, identify the route(s).
The amount of interest will determine the number of walking routes.
Walk the route(s) without children first.

Third, identify a sufficient number of adults to
supervise walkers.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommend
one adult for every six children. If children are age 10 or older,
fewer adults may be needed. If children are ages 4 to 6, one
adult per three children is recommended.

Next, finalize the logistical details.
Who will participate?

How often will the walking school bus operate? Will the bus
operate once a week or every day?

When do children meet the bus? It’s important to allow
enough time for the slower pace of children, but also to

ensure that everyone arrives at school on time.

Where will the bus meet children—at each child’s home or at a few meeting spots?

Will the bus operate after school?

What training do volunteers need?

What safety training do children need? See “Walking School Bus: Guidelines for talking to children about pedestrian
safety” at http://www.walkingschoolbus.org/safety.pdf.

Finally, kick-off the program.
A good time to begin is during International Walk to School Week on October 3-7, 2005. Walk and look for ways to
encourage more children and families to be involved. Have fun!

For more detailed instructions on how to organize a walking school bus, go to:
How to Organize a Walking/Cycling School Bus, Go for Green Canada, http://www.goforgreen.ca/asrts . Pick
“English,” then “Tools and Resources.”

The walking bus: A safe way for children to walk to school, Friends of the Earth UK, http://www.foe.co.uk/
cam pa ig ns/trans po rt/resource/parents. htm l

Walking School Bus - A Guide for Parents and Teachers, VicHealth Australia, http://www.vichealth.vic.gov.au . Select
“Local Government,” then “Walking School Bus.” Scroll to bottom to find link to download the guide.

KidsWalk-to-School Guide, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/
kidswalk/resources.htm
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APPENDIX N: Typical Trail Standards
	

MULTI-USE

1. Multi-Use Primary Trail

•Tread Surface: 	 granite aggregate or asphalt
•Tread Width: 	 3m
•Cleared Corridor Width: 	 min. 5m
•Cleared Height: 	 2.5m
•Gradient Range: 	 Max. 5% (8% over short distances)

•Design Features: Illumination for night use if appropriate (at trailheads, key intersections,
and at intervals along trail where does not disrupt adjacent residential development,
incorporate drainage swales, bollards/ baffl e at trailheads, 5m buffer when adjacent to
residences, universal access throughout, provide benches for resting



APPENDIX N: Typical Trail Standards
	

MULTI-USE

2. Multi-Use SecondaryTrail

•Tread Surface: 	 granite aggregate
•Tread Width: 	 2m
•Cleared Corridor Width: 	 3.5m
•Cleared Height: 	 2.5m
•Gradient Range: 	 max. 10% (15-20% over short distances)

•Design Features: incorporate drainage swales, bollards/ baffl e at trailheads,
provide benches for resting



APPENDIX N: Typical Trail Standards
	

MOUNTAIN BIKE/ HIKE

3. Double-Track Trail

•Tread Surface: 	 native soil, wood chips, stone fi nes or compacted gravel
•Tread Width: 	 2-3m
•Cleared Corridor Width: 	 4m - 5m
•Cleared Height: 	 2.5m
•Gradient Range: 	 max. 15% (20-25% over short distances)

•Design Features: Trail obstacles removed, machine built



APPENDIX N: Typical Trail Standards 	MOUNTAIN BIKE/ HIKE

4. Single-Track Trail

•Tread Surface: 	 native soil, wood chips, stone fi nes or compacted gravel
•Tread Width: 	 30cm-70cm
•Cleared Corridor Width: 	 1 m-3m
•Cleared Height: 	 2.5m
•Gradient Range: 	 max. 20% (25-30% over short distances)

•Design Features: Embedded trail obstacles, machine or hand built, can be rough terrain



APPENDIX N: Typical Trail Standards
	

EQUESTRIAN

5. Equestrian Trail

•Tread Surface: 	 fi rm natural materials: hard packed earth, dirt, sand, grass
•Tread Width: 	 min. 1.2m
•Cleared Corridor Width: 	 min. 2.2m
•Cleared Height: 	 3m
•Gradient Range: 	 max. 25%, incorporate switchbacks to reduce grade

•Design Features: avoid swampy areas, rock crevices and large coarse gravel; locate trail
away from hazardous materials (eg. barb wire) and sheer cliffs



APPENDIX O: List of Community Groups, Possible Volunteers and
Partnership Organizations

MISSION SERVICE CLUBS, SPORTS GROUPS AND ASSOCIATIONS

1 Adopt-A-Block 32 Mission Hill Stompers Running Club
2 Animal Control Services 33 Mission Historical Club
3 Badminton Club 34 Mission Horse Club
4 Block Parents 35 Mission Indian Friendship Center
5 Boy Scouts of Canada 36 Mission Midday Rotary
6 Cycling BC 37 Mission Minor Baseball
7 Cedar Valley Lions Club 38 Mission Minor Field Lacrosse
8 Central Valley Naturalists 39 Mission Minor Football Association
9 Communities in Bloom 40 Mission Minor Soccer
10 Community Policing CPAC 41 Mission Minor Softball
11 Elks Lodge 42 Mission Mountain Riders
12 Fraser Valley Hikers 43 Mission Museum
13 Fraser Valley Mtn Bike Association 44 Mission Optimist Club
14 Fraser Valley Slow-Pitch League 45 Mission Pony Club
15 Girl Guides, Brownies & Rangers 46 Mission Rod & Gun Club
16 Kin Club of Mission 47 Mission Search & Rescue
17 Knights of Columbus 48 Mission Senior Badminton Club
18 Lifetime Learning Hikers 49 Mission Soccer Club
19 Lion’s Club 50 Mission Special Olympics
20 Masonic Lodge (Freemason’s) 51 Mission Wings Model Flying Club
21 Men’s Soccer 52 Pioneer Clubs of Canada
22 Men’s Over 40 Soccer Team 53 Rotary Club of Mission
23 Metropolitan Community College 54 Sasquatch Lions
24 Mini Soccer 55 Scouts Canada
25 Mission Artists Association 56 Sea Cadets
26 Mission Arts Council 57 Soapbox Community Organic Garden
27 Mission Community Archives 58 Tai Chi Club
28 Mission Daycare Society 59 Tennis Club
29 Mission Foundation 60 Youth Unlimited
30 Mission Garden Club 61 Xa:ytem
31 Mission Heritage Association

These organizations should be approached (on a project specific basis) with the opportunity
to participate in parks and trails initiatives on a volunteer basis.



APPENDIX P: Washroom Standards

Resource Guide: Pre-Fabricated Public Washrooms

Recently, there has been a re-examination of the prefabricated modular
building as a cost effective and potentially ecologically viable way to
build. This resurgence in popularity has generated a number of very
innovative and contemporary building typologies. Most of the
innovation seems to be occurring within the domestic architecture
market using conventional stick frame construction. A number of
examples used standard shipping containers and site trailers similar to
the well known ATCO trailer. The appeal of the adapted shipping
container is that it is mobile and durable and has the potential to be
quite iconic.

Prefabricated restroom facilities do exist although they tend to be
generic in their use of materials and architectural form. Included is a
sample of the products lines available. We feel it would be difficult to
create a civic image with the limited building typology and the
substitution of conventional building materials with imitation products.
There may be some benefit in developing a unique building typology,
using the design build standards of this report, in conjunction with a
local prefabricator that would allow the city to capitalize on cost savings
associated with a modular building but at the same time provide the city
with a building that has a more desirable civic image. In reviewing the
products available there was a common theme when providing vandal
proof installations buildings were typically constructed of pre-cast
concrete and concrete masonry with stainless steel fixtures and metal
grilles for ventilation in place of windows. Consideration of these factors
may provide the city with a basic palette for developing a building
typology. There are a number of mobile washroom facilities, some of
which have been included in this report that may be suitable for
temporary installations or events.

Following is a visual list of some of the prefabricated restroom
manufactures with a listing of local prefabricators. We have also
included a visual list of some of the more innovative modular and
prefabricated architecture that we came across.

1
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Romtec, Inc.

18240 North Bank Rd.,
Roseburg, Oregon 97470
541-496-3541
info@romtec.com

http://www.romtec.com/

2
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Restroom Facilities Limited

400 Western Road,
Reno, Nevada 89506
(775) 327-6060
info@restroomfacilities.com

http://www.restroomfacilities.com 

3
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WalCon, Inc.

P.O. Box 160,
Scottsdale, Arizona 85252-0160
1-888-925-2660

http://www.walcon.com/

4
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Hunter Knepshield Company

10 Hunters Trail, P.O. Box 499,
Lagrange, Kentucky 40031
1-800-626-6530

http://www.hunterknepshield.com/

CXT Precast Products

3808 N. Sullivan Road, Bldg. 7
Spokane, WA 99216
1-800-696-5766

http://www.lbfoster.com/cxt/cxtprecastproducts

5
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Easi-Set Industries

P.O. Box 300
Midland, Virginia 22728
1-800-547-4045
info@EasiSet.com 

http://www.easiset.com

Biological Mediation Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 8248,
Fort Collins, Colorado 80526
1-800-524-1097

http://www.biologicalmediation.com

6
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JF Fitzpatrick Industries

P.O. Box 717
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan 49783
1-800-661-8366

http://www.fitzpatrickindustries.com/

7
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Atco Structures
North America 1-800-575-2826

In Calgary phone: (403) 292-7660
In Spruce Grove phone: (780) 962-3111
In Prince George phone: (250) 561-2255
In Langley phone: (604) 856-0711

http://atcostructures.com

8
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Comfort Elite

Wells Cargo C.O.G.
PO Box 310
COG 75 CR 3303(Shipping Dock)
De Kalb, Texas 75559
(888) 574-4222

9
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ECO-NomadTM

Architectural & Community Planning Inc.
P.O. Box 2956
Kenora, Ontario
Canada P9N 4C8
(807)547-3304

10



Level 1
45 Flinders Lane
Melbourne Vic 3000 AUSTRALIA
61.3.9654.2677

godsell@netspace.net.au

APPENDIX P: Washroom Standards

Future Shack Sean Godsell architect

11
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LOT-EK Ada Tolla + Giuseppe Lignano  partners

55 Little West 12th Street
New York, NY 10014-1304
(212) 255-9326

www.lot-ek.com

12
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Britco Vancouver

9267 – 194th Street, Surrey
British Columbia, Canada V4N 4G1
(604) 888-2000

www.britco.com

13
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LV Home Rocio Romero architect

Marshall Mayer exclusive sales
representative for the LV Home
(415) 462-0561

lvhome@livemodern.com

14
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GlidehouseTM Michelle Kaufmann architect

Marshall Mayer exclusive sales
representative for the modular home

glidehouse@livemodern.com

15
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LOWER MAINLAND PREFABRICATED BUILDING
MANUFACTURERS

Douglas Manufactured Homes Ltd
604-873-2001
326 West 5th Avenue
Vancouver, B.C.
V5Y 1J5 	 email : info@douglashomes.com

Fiscus Homes
604-986-7670
Ste. 202-1515 Permberton Ave.
North Vancouver, British Columbia
Canada V7P 2S3

Crown Camp Services Ltd
(604) 873-8311
4411 Hastings St
Burnaby, BC

Alpine Pacific Homes Ltd
604-574-6430
17688 66 Avenue,
Surrey, BC
V3S 7X1

B W Yard Kit
604-580-3339
10990 125th St,
Surrey, BC
V3R 0A1

Britco
604-888-2000
9267 194th St,
Surrey, BC
V3R 0A1

Can-Am Mills
604-580-1415
11016 Bridge Road,
Surrey, BC
V3V 3T9

Chateau Building Products Ltd
604-322-1916
Vancouver, BC
V5K 1A1

Custom Home Sales
604-536-3214
1450 Merklin Street,
White Rock, BC
V4B 4C3

Danor Holdings Inc
604-533-4695
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Langley, BC
V1M 1A1

Double S Cedar Homes
604-594-1777
14771 64 Avenue,
Surrey, BC
V3S 1 X6

Habitek Structures Technologies of Canada Inc
604-514-3188
Langley, BC
V1M 1A1

Hart & Son Industries Ltd
604-462-9555
14093 256 Street,
Maple Ridge, BC
V4R 1 C9

International HI Tech Industries Inc
604-585-2500
Surrey, BC
V3R 0A1

Potlatch Forest Industries Ltd
604-580-1415
11016 Bridge Road,
Surrey, BC
V3V 3T9

Shelter Industries Inc
604-856-1311
3294 262nd St,
Aldergrove, BC
V4W 1A3

Sonic Enclosures Ltd
604-946-6100
7127 Honeyman Street,
Delta, BC
V4G 1 E2
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DEALING WITH DOG WASTE IN VANCOUVER PARKS

The Social and Environmental Impacts of Uncollected Dog Waste
Dog waste in urban areas is a largely ignored issue that is nevertheless the
source of serious social and environmental problems. Dog waste presents a
problem at two stages of waste management: collection and disposal .

This report will address both of these stages in the context of developing a
dog waste management strategy for public parks such as Vancouver’s
Everett Crowley Park.

Picking up: the Collection of Dog Waste
As in most communities, the effort to manage dog waste in the City of
Vancouver is focussed on encouraging all dog owners to pick up after their
pets. Increasing urbanization and a burgeoning urban dog population
contribute to the growing pressure on the limited amount of park space
where people and dogs can go to recreate, exercise and socialize. The
ability of parks to accommodate all of these activities is jeopardized by
uncollected dog waste. Ensuring that owners clean up after their pets is
therefore an important issue.

Uncollected dog waste can negatively affect park aesthetics as well as public
health and safety. It can also damage turf and other vegetation. In natural
parks or along the edge of water bodies, accumulating dog waste can
adversely impact sensitive habitat areas.

Dog waste left in public spaces also contributes to conflicts between those
park users with and those without dogs. It also undermines public support for
off-leash park designation, since off-leash dogs are perceived to be more
likely to leave waste in parkland, as their owners may not see their pet’s
feces--or feel as responsible for cleaning them up- when their pet is not
close at hand.

Dog owners who knowingly leave their pets’ waste in public areas reduce the
usability of parks for all. This behavior exacerbates the perception of some
non-dog owners that permitting dogs in parks will necessarily result in
uncollected dog waste. It also undermines the efforts of the vast majority of
dog owners who do clean up after their pets.

Conflicts arising from uncollected dog waste detract from the reality that
dogs are very important in our society. For people of all ages, dogs provide
an irreplaceable source of companionship, affection and fulfillment. Dog
ownership throughout North America continues to grow. Addressing the
issue of uncollected dog waste is key to achieving greater public
understanding and appreciation of the place that dogs now have in our
society.
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On a broader level, uncollected dog waste is an environmental issue.
Nonhuman waste can be a significant source of bacterial contamination in
urban watersheds. While livestock is the major source of this problem in rural
areas, dogs (along with dense populations of wild birds such as seagulls or
Canada geese) are typically the source of contamination in urban areas.
Pathogens found in animal waste that are “zoonotic”--capable of being
transmitted to humans from animals--are the major cause of concern. If
ingested, some of these pathogens (including Cryptosporidium, Giardia and
Salmonella among others) may result in serious illness or even death.

Roundworm and hookworm infections are the zoonotic diseases most
commonly associated with dog waste, although only waste from infected
dogs carry these parasites. All dog waste, however, is a potential source of
bacterial coliforms; microbes common to many animals (including birds and
humans), which may be deadly if ingested. Coliforms are frequently used as
an indicator of water quality since, besides causing disease, coliforms are
associated with the sources of other pathogens that can also contaminate
water. A high count of water-borne coliforms is therefore the most common
reason for swimming closures at lakes and beaches.

Dog waste may also be a factor in the eutrophication of lakes, whereby
nutrients from feces are released into water at levels that promote the
excessive growth of algae and other aquatic vegetation. At a minimum,
eutrophication renders water unattractive and usable for recreation. More
seriously, it can lead to a reduction in light levels, increased water
temperatures and oxygen depletion, causing the death of fish and other
aquatic organisms.

It should be noted, however, that on a limited scale, leaving dog waste to
decompose naturally in the appropriate environment is recognized as a safe
option in some situations. Known as “the Long Grass Principle,” the concept
is based on the natural preference of dogs to defecate in long grass (about
four inches or more) where it is also more likely to decompose rapidly--and
discreetly. Unfortunately, the environmental safety of this approach depends
on too many other factors--particularly a very limited number of dogs--to
endorse this as an option in most public parks.

In December 1979, the Vancouver Park Board enacted a by-law requiring
dog owners to clean up after their pets on all Park Board-managed public
lands. Under the Animal Control Bylaw 7528, the fine for not removing and
properly disposing of dog waste is a minimum of $50 and a maximum of
$500. Although similar bylaws are now common throughout Canada and the
US, they are seldom enforced. Public education has greatly increased public
awareness of the connection between uncollected pet feces and storm water
pollution, yet a small contingent of pet owners refuse to deal with their pets’
waste and therefore will not comply with “stoop and scoop” regulations.

This scenario is common wherever dogs are kept as pets. The results of
three resident surveys conducted in the US in the late 1990’s revealed a
range of reasons for the problem. These are itemized below in tables
compiled by the US Environmental Protection Agency.
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A COMPARISON OF THREE RESIDENT SURVEYS ABOUT CLEANING UP AFTER DOGS

Study Survey Results
Maryland • 62% always cleaned up after the dog, 23% sometimes, 15% never
(HGIC, • Disposal method: trash can (66%), toilet (12%), other 22%
1996)

• 51% of dog owners do not walk dogs
• 69% claimed that they cleaned up after the dog

Washington • 31% do not pick up
(Hardwick, • Disposal methods: trash can 54%, toilet 20%, compost pile 4%
1997) • 4% train pet to poop in own yard

• 85% agreed that pet wastes contribute to water quality problems

• 44% of dog owners do not walk dogs
• Dog walkers who clean up most/all of the time 59%

Chesapeake • Dog walkers who never or rarely cleanup 41%
Bay • Of those who never or rarely clean up, 44% would not cleanup
(Swann,
1999)

even with fine, complaints, or improved sanitary collection or
disposal methods

• 63% agreed that pet wastes contribute to water quality problems

Source: USEPA website

Among those residents surveyed, the most common reasons for dog owner’s
behaviour in terms of dealing with their dog’s waste are provided below:

DOG OWNERS RATIONALE FOR PICKING UP OR NOT PICKING UP AFTER THEIR DOG

Reasons for not picking it up Reasons for picking up
• because it eventually goes away • it's the law
• just because • environmental reasons
• too much work • hygiene/health reasons
• on edge of my property • neighbourhood courtesy
• it's in my yard • it should be done
• it's in the woods • keep the yard clean
• not prepared
• no reason
• small dog, small waste
• use as fertilizer
• sanitary reasons
• own a cat or other kind of pet

Source: U.S.E.P.A. website
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Disposal: What to do with Dog Waste
Once dog owners collect their pet’s waste, the nature or the problem shifts
from collection, to disposal. The issue of how best to dispose of collected
dog waste is complex, and one that many communities--including
Vancouver--are only now starting to address.

Except on a resident’s own property, Vancouver dog owners are responsible
for removing immediately any solid waste left by their pet. In private
backyards, dog waste may be left to decompose, or be cleanup up only
periodically, either by the owner or a professional “Doggie-Doo” company.
These options are not appropriate for public areas however; even where
there is routine litter collection, since Park Board staff is not required, for
health reasons, pick up or directly handle uncollected dog waste.

Most dog walkers comply with collection by-laws by scooping feces into a
plastic bag that is either taken from a park dispenser (where available and
stocked), or a plastic grocery bag brought from home. In either case, bagged
waste must be carried by the owner until it can be deposited into a park
garbage receptacle or taken back home--often in the family vehicle--for
disposal, typically in the domestic garbage can. Some dog owners will bag
but not properly dispose of dog waste, leaving it at the side of a path, in the
bushes or even thrown into trees.

Dog waste deposited in park litter receptacles may accumulate there for
several days before being picked up by municipal garbage collectors. Dog
waste accruing in public garbage receptacles can make them unpleasant to
open and may even deter their use for other park refuse. Bagged dog waste
placed in garbage containers is collected and transported, along with other
garbage, by municipal workers (who have been known to object to this
practice) to the local transfer station by municipal garbage trucks. From there
it is trucked to the sanitary landfill where it is buried, often still encased in its
typically non-biodegradable, plastic bag. Since plastic bags have been found
to remain intact in the landfill environment for decades, it is likely that
disposing of dog waste sealed in plastic may drastically slow its
decomposition.

Some jurisdictions ban animal waste in domestic garbage as a potential
health hazard since neither the storage, nor the means of transfer, nor the
destination is planned or designed for this type of material. This is also true
of Vancouver’s landfill, which specifically states that “all forms of excrement”
are prohibited from garbage disposal.
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The Current Situation
The number of dogs now living in Vancouver is estimated at about 60,000. A
recent report on pollution in a North Virginia watershed estimated that
11,400 dogs produce about 5,000 pounds of solid waste per day (Source:
North Virginia Regional Commission, 2001.) Based on this calculation, the dog
population of Vancouver each day produces over 26,000 pounds of waste,
much of which must be transported by trucks, which consume fuel and
release air pollution, to the Vancouver landfill in Delta. Over time, the impact
of dog waste added to the waste stream can be significant, adding to the
already enormous quantity of waste destined for burial in shrinking urban
landfills.

Most studies on the subject conclude that source control of pet waste
depends on enforcement as well as educational outreach. Providing dog
waste bags and conveniently placed receptacles in popular dog walking
areas can increase the rate of compliance with dog waste bylaws. Peer
pressure amongst dog-owners is also a valuable component of any dog
waste management strategy. It is likely that, due to rising public pressure
and the prevalence of bylaws, over the long term, dog owners will
increasingly accept responsibility for cleaning up their pets’ waste.

The collection of dog waste is, however, only the first step in dealing with the
problem. Even after dog waste is picked up, disposing of dog waste with
domestic garbage presents another set of issues. The problem of final
disposition of the waste remains, and is one that affects all residents in terms
of environmental quality and public expense.

As noted in the table above, some dog owners dispose of collected waste in
the toilet, which ensures proper treatment in the municipal sewage treatment
plant. This practice is still less than ideal, however, involving extra handling
and exposure to waste. It also places an additional burden on sanitary
sewers and treatment plants that is not accounted for by waste management
planners and engineers. In Vancouver, dog waste is accepted at the Iona
Wastewater Facility, but this facility provides primary treatment only.

Although dog waste is not recommended for the household compost bin,
some dog owners maintain separate waste composters. The typical
backyard dog waste composter is a bottomless plastic garbage can (or
similar container) buried up to a removable lid. It is generally recommended
that this type of composter be located in an area away from tree roots,
vegetable gardens or family-use areas. The end product of composting dog
waste is a soil-like material that can be reused where it was created, and
worked into landscaped areas where it contributes to soil structure and
fertility. As a precaution, this material is usually not recommended for use
around food crops since some dog pathogens, notably roundworms, may
survive composting that takes place at temperatures too low to kill most of
them.

Vancouver’s City Farmer provides information on their website about
backyard dog waste composting and related waste treatment products. The
website states that this method of residential dog waste composting has
been declared safe by the Vancouver Health Department.
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How Waste Composting Works
Since dog and human waste are similar in terms of compostability and
require a level of treatment that will destroy pathogens, composting dog
waste would work on the same principle as composting human waste in
composting toilets. In both cases, if the process is properly conducted,
composting waste is reported to be safe, inexpensive, relatively fast and
odour-free, and completely effective in reducing and converting waste into a
stable, soil-like humus. This product can then be used as a soil conditioner
and low level organic fertilizer in (non-food producing) landscaped areas.

Composting of any material works in unsaturated conditions where aerobic
bacteria and fungus break down waste and destroy pathogens to levels
considered acceptable for human and animal contact. Waste material is
typically reduced from about 10 to 30% of its original volume.

Composting toilets utilize one of two types of decomposition, termed ‘Batch”
and “Continuous.” These are based on different rates of adding waste to the
process and the spectrum organisms that break it down. In both cases,
disease-causing organisms are significantly reduced or eliminated by
composting, through microbial competition, natural antibiotics, nutrient loss
and the heat produced as a byproduct of biological activity.

Effective composting depends on mixing a carbon source (typically wood
chips or sawdust) and a nitrogen source (in this case, animal waste) at a
ratio of about 30:1, turning to mix and incorporate oxygen, and maintaining a
moisture content of about 60%. (Davis and Neubauer 1995, cited in Lachapelle
and Clark, 1999). Under these conditions, temperatures can exceed 45° C
(113° F), which is high enough to destroy most pathogens (See Appendix I
for more detail on this composting process.)

The composting process can take several weeks to several months to
complete, depending on the amount of material and composting conditions.
A key factor is whether the system is “active” (utilizing mixers, heaters, fans
etc) or “passive” (left to decompose without intervention.) Active systems
work with mesophylic and thermophylic organisms that need, and contribute
to, the warmer conditions that speed up decomposition. Passive systems
work with psychrophilic (cold-loving) organisms, which are slower to break
down the organics in waste, but do result in the same level of decomposition,
though in some cases, the end product may have somewhat higher levels of
pathogens.

Some composting systems (such as the composting toilet system used at
the C.K. Choi Building at UBC) also depend on introduced red worms to help
break down waste both physically and chemically, as well as destroy
pathogens. Red worms are effective in transporting the oxygen and moisture
necessary for the composting process, which is sometimes called
vermicomposting. In the late 1990’s, testing of vermicomposting of biosolids
from wastewater treatment plants in Florida found it to be effective in
reducing pathogen levels to meet US Class A standards for stabilized end
products for land application. (Eastman 1999)
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The Feasibility of Dog Waste Composting in Public Parks
There are two basic problems to be addressed before composting of dog
waste can be considered at its point of origin- the public park:
1. Ensuring safe processing of waste and

2. Preventing contamination with inappropriate materials, through error or
vandalism.

Ensuring safe processing
Composting dog waste safely at all stage of the process and producing a
final product that is safe to handle will depend on public education and
cooperation, as well as careful, consistent planning, management and
monitoring. The GVRD has considered a trial project, but has so far chosen
not to proceed due to concerns about the possible health risk of waste-borne
pathogens. (Source: Mitchell Sokalski, pers. Communication, January 10, 2005,)

Thorough research conducted in the course of preparing this report did not
produce information on any existing precedents specifically for composting
dog waste at public parks. There is, however, a growing body of general
information on the subject. Every source contacted expressed an interest in
the concept, and a conviction that a pilot project would be key to determining
the actual feasibility of safe and effective dog waste composting in a public
context.

The Appendices to this report include some relevant literature, including a
recent proposal by a group of volunteer dog advocates, the National Capital
Coalition for People and Dogs (NCCPD) to explore the feasibility of
composting dog waste in public parks in the Ottawa area. This proposal
recommends following up preliminary investigations of the subject with the
“Action Plan” below:

• Identify and approach potential partners and project
advisers/consultants; set up Advisory Group;

• Identify and approach potential funders (project grants and/or
sponsorship of supplies);

• Identify potential sites and solicit permission to set up sites as required;

• In consultation with advisers, develop "protocol"/logistics, e.g. compost
"recipes", collection methods, management, appropriate containers,
location of bins, monitoring, data collection and recording, etc;

• Develop educational and information materials to deal with compliance
issues;

• Prepare sites;

• On-going management of sites, data collection, etc;

• Test end product;

• Distribute end product, and
• Follow-up – share learning from the project (guides, brochures,

information packages, seminars, etc.) (Source: Lyn Taylor, 2004)
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The full report (Appendix II) should be reviewed for other useful information,
including a list of factors to be considered in planning a public composting
facility.

Preventing contamination
“Contamination” of a composting dog waste facility results from the addition
of any material that may compromise the efficient production of a stable,
safe and usable end product. The major issue at a public facility would likely
be people depositing waste in non-biodegradable plastics that will not break
down and are very difficult to separate. Manual separation is not an option
due to health concerns, and mechanical separation could be costly. (Source:
Bud Fraser, personal communication, May 11, 2004) A carefully designed and
executed educational program would be critical to promoting proper use. In
view of possible vandalism, some form of controlled or limited access to the
composter may also be required.

A successful and optimal dog waste composting program will depend on the
use of a moisture-proof bag that that can be used to pickup and carry
collected dog waste, and that is fully biodegradable, allowing it to be
deposited directly into the composter without further handling. It is important
that the type of bag used is fully compostable, and will not leave residual
plastics or other non-organic materials that could adversely affect the quality
of the final product.

Fully biodegradable plastic bags are made of materials such as
biodegradable cornstarch and polymer with no polyethylene products.
Several types have recently become available in Canada. Two of these
products designed specifically for dog waste are: Ecosafe Biodegradable
Doggie Bags® and BioBag® Dog. Both are marketed as being completely
biodegradable, the latter in about in about 40 days in a composting
environment. (See Appendix III for products and a list of certificates)

Biodegradable plastics must be certified in Europe, where they have been
available for several years, before they can legally advertise that they are
biodegradable. There are no recognized standards or legal requirements for
biodegradable plastics in Canada. In the US, the Biodegradable Products
Institute or (BPI) will, on request, certify fully biodegradable products as they
become available although this is not a legal requirement. The BPI’s current
list of certified biodegradable bags is provided in Appendix IV. Products that
meet the biodegradable standard ASTM D 6400-99 are eligible to participate
in the American Society for Testing and Materials’ logo program.

Plastic bags with a polyethylene-based component are sometimes promoted
as biodegradable, when in fact they break down only physically, usually in
sunlight, rather than chemically and leave a residue of small pellets or
fragments. These remains can persist for many years, and are readily
ingested by animals. Polyethylene fragments from waste plastic can also
build up in the environment. The significance of this problem is reflected in
recent scientific evidence that this material now appears to be accumulating
worldwide, creating the effect of a plastic blanket covering the ocean floor.
(Eilperin, Juliet. May 7, 2004.)
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Is it worth the cost?
The economics of setting up and running a successful, public dog
composting facility is difficult to quantify since the concept is essentially still
untried. Commercially available pet waste composters are typically simple,
in-ground containers similar to the buried, bottomless plastic garbage can
suggested by Urban Farmer. Such systems would likely be too small,
insecure and difficult to manage at the scale of most public parks.

The similar process of composting human waste has, however, been much
more fully explored, tested and written about. Assessments of this process
seem generally very positive. Most researchers seem very optimistic about
the future of this waste management technique and there are several large
manufacturers currently producing a range of readily available composting
toilets.

In either case, whether such a process is “worth it” depends on the specifics
of each situation, intangible as well as tangible factors, and the timeframe
being evaluated. Public toilets are now provided in most parks and
composting toilets are increasingly common in difficult-to-service wilderness
areas. The time may now have come to evaluate whether or not the level of
dog use in urban parks justifies development of comparable type of facility.
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Testing the Feasibility of Dog Waste Composting at Everett Crowley
Park

Everett Crowley Park could to be an ideal location for a composting pilot
project for the following reasons:

• Its current, established popularity with both local and city-wide dog
owners;

• Its size and character. This park could easily accommodate a project
of this nature without adversely affecting current uses;

• The wishes of the community (as expressed at the Open House of
June 2004), and that of the Everett Crowley Park Committee that the
park continue to be a dog-friendly environment;

• A positive response to the concept by visitors to a the recent public
Open House regarding park use;

• The vision of the community that this park be managed as a natural
park, with improved habitats for birds, small mammals and
riparian/wetland fauna;

• The history of proactive community involvement and support for
initiatives relevant to current park users;

• The concept of using the park’s history as a starting point for
developing the theme of waste management, particularly in
conjunction with a potential interpretive centre;

• The proposal that should an interpretive centre be constructed, that
there be a focus on “green” technologies, including composting;

• The compatibility of dog-waste composting with the park’s current
composting operations of leaves and park trimmings and

• The need for additional dog-oriented facilities, as expressed at the
Open House, particularly in view of possible future limitations to off-
leash use.

Before a pilot project is undertaken, decisions should be made about the
appropriate scale of the project. Knowing an approximate numbers of users
is critical. It may be possible for Park Board staff to estimate the necessary
specifics about the dog waste currently left in garbage bins over the course
of a year. It may also be helpful to conduct an informal survey of park users
to determine possible levels of interest, use and support of this type of
facility.

The term of the pilot project should be determined, based on the time
needed to assess the composting process as a means of dealing with dog
waste, and public acceptance of the concept. A minimum time frame of
about 16 months, encompassing two summers, would likely be required to
achieve both of these objectives.
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A budget for this project should be based on the preferred design of the
system. A project of this nature could be undertaken with minimal, low-cost
materials similar to a home compost bin, or it could involve more
sophisticated equipment, using technologies applied in larger scale waste
composting operations. Due to the relatively secluded nature of this park,
consideration should be given to the risk of vandalism or other abuse.
Similarly, the public health issue is a concern. The potential for odours, and
flies or the spread of pathogens must be addressed, for the well-being of
neighbours as well as park visitors.

The following recommendations are provided for the next stage of planning:

1. Conduct further study of waste composting technology, preferably in
consultation with a waste management specialist.
An expert in the field could provide guidance regarding overall project
design. This could include:

• the preferred composting system for the anticipated level of use;

• an approximate set-up and operation budget;

• the type of collection and composting containers;

• the means of deposit;
• mixing mechanisms or other accelerators;

• optimal types and proportions of organic additives and

• a monitoring programme, including recommended equipment, data
collection and recording procedures.

2. Identify possible location(s) within the park.
Sites should be both convenient to dog walkers and to Park Board staff for

operations and maintenance. Sites should be visually unobtrusive yet
apparent to dog walkers. Each of the three entrances should be supplied
with at least a receptacle for collecting bagged waste. This could be similar
to the covered garbage containers now used on the site, but posted for dog
waste only. Alternatively, if collecting from all three entries is not practical for
the pilot project, one relatively central location could be considered, such as
between the main entry on Kerr Street and the path to Mount Everett.
Possible impacts on neighbours should be carefully considered and
addressed.

3. Explore options for waste collection bags.
Suppliers of fully biodegradable bags could be contacted to compare the

quality and cost of available products. Costs are based on volume, so
participating in bulk purchasing with the GVRD and other member
municipalities would likely provide the best price. It may be possible to
arrange a special rate or free trial of bags and dispensing systems for the
term of this pilot project.
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The willingness of dog owners to participate in the program by purchasing
bags could also be explored, perhaps as part of a visitor survey, although
costs associated with participation would likely lead to contamination of the
system with non-biodegradable bags. The Everett Crowley Park Committee,
Dog advocacy groups and ParkPartner patrols should be contacted in order
to enlist volunteers to encourage and monitor bag usage.

4. Plan a public education and information programme
Based on experience and insights acquired through establishing the off-
leash programme, signage and printed information should be developed to
help launch this initiative. Attractive, coordinated graphics and text should be
used on signage and pamphlets to clearly introduce and explain the pilot
project. The groups noted above should be invited to participate in the
planning process. They would be very important in helping explain and
promote the overall pilot project to park visitors. Care should be taken to
ensure that the project is appropriately received, particularly in view of its
unfamiliar approach to a difficult problem.
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Conclusion
Composting dog waste is an innovative concept for dealing with a range of
urban waste management issues that extend beyond the primary objective
of picking up after dogs. Composting dog waste at public parks--where it is
typically collected--could address growing social and environmental
problems associated with pet waste. It could also contribute to Vancouver’s
ability to achieve its waste reduction goals. As a further benefit, a
composting project of this nature could eventually provide a steady stream of
organic soil amendment for use throughout the park where it is made, with
no additional financial or environmental cost for delivery.

The concept of a dog waste composting strategy merits further study,
starting with a pilot project at Everett Crowley Park. This park appears to be
ideally suited as a possible location for testing both composting systems and
the level of public participation. Collaboration with groups such as the
NCCPD may prove mutually beneficial for developing appropriate equipment
and management strategies for this new type of park facility.

At the public open house held in June, 2004 to discuss the management
plan and off-leash dogs at Everett Crowley Park, visitors ranked “Dog waste
receptacles” and “On-site dog waste composting” as the first and third most
desirable, possible new park amenities. The popularity of this park amongst
dog walkers and the apparent receptiveness of this park’s community of
users could make Everett Crowley Park an ideal site for a pilot project.
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APPENDIX S: Bicycle Plan

District of Mission
Bicycle Route Plan

7 November 2007

1 INTRODUCTION
This document presents a Bicycle Route Plan for the District of Mission.

The plan is based on a network of bicycle routes, of which the priority route is on 7 th Avenue between
Hurd Street and the Fraser River Heritage Park, with an eventual extension to Hatzic. Radiating out
from 7 th Avenue will be a number of bicycle routes connecting major destinations and neighbourhoods
within the urban area of Mission. The bicycle route network also provides connections to Abbotsford,
Maple Ridge and Agassiz via Ministry of Transportation facilities.

In addition to the network of bicycle routes, the Bicycle Route Plan includes an implementation
strategy with conceptual plans and cost estimates for priority routes, as well as a funding strategy.

1.1 Goals

This section describes the goals that the Bicycle Route Plan intends to achieve. The two goals of the
plan are:

• Increase bicycle trips. The primary goal of the Bicycle Route Plan is to increase bicycle use in
Mission. Developing more bicycle routes and facilities will increase the number of bicycle trips
and increase the share of all vehicle trips made by bicycle.

• Improve safety for cyclists. A significant deterrent to cycling is “fear of traffic.” Improving safety
by improving the design of bicycle facilities will help to minimize conflicts between cyclists and
other road users, and help to reduce injuries. It will also reduce the fear of traffic that exists
amongst many current and potential cyclists, therefore increasing the number of bicycle trips.

1.2 Principles

The Bicycle Route Plan is based on several fundamental principles of bicycle and pedestrian planning,
as described below. These principles are based on experience in communities in British Columbia and
across North America, and are consistent with current planning practices.

• The cycling network should accommodate all cyclists.  This means cyclists of all skill levels,
riding for all purposes. This includes children and adults, novices and experienced cyclists. It
includes cyclists commuting to work and school; cyclists completing errands such as going to
appointments; and recreational cyclists, including mountain bikers riding to trails.

• The cycling network should incorporate different types of bicycle facilities.  Skill levels,
physical capabilities, trip purposes and individual needs vary widely amongst cyclists, and



consequently different cyclists require or are attracted to different types of bicycle facilities. An
experienced commuter cyclist may be comfortable riding along a major high-volume road such as
Lougheed Highway, and may prefer to ride along such a road in order to minimize travel times. On
the other hand, a less experienced cyclist who is new to cycling may not feel comfortable riding
along major roads, and may prefer greenways, other pathways and local streets. To accommodate
all types of cyclists a range of different types of bicycle facilities is needed.

• Cyclists should be accommodated on roadways wherever possible.  Unless it is extremely
difficult to do so, space should ultimately be provided for cyclists on all arterial and collector roads.
This approach recognizes that cyclists fare best when they are treated as vehicles and integrated
with other vehicle traffic. Studies of crashes and safety issues indicate that cyclists are generally
safer riding on roadways than on pathways. This is because cyclists share pathways with
pedestrians and many other types of users, which can increase the potential for conflicts and
crashes. In addition to safety considerations, travel times for cyclists are usually minimized when
cyclists travel on roadways.

• Off-street pathways should complement — not replace — on-street bicycle facilities.
Because the potential for conflicts and crashes is higher on a pathway, and because pathways do not
serve all destinations to which cyclists may wish to travel, many cyclists will end up riding on the
roadway, either by choice or by necessity. Constructing pathways as an alternative to on-street
bicycle facilities means that in many cases there is not enough space for cyclists and motorists to
safely share the roadway, and as a result, the safety of cyclists and motorists alike is compromised.
Instead, pathways should be provided as a complement to on-street bicycle facilities, thereby
ensuring that facilities are provided for all cyclists.

• Crossing treatments are essential. Crossings where bicycle routes along local streets and
pathways intersect arterial and collector roadways are where the majority of crashes — and the
most severe crashes — occur. To maximize safety for cyclists and to avoid creating barriers to
cycling within the bicycle network, a range of crossing treatments should be used at arterial and
collector road crossings.

• Bicycle routes should serve important destinations.  Just as the road network provides access
to commercial, office, institutional, cultural and recreational destinations throughout the District, so
should the bicycle route network.

• The “quality” of the cycling experience is important,  and is determined by perceptions of
safety, traffic volumes, noise and aesthetics. Although providing a direct route and avoiding steep
grades are important, some cyclists will prefer a longer route or one with steeper grades if it is
perceived as significantly safer, has lower traffic volumes, and provides a more enjoyable cycling
experience.

2 BICYCLE ROUTE NETWORK
This section presents a bicycle route network for the urban area of Mission, with connections to the
remainder of the District as well as adjacent communities. The intent in developing the bicycle route
network is to identify routes which support the goals of the Bicycle Route Plan — increasing bicycle
use and improving cyclist safety — and can feasibly be implemented by the District over the next ten
years. It is anticipated that beyond the ten year timeframe the District may wish to implement
additional bicycle routes within the urban area and extend bicycle routes into other areas of the District.



2.1 Types of Facilities

Within the Bicycle Route Plan, routes are categorized as “on-street” where they are part of the road
network and “off-street” where they are separate from the road network. Within each category, there
are different types of facilities appropriate for different conditions, as described below. In addition,
where on-street and off-street routes intersect major roadways, crossings are required — various types
of crossings are also described in this section.

2.1.1 On-Street Routes

The most efficient and effective bicycle route network is the existing road system. Accommodating
cyclists on roads maximizes cycling opportunities, provides for direct travel by bicycle, maximizes
safety when facilities are properly designed and maintained, and minimizes the costs of providing
bicycle facilities. Accommodating cyclists on roads also increases awareness of cycling opportunities,
and legitimizes the use of the bicycle as a transportation vehicle.

Four types of bicycle facilities are used to create on-street routes, as described below. The conditions
in which each of these facilities is applicable are summarized in Table 2.1.

• Shared routes are located on local streets and lower-volume collector roads. Because traffic
volumes and speeds are generally low, cyclists and motorists are able to safely share the road
without the need for physical improvements to the roadway. In most cases, the only improvement
is signage identifying the road as a bicycle route. Figure 2.1 illustrates a shared route identified
with bicycle symbols.

• Marked wide travel lanes are essentially wide travel lanes, with the addition of bicycle lane
symbols marked on the pavement at regular intervals, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The symbols
identify the right side of the lane as the area used by cyclists, which serves to alert motorists to the
potential presence of bicycles even when there are no bicycles on the road. Because an area of the
roadway is identified for bicycle use, marked wide travel lanes can be attractive to cyclists who are
uncomfortable riding in traffic and feel the need for an identified bicycle facility. Marked wide
travel lanes range in width from 4.0 m to 4.5 m, and are typically 4.3 m wide.

Table 2.1 — Applicable Conditions for On-Street Bicycle Facilities

Facility Appropriate Conditions Examples
Shared route • Local streets • Local streets in grid or

• Posted speed 50 km/h or less redundant street network
• Low traffic volumes • Parallel to major road
• With or without on-street parking corridors
• With or without traffic calming

Marked wide • Arterial and collector roads with curbs • Arterial road in commercial
travel lane • Posted speed 50 km/h area with on-street parking

• Low to moderate traffic volumes • Two-lane collector road with
• Frequent or infrequent turning vehicles low to moderate volumes
• With or without stopping buses
• With or without on-street parking

Bicycle lane • Arterial roads with curbs • Suburban arterial road with
• Posted speed 50 km/h or more access management, bus
• Moderate to high traffic volumes bays and no parking



• Few turning vehicles • Urban highway
• Few stopping buses • Bridge
• No on-street parking

Paved shoulder • Arterial and collector roads without curbs • Rural highway
• Posted speed 50 km/h or more • Urban arterial road without
• Moderate to high traffic volumes curbs
• With or without stopping buses
• No on-street parking

Figure 2.1 — Shared Bicycle Route

Figure 2.2 — Marked Wide Travel Lane

• Bicycle lanes. A section of the roadway is designated exclusively for bicycle use, with signage and
pavement markings, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Bicycle traffic in a bicycle lane is always one-way
in the same direction as the adjacent travel lane. Bicycle lanes are generally used on urban roads
with curbs, whereas paved shoulders are used on rural roads with open shoulders. To provide
sufficient width for manoeuvring and for faster cyclists to overtake slower cyclists, bicycle lanes



should be a minimum of 1.5 m wide.

Figure 2.3 — Bicycle Lane

2.1.2 Off-Street Routes

Off-street routes include multi-use pathways and trails. Within the Bicycle Route Plan, only multi-use
pathways are identified. Trails are narrower, soft-surfaced facilities used primarily for recreational
cycling (mountain biking) as well as for hiking and horseback riding. Although trails are not included
in the Bicycle Route Plan, the bicycle route network provides access for cyclists to some trailheads.

Multi-use pathways are physically separated from roadways and are prohibited for motor vehicle use
(except maintenance vehicles). A pathway can be located parallel to an adjacent roadway, or can be
located in a corridor where there is not a roadway. Typically, these pathways are shared by cyclists,
pedestrians, in-line skaters and other non-motorized users, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Consequently,
they should be a minimum of 3.0 m wide. Multi-use pathways are perceived as safe and attractive
routes for cyclists who prefer to avoid motor vehicle traffic.



Figure 2.4 — Multi-Use Pathway

Ideally, multi-use pathways are hard-surfaced, using concrete or asphalt. This means that all non-
motorized users can be accommodated, including in-line skaters, persons in wheelchairs and cyclists on
bicycles with narrow tires. Soft-surfaced pathways may be preferable in environmentally-sensitive
areas, and are typically constructed of stable materials such as a compacted aggregate. Although soft-
surfaced pathways can accommodate most users, they are generally unsuitable for in-line skaters, some
cyclists and some wheelchair users. In some cases, multi-use pathways incorporate both a hard surface
and a soft surface.

2.1.3 Crossings

Eventually, on- and off-street routes must cross major roads including Lougheed Highway. At these
locations, special crossing treatments are usually required, as described below.

• Marked crossings are used on lower-volume roadways, where there is a need to identify the
crossing to motorists. Crosswalk signage and pavement markings can be supplemented with
enhancements such as overhead internally-illuminated signs, which also shine light onto the
crossing area. Marked crossings on collector roads and local streets can also be enhanced with
median islands or raised crossings, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.



Figure 2.5 — Raised Pathway Crossing

• Signalized crossings are used where the number of persons crossing the roadway is higher, and
where traffic volumes and speeds are higher. Signalized crossings can be configured as a
pedestrian signal, or with flashing amber lights. Signals can be activated by push button, by
detectors embedded in the roadway, or with “high tech” means such as microwave or video
detection.

• Grade-separated crossings — overpasses and underpasses — are expensive, and consequently are
used only where there is a high volume of high-speed motor vehicle traffic, with no opportunity for
a signalized at-grade crossing.

2.2 Bicycle Routes

The bicycle route network is illustrated in Figure 2.6. It is important to note that although the routes
included in the bicycle network are intended primarily as bicycle transportation routes, these routes will
provide connections to additional multi-use pathways and trails intended primarily for recreational
purposes. These additional recreational facilities are described elsewhere in the Parks and Trails
Master Plan, and are not illustrated in Figure 2.6.



Figure 2.6 — Bicycle Route Network

The “spine” of the bicycle route network will be the 7 th Avenue route, which will provide access for
cyclists across the urban area of Mission, along a reasonably flat route. Other bicycle routes radiate out
from the 7th Avenue route to provide access to destinations throughout the urban area. In particular, a
pathway connection from 7th Avenue to Hatzic will create a continuous east-west corridor, which will
be attractive to many cyclists as an alternative to Lougheed Highway. For these reasons, the 7th Avenue
route has been identified as the priority for implementation.

Other key bicycle routes include:

• A pathway connection from 7th Avenue to Catchpole Avenue in Hatzic, via Fraser River Heritage
Park. This pathway is identified as a priority for implementation, as it will provide an alternative
corridor to Lougheed Highway, connecting the urban areas of Mission and Hatzic. The pathway
would follow the approximate alignment of the existing informal pathway through the park, along
an existing public road right-of-way.

• A pathway connection from Lougheed Highway in the vicinity of the Cedar Valley Connector to the
bridge over the Fraser River, which has sidewalks on both sides to accommodate cyclists. These
pathway connections would accommodate cyclists travelling to and from Abbotsford, who currently
have no option but to ride along Highway 11 to and from the bridge.



• A bicycle route from 2nd Avenue in the downtown across Lougheed Highway, past the West Coast
Express station, across the railway line and through the old downtown to connect to a pathway
leading to the Fraser River bridge. This route would provide an alternative to the Murray Street
overpass over the railway line, which does not incorporate any road space for cyclists, and which
could not be easily modified to do so. This route would require a new or upgraded overpass over
the railway line to accommodate cyclists — the existing pedestrian overpass for the West Coast
Express station cannot be used by cyclists due to the stairs as well as the narrow width.

• A potential route along Cherry Avenue, in the event that Cherry Avenue is extended west into
Silverdale. The District is currently considering options for a road network connection across
Silverdale Creek, and Cherry Avenue is the most promising candidate. If a connection is made to
Silverdale via Cherry Avenue, a pathway connection would be required from Best Avenue to Cherry
Avenue, to provide a continuous north-south connection to Lougheed Highway.

• A pathway parallel to Cedar Street north of Cherry Avenue.

• Dewdney Trunk Road is a popular cycling route, particularly for recreational cyclists.

• Lougheed Highway is a Ministry of Transportation facility. Through on-going maintenance and
upgrade projects, it can be expected that the Ministry will add bicycle facilities to Lougheed
Highway, so that eventually cyclists will be able to travel through Mission along the Lougheed
Highway.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
This section presents an implementation strategy for the priority elements of the Bicycle Route Plan, as
well as a funding strategy. Priority routes have been identified, consistent with the $338,000 in funding
available to the District from the Public Transit Infrastructure Program and the Public Transit
Agreement, as described in Section 3.2.

3.1 7th Avenue Route

The priority bicycle route along 7th Avenue would incorporate marked wide travel lanes. For much of
its length, 7th Avenue is 14 m wide. This means that a 4.5 m wide marked travel lane can be provided
in each direction, plus on-street parking (nominally 2.5 m). Figure 3.1 illustrates these dimensions, and
Figure 3.2 provides a visualization of how this would appear.

The District is planning to reconfigure the 7th Avenue/Cedar Street intersection to create left turn bays
on all approaches. One 4.5 m wide through lane would be maintained in each direction on 7 th Avenue,
which means that the marked wide travel lanes could be continued through the intersection. Because of
this, implementation of marked wide travel lanes on 7 th Avenue should not be undertaken until the
7th Avenue/Cedar Street intersection is reconfigured.



Figure 3.1 — Marked Wide Travel Lanes on 7 th Avenue

Figure 3.2 — Marked Wide Travel Lanes on 7 th Avenue (Visualization)

The other key feature of the 7 th Avenue bicycle route is the pathway connection through Fraser River
Heritage Park, between Mary Street and Catchpole Avenue. Key design features include:

• In order to accommodate cyclists on all types of bicycles (including bicycles with narrow tires), the
surface of the pathway should desirably be asphalt. For environmental reasons and in consideration
of other uses in the park, however, it may be preferable for some sections of the pathway to be an
aggregate surface.

• The pathway should be a minimum of 3.0 m wide, and desirably should be 4.0 m wide to
accommodate expected high levels of use at peak times. A minimum horizontal clearance of 1.0 m
should be maintained to all fixed objects adjacent to the pathway.

• Horizontal curves should be at least 33 m in radius, consistent with a bicycle design speed of
35 km/h, so as to ensure adequate sight lines and safe stopping distances.

Implementation of a bicycle route along 7 th Avenue, Wren Street and Mary Street would require only



pavement markings and signs, at an estimated cost of approximately $20,000. The remaining $318,000
available to the District from the Public Transit Infrastructure Program and the Public Transit
Agreement programs would be spent on constructing the pathway through Fraser River Heritage Park.
A breakdown of these estimated costs is presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 — Estimated Costs for Priority Bicycle Facilities

Location 	 Item 	 Estimated Cost
7 th Avenue, Hurd–
Heritage Park
Hurd, Lougheed–7th

Bicycle route signs (TAC IB-23) spaced an average of
150 m in each direction (50 signs @$200/sign)

$10,000

7 th Avenue, Hurd–
Heritage Park

Marked wide travel lane markings (as per TAC) spaced
an average of 150 m in each direction (40 stencils
@$250/stencil)

$10,000

Fraser River Heritage
Park

Site preparation $30,000

Asphalt pathway 3 m wide, 600 m in length $110,000

Crushed aggregate pathway 3 m wide, 500 m in length $100,000

Pedestrian/cyclist bridge $80,000

Signs and pavement markings $3,000

Total $343,000

3.2 Funding Opportunities

This section describes several potential funding sources for various components of the Bicycle Route
Plan.

3.2.1 Public Sector Funding

The District should pursue all available public sector sources of funding for bicycle routes and
facilities, including the programs identified below. It is important to note that many of these public
sector funding opportunities require that the District have previously prepared designs and cost
estimates (it should be noted that the costs of preparing designs are typically not eligible for cost share
funding — only the capital costs of construction are eligible).

• Public Transit Infrastructure Program and the Public Transit Agreement . These two programs
are administered by the Union of BC Municipalities, and allocate funds from the provincial and
federal governments to municipalities for facilities and programs which support public transit
infrastructure and achieve environmental objectives. The District is currently eligible to receive a
total of $338,000 from these two programs, and can apply the funds to the implementation of
bicycle routes.

• Provincial programs.  The provincial government currently has several programs which provide
funds for bicycle-related projects:



o The Cycling Infrastructure Partnerships Program  (CIPP). Through this program, the Ministry
of Transportation provides up to 50% cost-sharing (to a maximum of $250,000 per project) for
new and improved bicycle facilities on secondary highways and classified arterials. Under the
roads section of the Provincial Revenue Share Act, grants are awarded to assist in the
development of major municipal roads, and bicycle facilities are eligible under this program.

o LocalMotion is a provincial program intended to improve air quality, improve safety, reduce
energy consumption and encourage British Columbians to be more active. The program
provides $40 million for investment in capital projects, including bicycle facilities, pathways
and greenways, and projects that improve accessibility for people with disabilities. The District
can apply for LocalMotion grants based on a 50/50 provincial/municipal cost-sharing basis,
with a provincial contribution of up to $1 million per year. The total $40 million is available
over four years.

• Infrastructure Canada manages several programs which provide funding for environmental and
local transportation infrastructure projects in municipalities across Canada. Typically, the federal
government contributes one-third of the cost of municipal infrastructure projects. Provincial and
municipal governments contribute the remaining funds, and in some instances there may be private
sector investment as well.

• Green municipal funds. The Federation of Canadian Municipalities manages the Green
Municipal Fund, with a total allocation of $550 million. This fund is intended to support municipal
government efforts to reduce pollution, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve quality of
life. The expectation is that knowledge and experienced gained in best practices and innovative
environmental projects will be applied to national infrastructure projects.

• Other federal programs. At any given time, there are usually one or more federal grant programs
for which bicycle facilities would be eligible. As an example, in the past, Environment Canada has
provided grants through the Environmental Partners Fund for bicycle-related projects which
demonstrated a benefit to the environment and which formed partnerships with the community.

It is important to note that eligibility for some federal programs is limited to not-for-profit
organizations. By forming partnerships with local not-for-profit organizations, the District can
access a number of alternative funding sources and grant programs for bicycle projects. It is
important to note that because the primary applicant for funds is the not-for-profit group, they are
nominally in charge of the project. As well, it should be noted that many of the grants available to
not-for-profit groups from the federal government are designed to provide jobs for persons
receiving Employment Insurance. Therefore, in order to qualify, new, preferably skills-based, jobs
must be created, and only persons receiving EI are eligible.

• Development cost charges. The District charges developers a series of “development cost
charges” (DCCs) on new developments. These one-time charges are set through bylaws and
approved by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs. The intent of these charges is to assist the
municipality in funding the costs associated with infrastructure to serve a growing and changing
community. These charges include sewer, water, recreation, and transportation charges.
Transportation and recreation DCCs collected can be used for expenditures included in the Bicycle
Route Plan.



3.2.2 Other Funding Sources

Other sources of funding that can be considered for financing of bicycle facility projects include:

• ICBC has in the past provided funding for bicycle facilities, particularly where these have the
potential to reduce crashes and claims costs to ICBC. Funding is available through ICBC’s Road
Improvement Program and Safer City Program.

• Private sector. Mountain Equipment Co-Op is an example of a business which provides funding
that could be applied to bicycle and pedestrian facilities and programs. To protect the environment
in areas having significant recreational value, and to facilitate public access and recreational use of
areas, Mountain Equipment Co-Op supports applications from member groups and not-for-profit
organizations. Similarly, VanCity provides funding through its Environmental Fund.

Many corporations wish to be good corporate neighbours — to be active in the community and to
promote environmentally-beneficial causes. A bicycle network is well-suited to corporate sponsorship,
and has attracted significant sponsorship both at the local level and throughout North America.
Examples in B.C. include Construction Aggregates in Sechelt, which constructed an overpass over a
gravel conveyor to provide a link for pedestrians and cyclists, and 7-Eleven and Molson Breweries
which have sponsored multi-use pathways in Vancouver, Burnaby and New Westminster.

• Deeds, donations and dedications. In many communities, multi-use pathways have been funded
in part and in whole by local residents who purchased “deeds”  to sections of the pathway. The
Trans Canada Trail, for example, is funded partially by sales of one metre sections for $40.
Development of a pathway along Mission Creek in Kelowna was partially funded through
community donations. Similar to park bench dedication programs, a dedication program can be set
up for residents and corporations to donate bicycle facilities, such as bicycle racks or lockers. In
many cases, these deeds, donations and dedications are tax-deductible where they are administered
by a not-for-profit agency.

• Service clubs. Efforts to provide new bicycle facilities can be coordinated with service clubs, such
as the Lions Club, the Rotary Club and Kiwanis. In Kelowna and Port Coquitlam, for example, the
Rotary Club provided funding for the construction of bicycle facilities.

• Advertising. There are several options for obtaining funding for bicycle projects from advertising
revenues. The costs of producing and distributing a bicycle route map can be partially or fully
offset by selling advertising space on the map. Advertising on bicycle racks can reduce the costs of
providing bicycle parking. Potential advertisers include bicycle stores, commercial recreation
operators, hotels, restaurants and transportation services.

• Parking. Another potential source of revenue to finance the construction and maintenance of
bicycle facilities is to implement parking charges for municipal motor vehicle parking facilities
which are currently accessible at no cost, and to increase parking charges for municipal facilities for
which there is a charge. To minimize objections to parking price increases, all funds generated
from increased parking charges should be allocated entirely to bicycle facilities — no funds should
be diverted for other purposes.
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